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Foreword
If there exists anyone fairly universally accepted objective of

industrial education, that objective would include some direct
reference to modern industry as the major source from which to
draw instructional content. When questioned in depth about this,
most teachers would probably state that they believe industrial arts
experiences are useful in helping boys and girls become better in
formed about modern industry.

Among teachers, the objective would differ somewhat in detail,
but not in essence; they would contain these kinds of expressions:

"Students in my classes become acquainted with the major
areas of production, distribution and consumption of products
and they get first-hand experiences in designing, producing,
servicing and caring for products in common usage."

"Younsters in my classes develop some general basic skills,
knowledges and problem-solving abilities while manipulating
things mechanical and technical."

"We learn about tools, materials, products, processes and
design as these are associated with modern industry."

"Students in my classes get first-hand experience in using
wood, metal, plastics, ceramics, textiles, paper and other common
industrial materials in construction activities which are typically
found in modern industry."

Excellent - so far. However, one essential element to the
effective study of industry or industrial evolution rarely appears
among industrial arts objectives.

What are the historical roots - the antecedents of modern
industrial development? How can teachers develop an adequate
understanding of the nature of modern industry without giving
comprehensive attention to the factors and circumstances which
have brought about its development?
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This, the 17th Yearbook, has been written to provide a pre
view of the history of industry and man's emergence as a tool
making, tool-using individual. It provides rich materials for a
thorough understanding of how man has exercised his ingenuity in
developing productivity to serve his needs. The Yearbook provides
for insight into the relationship of production and economic systems
and gives significant attention to social systems related to industry
as exemplified in organized labor and management. In short, this
Yearbook provides the essential historical content to "round out"
a study of modern industry through industrial arts.

Once more, the AeIATE gratefully acknowledges the work of
eleven writers whose effort and dedication have given the organi
zation another significant foundation text for industrial arts. Its
quality is scholarly, its coverage comprehensive, its publication
timely. Council members are appreciative of the efforts of the pres
ent team of writers for adding this fine new resource to the profes
sionalliterature represented in the Yearbook series.

Howard F. Nelson
President
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Preface
Yearbook Seventeen is the culmination of several years of

research directed toward a consideration of industry as the major
source of educational content for Industrial Arts Education. This
yearbook is in agreement, therefore, with one of the accepted,
primary objectives of Industrial Arts: to "develop an insight and
understanding of industry and its place in our culture."

Extensive evidence both from professional literature in this
field and from curriculum projects underway in Industrial Arts
indicate that the content derived from this study of industry
(technology) should be based on some form of theoretical con
struct: that is, that the body of knowledge reflecting industry
(technology) should have a logical, meaningful structure (tax
onomy, matrix, morphology, etc.). This current trend within the
field of Industrial Arts towards developing its own logical structure
moves Industrial Arts Education towards the possession of a
theoretical structure - one of the basic characteristics inherent in
an academic discipline.

It has been accepted that every discipline has two distinct
unities in operation within itself. First, every discipline has a
systematic unity which is the logical, highly structured, abstract
knowledge unique to the specific discipline which always operates
in the present. In the case of Industrial Arts, this structure is
evidently still in the emerging process. Second, every discipline has
a historical unity which gives understanding and meaning to the
systematic logic of its present state. It is therefore apparent that
one could not become an expert in a discipline without also acquiring
an understanding of its historical unity. Thus if the Industrial Arts
profession considers its primary purpose to be the study of con
temporary industry, it must (in order to acquire a comprehensive
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14 Preface

understanding of industry) also acquire an understanding of its
historical development.

The primary purpose of this yearbook is to review historically
the three forms of industrial production (handicraft, machine, and
automation) as well as their inter-related social and economic
systems. (The theory underlying the entire yearbook is based on
the assumption that the primary function of industry is the pro
duction of goods and services.) The yearbook will also explore both
the unique characteristics of an academic discipline and its impli
cations for curriculum development within the field of Industrial
Arts.

The Editor wishes to express his appreciation to his colleagues
in the Department of Industrial Education and to his fonner
graduate students for their contributions in making this yearbook
possible. He wishes also to thank Professor Donald 11aley for his
encouragement and understanding cooperation and the secretarial
staff and personal friends for their generous assistance. Finally he
wishes to acknowledge the help and understanding of his wife in the
long process of editing this yearbook.

JOSEPH LUETKEMEYER



CHAPTER ONE

Introduction
to the Yearbook
Joseph F. Luetkemeyer
University of Maryland

Industry: The Dominant Social Institution
Social scientists have described our society as one in which

industry "has emerged as the decisive, the representative and the
constitutive institution"1 - a society, therefore, in which industry
stands out as the dominant social institution. For unlike other social
institutions, indu try permeates "our culture as a whole."2

Indu try has a direct impact not only on man's own social and
personal (family) life but to orne degree determines even the basic
class structure of modern society. One of the identities given a
worker in industrial society is hi job. He may be a truck driver, a
sale man, or a doctor; but whatever his job might be, it will be that
position he fill in society \\..hich will largely determine his annual
income, his mode of living, and the social status he will maintain
(both on the job and in his home environment). Industry also
exerts a strong influence on molding an individual's personal or
family life, for millions of workers depend on industry not only for
their own livelihoods, their economic and social positions, but also
for the corresponding opportunities and places in ociety of their
families and others who may be dependent on them. 2

Besides its place in man's social and family life, industry has
altered man's physical and social environment. Physically, the
growth of modern urban manufacturing centers has led to the

'PptPr F. Drucker. The New Society (New York: Harper and Brothers
PublishPrs. 1950), p. 27.

~Eugenp V. Schnpidpr, Industrial Sociolo~y ( ew York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company. Inc, 1957), p. 1.
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16 A Historical Perspective of Industry

C)
r
"

necessity for extensive housing developments, expanding means of
transportation, and the complex financial systems resulting from
these industrial advances. Thus industry may be cited as the indirect
cause of the social and physical problems created by urban living:
the problems of unemployment; slum areas; smog, air pollution,
sanitary, and other health conditions. Socially, it is industry which
has established the distinctions between the working class, the pro
fessional middle class, and the financially affluent upper class. In
dustry is indeed "like the center of a web whose strands reach out
to embrace almost every aspect of society, culture, and personality." 3

However, this importance industry commands in modern
society as well as its impact on other social institutions are but
indirect results of its primary function or goal- that of production
of material objects and services. Fairchild noted that "the goal of
all industry is production, in order that human wants may be
satisfied." 1 And Moore wrote that "in the most general sense, in
dustry may be thought of as coextensive with the production of
goods and services - practically synonymous with 'economic orga
nization.' ,,~, Thus from the crude workings of Stone Age man to the
complex industrial enterprises of today, all industries have had
production as their primary and unchanging goal.

Man has admittedly introduced new modes of production
through the years: to handicraft has been added the use of machines
(mass production), and to the use of machines has recently been
added automated units of control. But these new modes of pro
duction have not changed the goal of industry; they have rather
been introduced only as a means of increasing the efficiency and
effectiveness of production.

In order to perform the ordinary functions of his daily routines,
the average person must be aware of at least the products and
results of industry. To provide a livelihood for himself and for those
dependent on him, a worker must have a certain degree of under
standing of modern technology, some training in a technical skill,
and some ability to handle technical tools and machines. House
wives and children must also have a limited knowledge of the
products of industry. To be able to drive a car 0 e~ate household
appliances, or draw water from a faucet; a housewife must under
stand the technical operations of these products. Even a child's

~lbid.. p. 3.
IFred R. Fairchild et al. Elementary Economics (New York: The Mac

millan Company. 1927). p. 89.
5\Vilbert E. :\loon" Industrial Relations and the Social Order (New

York: The> Macmillan Company, 1951), p. 5.
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control of a tric de or his success with fl inK a kite depend on how
well he understands the operations of these child-oriented results
of inQustry.

While a widespread acquaintance with the products of industry
is evidently important for man's intelligent existence in a modern,
technical society, this common-sense knowledge of so dominating a
social institution is inadequate. For personal knowledge of this kind
is limited to an individual's environment and experiences (and may
thus be influenced by his personal bias or interests).

Formal knowledge of industry, on the other hand, would pro
vide a factual, objective understanding of industry as a social insti
tution. It seems, therefore, that a study of industry (including both
its nature and its impact on society) should be an integral part of
every student's formal program of studies, Schneider, an industrial
sociologist, has observed that "whoever would understand the
nature of modern society must first understand the nature of its
industrial institutions,"n

A review of the literature in Industrial Arts indicates that its
curriculum has, as its unique function in the formal school, the
transmission of a knowledge of industry to the young. By its very
definition, as developed by such recognized leaders in the field as
Bonser, Fales, Wilber, Hostetler, and Schmidt, Industrial Arts em
bodies two important principles: "that industrial arts is part of
general education" and that industry is "the source of its content."7
Further evidence of the prominent role of indu try in Industrial
Arts may be found in two recent studies made of the historical
evolution of objectives in Industrial Arts Education." Both studies,
after reviewing many national, state, and local bulletins on In
dustrial Arts Education, concluded that the objective to "develop
an insight and understanding of industry and its place in our
culture"!' was one of the major Industrial Arts Education objectives

t'Schneider, op. cit
7Clois E. Kicklighter. "An Exploratory Taxonomy Based on the Com·

mon Elpments of Industrial Enterprisps for Industrial Arts Contpnt Idpnti·
fication" (unpuhlishpd Ed.D. dissertation, Industrial Education Department.
University of Maryland). p. 22.

~Ivan Hostetler. "\\1hat Objectives should be Emphasized in Industrial
Arts?" IlIlprol'ing Industrial Arts Teaching - A Call to til(' Profcssion. U. S.
Department of Health. Education and \Vplfare (\Vashin~ton, D.c; US.
Govprnment Printing Office, 19(0). .

Hal Massey, "A Rf'sparch Instrument for I\Ieasuring The Unique Can·
tributions of Industrial Arts to the Goals of General Education" (unpuhlished
Ed.D. dissertation. Industrial Education Departmf'nt. Univprsity of Mary
land,19(-;!i).

!'Ibid.. p. 87.
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emphasized. And in the words of Professor Ethan Svendsen, "the
chief purpose of Industrial Arts Education must be the acquisition
of industrial understanding and insight. Other objectives may con
tribute to it, but they will always be subservient."lo

Since objectives are the guides towards content selection and
an understanding of industry is recognized as one of Industrial Art's
major objectives, it seems logical to assume that a knowledge of
industry should be an integral part of the unique content of In
dustrial Arts.

A problem arises, however, in discerning the specific content
of Industrial Arts. For while Industrial Arts educators generally
agree that industry is the source of their field's content, their
opinions concerning the actual nature of industry are in conflict.
Thus, while each of these different schools of thought has evolved
its own concept of industry - with corresponding methological
principles - the dilemma of discerning a specific content for In
dustrial Arts has become more apparent.

A large part of this curriculum confusion is due to the influence
of two of this field's historical antecedents: the Manual Training
Movement (with its analysis technique of technical subject matter)
and the Progressive Education Movement (with its child-centered
approach to learning.)

The Manual Training Movement
The Manual Training Movement in America was heavily

influenced by the pedagogical innovations of Victor Della Vos and
his associates at the Imperial Technical School in Moscow. Because
Della Vos considered the existing apprenticeship system to be
inefficient and expensive, he, together with his associates, developed
new approaches to teaching the mechanic arts. Their program
provided
an instruction shop for each distinctive art or trade - one for joinery,
one for blacksmithing, one for carpentry, and so on; they analyzed each
trade into its component skills and arranged these in pedagogical order,
and they combined drawings, models, and tools into a series of graded
exercises by which a student could, under supervision, progress toward
a requisite of standard skill.ll

It was this instruction shop, with its analysis technique, which
later became the framework upon which educators within the

lOEthan A. Svendsen. "Industrial Arts: A Total Program," Journal 01
Industrial Teacher Education. IV (Summer. 1967). p. 17.

t1Lawr('nc(' A. Cremin. The Transformation of the School (New York:
Alfrpd A. Knopf, 1961), p. 25.
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Manual Training Movement in America developed their content
and related methodology.

The Manual Training Movement in American schools operated
originally within a general education objective. But with the advent
of federally subsidized vocational education, the analysis technique
of the Manual Training Movement was adopted by Trade and In
dustrial educators and was modified to meet their own vocational
objectives.

The same industrial educators of this period were the leaders
in both movements( Manual Training and Vocational Industrial
Education). In viewing the two movements, these educators con
cluded that their content area was the same and that the only
difference between them was one of objectives (general versus
vocational). The basic premise accepted by these industrial edu
cators was that "industrial understanding and insight" could be
taught through technical skill and knowledge without the necessity
of identifying any separate, distinct knowledge of industry.

The designation " 'bnual Training" was later changed to
"Industrial Arts," but the source of the movement's content (tech
nical knowledge with related tool skills) remained the same.

Because of the influences of both the Manual Training Move
ment and the Trade and Industrial Education Movement, Industrial
Arts did not concern it elf, except for a few isolated instances, with
evolving a structured body of knowledge of industry which could
be used in curriculum development.

The Progressive Education Movement
The Progressive Education Movement came into prominence

in America during the last two decades of the nineteenth century.
It was but one of many humanitarian efforts to cope with existing
social conditions that had resulted from the country's complex and
rapidly expanding industrial-urban society.

The movement pointed out weaknesses in the existing public
school program. It noted that in the program's rigid format of
subject-matter orientation the entire school system was keyed pri
marily to the affluent, academically capable student. The existing
emphasis on subject matter was, in fact, so pronounced that the
student was given almost no individual consideration. He was
thought qualified to attend public school only if he were capable
of fitting a rigid, formalized set of educational standards.

As possible solutions to the social ills created by industrialism,
the Progressive Education Movement advocated extensive and
radical reforms within the program of the formal school. It viewed
the function of the American school as that of providing a univer aI,
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democratic education and held that the school should meet the
needs of every child, regardless of his academic ability or social
background. The movement advocated educational programs specifi
ally designed to fit the needs of every child in America. Some of
these programs included vocational education, health, family and
community living, and other new curriculum developments. It was
intended that the various curricular programs would, within the
school's teaching methodology, reflect the latest research findings
in psychology and in the other social sciences on child development.
The primary and dominant focus in the proposed school setting was
the individual child - with the concomitant emphasis on his physi
cal and social development.

The proposed objectives were to be accomplished in the school
through the use of the "project method." In this method of learning
a purposeful activity would be pursued by the students in a social
environment. Leaders in this movement believed that only when
children would see "purpose" in an activity would they pursue it.
Suhject matter would, therefore, never be planned in advance, but
would evolve as the children realized a need for it in order to solve
problems related to the "purposeful" activity they were engaged in.
By working together on various projects, the children would pre
sumably gain "social insight" (a concomitant learning» in addition
to the direct learning fostered by the purposeful activity. Rather
than relying on organized subjects as did former programs in edu
cation, the progressive education curriculum was to be composed of
a succession of projects. 1 :!

However, this almost complete shift in emphasis from subject
matter to the individual proved to be an inherent and serious
weakness in the Progressive Movement in American education. In
attempting to correct weaknesses in the existing educational system,
the Progressive Education Movement revealed in its program a
parallel weakness - each movement failed to give due consideration
to the importance which both subject matter and the development
of the child must have in education. While the existing movement's
dominant emphasis on subject matter made it insensitive to the
needs of the individual student, so also did the Progressive Edu
cation t\lovement's emphasis on the child make it overlook the im
portance of subject matter.

Schwab pointed to this lack of concern for content as one
characteristic of the era:

Of the four topics of education - the learner, the teacher, the
milieu. and the subject matter (that which is intended to be taught or

IJ!lW/ . pp. 2I.'i-220
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learned) - none has been so thoroughly neglected in the past half cen
tury as the last. We have had more than enough scrutiny, discussion, and
debate about the learning and teaching processes, thanks to the popu
larity 0f psychological investigations. Class, community, the political
state, and school organization have similarly been defined and redefined,
studied and reexamined. Only subject matter, among the four has been
relegated to the position of a good wife: taken as familiar, fixed, and at
hand when wanted. l :l

Industrial Arts has many of its roots in the Progressive Edu
cation Movement and has, therefore, been heavily influenced by the
movement's educational philosophy. From the work and influence
of such great educators in the Progressive Movement as WiJliam
Heard Kilpatrick (with his "project method) 14 and John Dewey
(with the "occupations" and "industrial history" aspects of his
curriculum); 1 ~ Frederick Bonser and James Russell developed their
"industrial social theory" of Industrial Arts Education. 1 I) It was
due to the work and leadership of these educators (especially that of
Frederick Bonser) that many tenets of the Progressive Education
Movement are now accepted as an essential part of Industrial Arts.
For example, Kilpatrick's concept of the project method (with its
concomitant social objective) has been modified by Industrial Arts
in order to meet its own objectives and has become an accepted
and essential part of its curriculum. The child-oriented approach of
the Progressive Education Movement has also exerted an influence
on Industrial Arts. The literature of Industrial Arts is continually
filled with references to the importance of the child's development
and the necessity for Industrial Arts to meet his individual needs.

The field of Industrial Arts Education has therefore been
strongly influenced by both the Manual Training ),10vement and
the Progressive Education ":vJovement. And in recognizing values in
both approaches to learning (the former movement's recognition of
a need for technical knowledge and skills and the latter's awareness
of the importance of child-centerd approaches to learning), In
dustrial Arts educators face an evident dilemma. They are un
certain that by combining the educational techniques of both move-

13.Joseph J. Schwab. "Problems, TopiC's. and Issups." Educntion and
The Structure of Knowledge. ed. Stan)py Elam (Chicago: Rand McNall~'

and Company. 1961). I. p. 4.
14William H. Kilpatrick. Foundations of Method (New York: TIl('

Macmillan Company, 1925).
l·;John Dewey, Democracy and Education (Npw York: The l\lacmillan

Company, 1916). P)). 22R-2.'ifi.
IHDavid Snpddp!1 et al.. Uecollstmrtion of Illrlll.~trial Arts Courses ('t\'pw

York: BUfPau of Puhlkations, Teachers College. Columbia Univprsity, 19271.
p.7.
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ments they will have a program capable of meeting their major
objectives - an industrial understanding and insight. On the other
hand, they are faced with the possibility of disregarding both move
ments and of organizing a new and different structured knowledge
of industry. This dilemma has been responsible for the evolution of
many different programs within Industrial Arts Education. These
programs have, in turn, been responsible for a fragmentation of
interests and diverse schools of thought within the field.

The last two decades have witnessed a curriculum reform
movement which has as its major effort the attempt to redefine the
role of the academic disciplines in the curriculum. This movement
has been influenced by the work of such men as Bruner, Piaget,
Ausubel and others. These men have concentrated their research
on clarifying the structural features of the disciplines and developing
possible modes of classifying knowledge for instructional purposes.
The purpose of their research was to determine if instruction could
be organized in such ways as to include both the logical order of the
disciplines and the psychological aspects of the cognitive develop
ment of the student.

As a social institution the formal school has, as one of its
prime responsibilities, the transmission of the organized bodies of
knowledge to future generations. As the school is the most capable
and deliberately equipped institution to fulfill the obligation of
instructing the young, organized knowledge is its stock-in-trade.
In this era of knowledge explosion, the school cannot under
emphasize either the importance of the disciplines or the school's
concurrent obligation to continually evolve in its curriculum
meaningful ways to transmit this knowledge.

The Nature of an Academic Discipline
This major responsibility of the formal school raises an im

portant question as to the precise nature and essential elements of
a discipline. Foshay defines a discipline as "an organized way of
making knowledge," as "an organized way of inquiring."17 A more
detailed definition of a discipline may be cited from Tykociner as
a collection of parts of systematized knowledge arbitrarily selected and
bound together in a manner suitable for learning, mental training, and
preparation for more advanced study and research.I~

I'Arthur W. Foshay. "Education and the Nature of a Discipline," New
Dimensions in Learning. ed. Walter B. Waetjen (Washington, D.C.: Associ·
ation for Supervision and Curriculum Dev(')opment, 1962), p. 3.

IRJoseph T. Tykocin('r. "Zetetics and Areas of Knowledge," Education
and the Structure of Knowledge. ('d. Stanley Elam (Chicago: Rand McNally
and Company, 1964), p. 123.
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A close scrutiny of the definitions cited above indicates that a
discipline is more than just a collection of facts or information. It is,
rather, a body of organized (or systematized) knowledge which
possesses several distinct characteristics.

Professor John B. Carroll, an educational phychologist, iden
tified four criteria possessed by a discipline:

(1) A specifiable scope of inquiry
(2) The possession of structured subject-matter
(3) A recognized set of procedures for gaining new knowledge (including

criteria for stating the validity of new knowledge) , and a set of pro
cedures for ordering new knowledge

( 4) Accepted techniques and tools for applying knowledge in specific
cases to specified practical ends.l"

The following six elements were listed by Professor Harry
Broudy, an educational philosopher, as being contained in every
logically organized subject matter:

Every science, and indeed every logically organized subject matter,
contains the following elements:
1. A set of entities or units that are described or defined.
2. These entities are related to each other in some fashion.
3. There are facts or data. That is to say, there are statements that are

taken as proved or proved sufficiently to spare them any further
questioning.

4. There are hypotheses that purport to account for certain facts.
5. There are well-established hypotheses that are accepted by the

leaders of the discipline as being warranted on evidence already
adduced for them.

6. Each discipline has its own method of investigation.~CJ

In approximately the same format as that of Broudy, Shermis
considered a discipline as having the following characteristics:

(1) a rather impressive body of time-tested works,
(2) a technique suitable for dealing with their concepts,
(3) a defensible claim to being an intimate link with basic human

activities and aspirations,
( 4) a tradition that both links the present with the past and provides

inspiration and sustenance for the future,

l"John B. Carroll, "The Placp of Educational Psychology in thp tudy
of Education," The Discipline of Education. pd .•John Walton and James L.
Kuethe (Mallison. Wi. consin: The niversity of Wi Tonsin Press. 1963),
p.104.

~OHarry S. Broudy, Buildina a Philol;;ophy of Education (2d ed.· Englp
wood CliITs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc, ©, 1961), p. 323.
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(5) a considerable achievement in both eminent men and significant
ideas.~'

The Project on Instruction, sponsored by the National Edu
cation Association, was also vitally concerned with curriculum refonn
in the schools. The report of its National Committee Deciding What
To Teach identified three components of a discipline:

Each discipline has a content, structure (or structures), and
method (or methods), but none of the three components can be fully
understood in isolation from the other two. Specific data take on different
meaning as the basic concepts of the discipline are revised or as the
methods and levels of inquiry shift. The "what" of the discipline - its
content and conceptual structure - can be interpreted only in the light
of the "how," the method and level of inquiry. The latter, in turn, must
be appropriate to the content and concepts under investigation. 22

In another publication, New Dimensions of Learning, spon
sored by the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Develop
ment, a Department of the ational Education Association, Pro
fessor Arthur Foshay wrote:

A discipline can be defined as a way of knowing, a way of making
knowledge. As such, a discipline is characterized, first, by a domain, an
area of human experience, or an area of phenomena for which a person
in the discipline takes responsibility; second, as a set of rules that has
to do with how truth is established and how truth is conceived of and
stated, within the discipline; and third, as having a history that may be
described and that, presumably, ought to be known.~;'

Although the authors cited varying numbers of elements in
herent in a discipline, a careful examination of their different lists
reveals that the actual, determining characteristics of an academic
discipline can logically be grouped into four major categories: (l)
a specific scope, content, domain, or area of investigation, (2) a
conceptual structure, (3) a known history, and (4) a unique method
of inquiry. Its known history is not always explicitly cited in estab
lishing the characteristics of a discipline, yet it is inherently implied
as a necessary means of understanding the content and structure of
an area of study. For, as Professor Meyer.Abich pointed out, "any
science (branch of knowledge) represents a historical period and

~1Sherwin W. Shermis. "On Bf'f'oming an Intellectual Discipline," Phi
Delta Kappan, XLIV (November, 1962), p. 84.

~~Dorothy t\1 f eaRPf. Deciding What to Teach (Washington. D.C.:
Projt'ct on Tn.·truction, National Education As~ociation, 1963), p. 23.

~3FoRhay, op. cit .. p. 5.
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develops itself historically.":!-/- In instances where an author listed
more than four elements, a review of his list indicates that two or
even three elements cited could be categorized under one of the four
commonly recognized characteristics. For example, the first, fourth,
and fifth characteristics listed by Shermis (1. a rather impressive
body of time-tested works, 4. a tradition that both links the present
with the past and provides inspiration and sustenance for the future,
and 5. a considerable achievement in both eminent men and signifi
cant ideas) can all three be considered as integral parts of the his
tory of an academic discipline. It would therefore seem imperative
that in order for any area of study to be considered a discipline, it
must embody these four commonly recognized characteristics.

Implications for Curriculum Development
As cited previously, many contemporary curriculum studies

(including those by Bruner, Piaget, and Ausubel) are concerned
both with the nature of the disciplines and with proposed methods
to make the disciplines cognitively meaningful to the student.

Contemporary efforts to redefine the role of knowledge in the cur
riculum place emphasis on the logical order inherent in knowledge itself,
on the structufC of concepts and principles of inquiry that characterize
the various fields of learning. Whereas formerly factual and descriptive
content was stressed, now the emphasis is on basic concepts and
methods which scholars use as intellectual tools to analyze and order
their data.2~

Curriculum experts are concerned with an identification of the
structure of organized knowledge which, because of man's need to
understand his environment, should be included in the curriculum.
For it is man's ability to organize conceptual models (structured
knowledge) that not only brings order and meaning to his ex
periences but also enables him to understand physical phenomena
and, in some instances, to predict future events. Since this con
ceptualization (structure of knowledge) gives meaning to what we
learn it should, therefore, be the major emphasis in the curriculum.

Knowledge is a model we construct to give meaning and structure
to regularities in experience. The organizing ideas of any body of knowl-

2-/-Arthur H. Moehlman, Comparatil'e Educational Systems (Washing
ton, D.C.: The Center for Applied Rf'sf'arch in Education, Inc., 1963), p. 5.
quoting Professl)r !\1f'Yf'f-Abich's l..ctures on the "Historico-Philosophkal
Definition and Classification of Biology."

2:iArno A. Bellack, "Knowledge Structure and the Curriculum," Educa
tion and The Structure of Knowledge, pd. Stanley Elam (Chicago: Rand
McNally and Company, 1964), p. 264.
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edge are inventions for rendering experience economical and connected.
We invent concepts such as force in physics, the bond chemistry, motives
in psychology, style in literature as means to the end of comprehension.

The history of culture is the history of the development of great
organizing ideas, ideas that inevitably stem from deeper values and
points of view about man and nature. The power of great organizing
concepts is in large part that they permit us to understand and some
times to predict or change the world in which we live. But their power
lies also in the fact that ideas provide instruments for experience.... The
structure of knowledge - its connectedness and the derivations that
make one idea follow from another - is the proper emphasis in educa
tion. For it is structure, the great conceptual inventions that bring order
to the congeries of disconnected observations, that gives meaning to what
we may learn and makes possible the opening up of new realms of ex
perience. ~Ii

The curriculum designer, in cooperation with experts in the
specific discipline, must develop a "theory of instruction." This
instructional plan must provide "structures" of knowledge which
will be cognitively acceptable to the learner.

A theory of instruction must specify the ways in which a body
of knowledge should be structured so that it can be most readily
grasped by the learner. "Optimal structure" refers to a set of proposi
tions from which a larger body of knowledge can be generated, and it is
characteristic that the formulation of such structure depends upon the
state of advance of a particular field of knowledge ... the merit of a
structure depends upon its power for simplifying information, for gen
erating new propositions, and for increasing the manipulability of a body
of knowledge, structure must always be related to the status and gifts of
the learner. Viewed in this way, the optimal structure of a body of
knowledge is not absolute but relative.::7

Another important consideration in curriculum development
is the concept "structure of a discipline." Professor Schwab con
sidered the structure of a discipline as having two components: (1)
"a body of concepts - commitments about the nature of a subject
matter, functioning as a guide to inquiry"~8 and (2) the syntax of
of the discipline or "the pattern of its procedure, its method, how
it goes about using its conceptions to attain its goals."::n Each

~1;Jerome L. BrunN. On KnotL'ing (Cambridgl'. Massachusetts: Thp
Belknap Press of Harvard University. 1962), p. 120.

~'Jerome L. Brunpr. Toward a Theory of Instruction (Cambridge,
:-'lassachusetts: The Belknap Prpss of Harvard University, 1966), p. 41.

~sJoseph .J. Sphwab. "The Conpept of the Structure' of a Discipline,"
Educational Record. (July, 1962), p. 203.

~','Ibid.
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component of the "structure of the discipline" has its own sub
structure: the first part or body of concepts is composed of the
substantive structures of the discipline; the second part or syntax
also has its own unique syntactical structure or principles of inquiry.
The important significance of "structure" for curriculum planners
is the inter-relatedness of the substantive structure and the syntax.
The mode of inquiry (syntax) is necessary for evaluating, inter
preting, and reordering the substantive structures (if necessary);
while the substantive structures function as guides to inquiry, there
by also controlling the results of this inquiry. Without including
the syntax of the "structure," tberefore, our present knowledge
imparted in the school would become dogmatic and absolute rather
than relative and changing.

Curriculum Implications for Industrial Arts
Several research or curriculum studies in Industrial Arts have

been influenced by this contemporary, "disciplines-approach" move
ment in education. These studies accepted either industry or tech
nology as their source of content and later developed classificatory
systems or taxonomies as a means of rendering industry (or tech
nology) intellectually meaningful.:1 0

It is assumed that in order to use this "disciplines-approach"
in curriculum development, the course content selected would be
that of an academic discipline. A question must arise, therefore,
concerning the nature of industry (or technology). For while they
are accepted by recognized leaders in the field as the source of
content for Industrial Arts, neither industry nor technology has,
at this period of their development, been considered as academic
disciplines.

The two areas of study should not, however, be disregarded
as potential academic disciplines. For in examining their nature, it
is evident that both industry and technology do embody three of
the four characteristics essential to an academic discipline. Both
possess "a domain of study," the first characteristic; an identified
"conceptual structure" (taxonomies), the second characteristic; and
a long, recogni7.ed "historical tradition," the third characteristic
essential to an academic discipline. It is the fourth characteristic,
a "specified method of inquiry," which is seemingly lacking at this
stage of their development. This absence of a single, specific method
of inquiry is made graphic by the diverse taxonomies with their
differing interpretations of industry (or technology) that have

:lIIAddresses and Proceeding of the 29th Annual Convention ('Nash
ington, D.C.: American Industrial Arts Association, 1967).
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evolved from contemporary curriculum studies. Yet even now tech
nology is emerging as a distinct area of study and investigation:
The nascent development of a philosophy of technology - with a
method of inquiry - is currently underway and may eventually
supply this missing characteristic of a discipline.·l1 Therefore the
possibility cannot be overlooked that industry and technology may
some day be recognized as academic disciplines.

While industry cannot, at the present time, be accurately
referred to as an academic discipline studied in its own right, it
might be thought of as at least a form of inter-discipline: that is,
as a social institution studied by areas of various disciplines. Be
cause it is the dominant social institution in modern society, in
dustry is a source of study for experts from various disciplines,
especially from those within the social sciences. The very prefix
"industrial" applied to the disciplines of sociology, psychology,
anthropology, and other social sciences indicates that in these
disciplines there are accumulations of knowledge concerning industy
- knowledge researched, developed, and studied, however, within
the characteristics of these external disciplines.

It would seem in summary, therefore, that at the present stage
of its historical evolution, Industrial Arts Education (dependent
on industry for its content), might be described as an area of study
just entering the formative period of its development as an academic
discipline. For other areas of organized knowledge in their primary
stages of development assume an encyclopedic structure, or the
format of a catalog - the stage of development into which In
dustrial Arts now seems to be evolving. It is only as a discipline
matures that a method of inquiry emerges from its conceptual
structure as a means of evaluating, refining, or eliminating its
established knowledge. For as Shemis pointed out, marginal studies
"become intellectual disciplines by first addressing themselves to
immensely significant questions and then developing the tools for
answering them."32

Purpose of the Yearbook
The purpose of this yearbook is to provide a review of the

history of industry. The yearbook will include man's evolution as
a tool-making animal; the forms of production man has developed
to supply him with material goods and services; the inter-relation

31Henryk Skolemowski. "The Structure of Thinking in Technology,"
Technology and Culture, VII (Sununer, 1966).371-383.

32Shemis, op. cit.. p. 85.
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of production and economic systems; and the unique social systems
related to industry of organized labor and management.

It is hoped that, as an underlying purpose, this historical
review will, in some small way, provide those in the profession of
Industrial Arts with a deeper insight and clearer understanding of
the nature of industry as well as of its place in our culture - the
primary objective of Industrial Arts.
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CHAPTER TWO

The Origin of Man
and His Dependency
on Technology
Kenneth Guy
Harford Junior College

Robert C. Schacht
Indiana State University

Introduction
The study of man's origin (and biological and cultural evolu

tion) is a kind of mystery play, acted out years ago in many scenes
and in different geographical locations. The participants have long
ago departed the stage, and have left their brittle bones widely
distributed and buried deep in rocks and caves. In many cases, the
bones have remained locked in various rock formations waiting for
someone to unfold the story they tell. Archeological and fossil
evidence that has been uncovered, together with careful measure
ment and observation of living human population, presents new
insights into man's deepest mystery - his own origin.

The accumulation of facts from the fields of biology, geography,
and anthropology demonstrates that the earth and all living forms
upon it have been and are still undergoing a continuing process of
evolution. According to E. Adamson Hoebel, "life began something
more than a billion years ago in the activation of protoplasm in
unicellular form."l "Yet just how life began or where this momen·
tous and mysterious event occurred is still unknown."::! The evolu-

IE. Adamson Hoebel, jUan in the Primitive World (2nd pd. Npw York:
McGraw-Hili Book Company, Inp., 1958), p. 29.

2Ibid., p. 23.

31
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tion of living organisms has resulted in the continuous development
of greater and more complex cell organisms.

The term evolution, commonly associated with the work of Darwin, is
still much maligned but little understood. Darwin is responsible for the
concept of natural selection but not evolution. Evolution means nothing
more than chanF(e - change in the morphological characteristics of an
organism over 3. period of time.;1

The evolution of life continues to this day, and there is every
reason to believe that it will continue as long as life exists. New
forms come into being, and old ones sometimes disappear. Many
forms of life develop to fit into a particular environment, only to
disappear when these life conditions change. By changing his en
vironment, man has not only created new forms but he has also
been responsible for the disappearance of others.

"The process is the result of genetic variation and adaption
to specific environments through natural selections." I An under
standing of the concepts of natural selection and adaption are im
portant in the study of the emergence of man.

The natural selection concept present.ly initially by Darwin and sub
sequently modified by genetic researchers maintains that in every
generation of animals there will be a struggle with the environment with
the prize being survival. ... Animals struggle with the cold by develop
ing hea.vier pelts.... Plants struggle with the arid climate by develop
ing deep roots. ~

The important key to natural selection is reproduction. The
organism that is capable of maintaining a longer life span and is
able to reproduce will influence the form of future generations. The
one incapable of maintaining a long life span will not. The constant
struggle of the organism with its surrounding environment and with
other organisms will, over a period of generations, be responsible for
a change in form and habits.

\Ve still often read a good deal ... about ... "adaptation to environment"
... together with the expressed or implied sUF(gestion that animals in
some mysterious way become "adapted" to surroundings.... There is ...
no evidence for such an inheritance.... Apes do not have long arms be
cause they live in trees, they live in trees because they have long arms!;

3Lowpll D. Ho]mps, An Introduction to Anthropology (New York: The
Ronald Press Cumpany. 1965). p. 57.

4Hopbpl, op. cit.
~Holmps, op. cit .. p. 58-
GAlan H. Brodrick. ]I,fan and His Ancestry (Greenwich. Connecticut:

Fawcptt Publications. Inc., 19(4). pp. 33·34.
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It is important to remember that systems of classification are ..
developed by the men who use them and do not exist in nature. 7

Clean-cut classifications are unjust to biologically and culturally
borderline cases and are causes of disagreement among anthropolo
gists. It is then easy to see why many traits form a variable con- 'T
tinuum, and are at some point in between with movement toward
an end.

"Man's position among the creatures of the animal kingdom
is clear and concise - he is a primate."s But what is not clear is
the route of primate development that was followed to attain the
present state of man. As far as anthropologists know today, there
was no magic moment when our ancestors crossed the line from
pre-man to man.

One of the most persistent theories of man's development holds
that both he and the great apes evolved from a common ancestor.
No modern scientist believes that man's forebears were apes ... for these
animals are much too specialized for tree life to be ancestral to a gen
eralized creature like man.... The usual interpretation is that man de
veloped from a proto-hominoid (hominoid is a term that includes all
fossil and living men and apes, but not monkeys). Tn other words man's
ancestor is believed to have been something more advanced than a
monkey but less developed and less specialized than any modern ape.
The creature is assumed, however, to have been somewhat apelike in its
general physical characteristics and intelligence."

The evolution of modern man may be analyzed in terms of five
development stages:

1. Early pre-human stage - Proto-hominoids
2. Late pre-human stage - Australopithecines
3. Early human stage - Homo habilis
4. Human stage - Homo erectus
5. Modern human stage - Homo sapien 111

Early Pre-Human Stage
Many anthropologists have speculated as to the characteristics

of our proto-hominoid ancestors. With only a few fossil discoveries
upon which to base their conclusions, the following characteristics
are presented by Hockett and Ascher.
1. Keen vision, movable arms with manipulative hands, and brains

larger than the average land mammals.

'Hocbf'l, op. cit.. p. 32.
8lbid" p. 43.
!'Holmps, op. cit.. p, 62.
lOIbid. p. 63.
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2. Band organization; group of ten to thirty individuals, but with no
permanent form of family.

3. Mixed arbored and ground life. On the ground they could stand or
run with a semi-erect posture but bipedal walking was not their
usual habit.

4. Ability to use objects of nature as tools, but unable to make tools to
meet their needs.

5. Largely vegetarian.
6. No power of speech, but a crude call system was used.ll

Geological evidence suggests that climatic changes converted
the African tropical forests into vast grasslands with but a few
trees. This evolution forced the proto-hominoids to spend more
time on the ground. And in order to meet the challenge of their new
environment, these proto-hominoids experienced gradual physical
changes and corresponding changes in their living habits.

Late Pre-Human Stage
In looking for a link between the proto-hominoid and man,

Boule and Vallois state that "the Australopithecines may present
us with our best example of a 'missing link.' "1 :! Because these pre
humans may possibly be the intermediate form that man has eagerly
sought, it makes little difference whether you call them "man-ape"
or "ape-men."

In 1924, the incomplete skull of a young individual was dis
covered in a quarry at Taungs, a location eighty miles north of
Kimberly, South Africa.]::l The incomplete skull belonged to a
young individual estimated to be about six years old. "There is
much evidence that this little fellow walked upright, ... used bones
and stones for tools, had a humanlike face and teeth and was
equipped with a brain midway between that of the ape and man in
size."1-4 These specimens were named Australopithecines - south
ern ape.

It appears that Africa may have been the birthplace of man
with two man-like humans living side-by-side. Even after examining
all this evidence, one can only operate, however, on a theoretical
basis. Anthropologists are left simply to infer if they had a culture,
and if so what it was like.

llCharles F. Hockett and HohNt Ascher, "The Human Revolution,"
Current AnthropoloRY, Vol. 5, No.3, pp. 137-138.

1~ od Korn and Harry R. Smith (ed.), Human Evolution (New York:
Hpnry Hult and Company, Inc., 1959), p. 231.

13Alfred L. Kroeber, Anthropology (2nd ed.; New York: Harcourt.
Brace and Company, 1948), p. 91.

llPertii I. Pelto, The Study of Anthropology (Columbus, Ohio: Charks
E. Merrill Books, Inc., 1965), p. 50.
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As is a characteristic reaction to new discoveries, some anthro
pologists were skeptical and felt the findings and observations were
not sufficiently conclusive to be considered the intermediate form
between man and the proto-hominoids. Additional discoveries be
tween 1936 and 1948 tended to revive the question of their authen
ticity and their relationship to man. According to Kom and Smith,
"the Australopithecinae are a group of anthropoids in the process
of evolution toward humanity, but ... vanished without having be
come truly human." 1 r;

Early Human
A series of discoveries by Dr. L. S. B. Leakey in East Africa,

have been estimated to be 2,000,000 years old. General Electric
researchers, using recently developed methods, calculated the figure
of 2,000,000 for the age of lava at the bottom of Oldwai Gorge,
where the remains were found.1 G A number of fossils have also been
found in the same general area, and some of these creatures were
found with crude stone tools. To some anthropologists these findings
provide clear evidence of a human-like culture. Leakey named his
discovery Homo habilis - man with ability.

Experts from England and South Africa have examined parts of seven
individuals and have concluded that Homo habilis was about the size of
modern pygmies. They walked completely erect on feet in which the
arrangement of the big toe and arch system resembled that of modern
man. I

'

Evidence has recently been uncovered which indicates Homo
habilis spent a great amount of time in hunting and toolmaking. 1 8

The remains of small mammals and fish, as well as tools fabricated
out of stone and crude structures constructed from stones, were
discovered with the bones of this early variety of man. These re
mains give some indication of the ingenuity of this early man.

Late Human
The links between the African fossil men (2,000,000 years

old) and the early Homo sapien (100,000 years old) are based on
a series of fossils found in East Asia. The remains of both Java
Man and Peking Man were found and with them was evidence of
their use of tools and fire.

luKorn and Smith. op. cit.. p. 234.
ltiHolmes. op. cit .. p. 65.
17lbid.
Ii;Pelto. op. cit.
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The partial remains of Java Man, Pithecanthropus ereetus,
were found in 1891 along the Solo River in north central Java.
Eugene Dubois, a Dutch surgeon, discovered the top part of a skull,
a thighbone and two molar teeth. While the thighbone and the teeth
have been seriously challenged, the skull has been authenticated by
additional finds. This was the first primitive human or pre-human
fossil discovered anywhere outside Europe.

"All in all, Pithecanthropus - whether he was all erectus or
also of robustus species - was hominid and not an ape."l!l It is
generally inferred by fossil finds that he possessed speech and made
and used some tools.

Peking 11an is the second primitive species to attain impor
tance and also comes from the Far East. These traces of fossil re
mains were taken from caves forty-two miles from Peking and were
named Sinanthropus pekinensis. The differences between Java Man
and Peking 11an are slight and they are usually classed in the same
genus and species.
The skulls of these ape-men are heavy and have prominent brow bridges.
Although the jaw has no chin, it can positively he stated that the skull is
more manlike than apelike.... The representatives of this fossil type
walked completely erect. They produced stone tools of a hand axe variety
and Peking specimens are known to have used fire.~11

Traces of charcoal, charred bones, and remains of ancient
hearths infer that Peking Man made use of fire. Because of both
the animal and plant remains that were found in the caves, it also
appears that he made use of vegetables and meat foods.:.!l

Modern Human
Neanderthal Ian, the first fossil human form discovered,

represents a full and reliable man but one not quite a member of
our species sapiens. While Neanderthal remains have been found at
about twenty different sites in Europe, the first recognized dis
covery was made in a cave near Dusseldorf, Germany, in 1856. 22

Technically, this form is known as Homo neanderthalensis and is
believed to have lived approximately 100,000 years ago.

The behavior of the Neanderthal Man seems to have been
thoroughly human. He took refuge in caves from inclement weather
and used skins to keep himself warm. He practiced magical rites

1"Krophpr, op. cit .. p. 83.
2"Holm0s. op. cit., p. 68.
~IRalph L. Beals and Harry Hoijer, An Introduction to Anthropology

(New York: 'lh,' :\lacmillan Com pan) , 1953), p. 131.
2~Korn and Smith, op cit.. p. 268.
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and prepared his dead for another existence by placing food and
weapons with him in his grave. Many activities of modern man are
not unlike the activities of Neanderthal Man.

He fashioned tools with precision and skill, hunted in organized
groups, and had a rudimentary religion. When this variety of man dis
appeared during the Upper Paleolithic, it is quite likely he was absorbed
by Cro-Magnon populations rather than exterminated by them.~3

The Upper Paleolithic period in Europe which began approxi
mately 50,000 years ago gave rise to the species known as Homo
sapiens. Of all the groups known to exist at this time, the Cro
Magnon group has gained the most prominence.

Cro-Magnon men were tall and robust with erect posture and straight
necks. Their heads were domed and featured high foreheads. Their faces
were delicate and they had prominent noses and chins.~l

The Cro-Magnon men lived in well-organized societies and
engaged in such communal activities as hunting and fishing. Their
tools were carefully fashioned from antler, bone, and stone and
were used for tailoring, painting, and social activities.

Even though Cro-l\lagnon was discovered in France and is the
best known of the early sapiens, other varieties are equally as im
portant. Combe Capelle, discovered in Czechoslovakia; Chancelade,
discovered in France; and Grimaldi, discovered in Monaco are
varieties of Homo sapien which have helped to reveal his early
development.

Fossil evidence of fully modern Homo sapien is abundant in
Europe, Asia and Africa. These fossils are only 10,000 to 30,000
years agD1 therefore, many anthropologists argue that Homo sapien
evolve1cfffi recent times. Some fossil finds suggest that early Homo
sapien groups were living in parts of Europe over the same time
period as the Neanderthalers - 100,000 years ago.

On the other hand, Dr. Leakey argues that his new East
African discovery, Homo habilis (man with ability), is quite modern
in brain size and jaw structure. He suggested that Homo sapiens
really was nearly fully developed over a million years ago.

The problem of deciphering the ancestry of man is difficult at best. In
many cases the antiquity of fossils is uncertain and therefore their rela
tionships to others cannot be ascertained.... Also, there is the difficulty
that the fossils that have been discovered are not "missing links" in a
direct linkage of individuals, but are rather representatives of popula-

~~Holm('s. op. cit .. p. 70.
~tlbid.
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hons in which there undoubtedly was a great deal of variation. We do
not know therefore how typical these fossils are of their species. ~5

It is is impossible to say at precisely what point in prehistory
protoculture evolved into a genuine culture, for the transition must
have been very gradual. It was when the brains of our ancestors had
developed sufficiently to enable them to make possible permanent
habits of toolmaking and lasting social invention that the long
process of cultural development was underway.

All along the evolutionary line man's ancestors remained
unspecialized, except for those physical characteristics that pre
pared them for human living; and specialization is the key to sur
vival and success in competition with other animals. When man
first evolved into the world, he developed five special features which
gave him the chance to become master of the earth. All of these he
shared to some extent with other animals, but the total combination
of all five features was unique and belonged only to man. The five
features included an erect posture, free-moving arms and hands,
sharp-focusing eyes, a brain capable of fine judgment and decision
as well as of keen perception, and the power of speech.

According to Carlton S. Coon:
The five gifts that man received from nature during his early formative
period gave him superior powers of transportation, in his legs and feet;
of communication, in his hrains and organs of specch; and of work, in
his hands, eyes and brains. During man's entire history his stcady
progress in transportation, communication, and handling of materials has
let him rise to the mastery of the world.~"

While most animals within a given species reveal the same
patterns of behavior, man does not. The species Homo sapiens,
though its members function with psychological mechanisms,
demonstrates definite variations in patterns of behavior. There are
few, if any, ways of behaving which hold for all men at all places
and at all times.

A partial reason is that man learns a greater proportion of his
behavior than any other animal. Man is born into the world a
helpless infant and is subject to a learning process which even
tually provides him with certain ways of living appropriate to the
society into which he is born.

Culture is a uniquely human phenomenon. Keesing wrote
that culture,

~;'Ibid.. p. 71.
~';Carleton L. Coon, The Story of Man (New York: Alfred A. Knoft,

1958), p. 19.
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in its broadest sense is cultivated behavior ... the totality of man's
learned, accumulated experience which is socially transmitted.~7

"Culture is a totallifeway, not just a superficial set of customs.
It largely shapes how man feels, behaves, and perceives as he adapts
to his world.":.!'> Culture is concerned with actions, ideas and arti·
facts which individuals in the tradition concerned learn, share and
value. These elements of a culture have a function. To understand
any element of culture, both form and function must be explored
within the context of the culture.

Man lives in organized clusters which are called societies. A
society is people - an organized group of individuals. According
to Keesing:

"A society" refers correspondingly to a specific and usually localized
population with distinctive customary ways of aggregation. It will consist
of a definable number of individuals, whether large or small, with given
age and sex patterns, birth and death rates, community distribution or
settlement pattern, degree of mobility, and other characteristics which
have an intimate relation ... to the culture concerned.

The process of learning and being trained in a culture from infancy is
often called enculturation, i.e., entering into a culture. When the em
phasis is on becoming a member of society, the corresponding term is
socialization. By definition, ... the first emphasizes the acquisition of
cultural habits, the second the assumption of a place within a social
system.~!1

A culture as a whole seeks to provide answers to all the needs
of a society and of the average, individual members in it. "Emerging
anthropological theory is based on the general postulate that dif
ferent customs and behaviors with a given society are funtionally
interrelated."30 While a given element of the culture may have ('
multiple functions, the same element may bear a significant relation L
to several different needs. /1

The function of any culture as a whole is to assure the survival and well
heing of the society with which it is associated. The most immediate and
pressing problems are those providing food and shelter and safeguarding
the physical survival of the members of the society. Unless these prob
lems can be solved adequately, the society is doomed.: l1

:.!7Ff'lix M. Keesing, Cultural Anthropology (New York: Holt. Rinehart
and Winston, 1963), p. 18.

~~Pelto, op. cit .. p. 68.
~~IKeesing, op. cit., pp. 31-35.
:!IIP('lto, op. cit.. p. 60.
31Ralph Linton. The Tree of Cllltllre (New York: Alfred A. Knoft.

1955), p. 34.
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Culture must also provide the members of a society with
techniques for living together and engaging in cooperative activities.
A social system is that part of a culture which provides solutions to
the problems of group living. The culture provides techniques for
the training of individuals so they can function as members of
society. As functioning members of society, the individual is able to
meet his psychological needs.

While racial characteristics are genetically transmitted, cul
tures are learned. We learn to speak, think and act as we do because
of our daily relationships; when these change, our habits of speaking,
thinking and acting also change. Children have no culturally based
ways of behaving at birth, but acquire them through the long and
complicated process of growing up.

Animals learn by direct experience and by observing and
imitating the actions of others. But men learn not only by experi
ence, observation, and imitation but also by having an experience
created for them in ymbols, usually linguistic symbols.

Leslie White stated that

All human behavior ori!{inates in the use of symbols. It was the symbol
which transformed our anthropoid ancestors into man and made them
human. All civilizations have been generated, and are perpetuated, only
by the use of sym!::ols. It is the symbol which transforms an infant of
Homo sapiens into a human being ... All human behavior consists of, or
is dependent upon, the use of symbols. Human behavior is symbolic
behavior; symbolic behavior is human behavior. ... A symbol may be
defined as a physical phenomenon .... which has a meaning bestowed
upon it by those who use it. This meaning is arbitrary in the sense that
it has no necessary relation to the physical properties of the phenomenon
which bears it.3~

There are two principal ways in which symbolizing is necessary
to the development and continuation of culture. Symbolizing en
ables man to transmit his learning, and also makes it possible for
man to make his discrete experiences continuous. Thus culture is
an accumulation of learned patterns of behavior originated and
developed by means of symbols, and it came into being when man
learned to symbolize.

The use of language and other techniques of symbolizing en
ables men to summarize and transmit their learned ways of behaving
to each new generation. The creation and use of symbols also en·
abIes man to make his experience continuous, thereby permitting
him to bring to a particular problem all the procedures acquired
from similar experiences he has undergone in the past. With these

:J~B('als and Hoijpr, op. cit .. p. 223,
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experiences, man was increasingly able to solve more complex
problems.
Most of human existence revolves about the inter-relations and inter
actions of society, culture, and the individual. ... The individual is a
living organism capable of independent thought, feeling and action, but
with his independence limited and all his responses profoundly modified
by contact with the society and culture in which he develops.:l.1

All human beings have certain experiences which predispose
them to group living. "Anthropologists know of no people in the
world who do not have some form of family."H According to Pelto,
"anthropological research shows that the conjugal family - man
and wife, plus children - is a fundamental unit in nearly all human
societies."3:i In a conjugal family, greater importance is placed on
the marital bond than on the blood relationship.

There are many different forms of the family, but they all
perform the same basic functions essential to the survival and per
petuation of the human species. Holmes wrote that the minimum
functions a family must perform in this respect are seen by anthro
pologists to be the following:

1. The family must make provision for legitimate sexual outlets for
adults.

2. The family must perpetuate the species through controlled repro
duction.

3. The family must educate the children.
4. The family must serve as a unit of economic cooperation.:!';

The early human populations consisted of a great number of
small groups; the members of each group might be called a family
relationship. The members of such a unit normally camped and
travelled together. As with any other species the population density
of early man probably varied from one region to another in direct
relation to the region's food supply.

It is improbable that any of the early human bands exceeded 200 to 300
individuals, while most of them were certainly much smaller. ... Rather
than one group attempting to drive another out of its territory to provide
room for increasing numbers, the pattern seems to be for the population
to stabilize in relation to its food supply.:!'

A look at all the economic systems that have existed will reveal
a great number of things in common. While these common or similar

33Linton, op. cit .. p. 29.
31Holmes, op. cit., p. 191.
:lfiPdto, op. cit.
31;Holmes, op. cit.. p. 194.
37Linton, op. cit.. pp. 22-23.
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elements are called universals, this term does not imply the exis
tence of identical elements in all cultures. The institutions and
values making up the various elements of an economic system vary
from culture to culture.

According to Holmes. no economic system in the world is
without

(1) an organized system of production
(2) an economic value system
(3) methods of product distribution
(4) common monetary symbols
(5) a concept of property.:{'
No society can long exist without a traditional formula for

what kind of work will be engaged in for its support and who is
going to do that work,·1fl As a man learns to expand his producing
resources through cultural devices, he lays the base for the expan
sion of society. While food was the primary resource in man's early
development, additional items assumed importance when food be
came more abundant. This quest for other resources prodded man
into developing an economic process for the production and con
sumption of goods and services.

Every known culture has had some form of division of labor.
While this may be based upon such factors as age, family con
nections, rank, class, ca te or pecial kills, the most ba ic organi
zation of productive labor is a sex division. In our own society, with
the influence of the machine age, specialization along sex lines have
tended to become hazy, with women engaging in work activities
never before known to them.

The status of craftsmen of various kinds will also differ from
culture to culture. An activity as uming a high value in one culture
may assume a low value in another. The concept of reward or pay
ment for services may be encouraged or minimized and assume
different meaning in the form of food, ceremonial gifts, reciprocal
services or a monetary payment.

True specialization and division of labor occurs only when the society
is so organized that some individuals may devote part or all of their
time to particular occupations which serve as their means of making
a living.-lll

In modern world societies like our own, technology requires
even more coordination and organization of labor. The labor force

38Holmes. op. cit.. p. 171.
3 'Ibid.
4l1Beals and Hoijer. op. cit., p. 363.
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is so large and complex that it is difficult to comprehend it as an
entity or to understand its working parts. Any disruption in one
segment of the working force tends to affect almost every member
of the society.

"Every society ... has a traditional set of economic values.
Every people must decide how best to direct their efforts ... in order
to derive the maximum satisfaction."ll The ultimate goal in each
society is detennined by its value system; this ultimate goal may,
however, differ in varying societies.

Why do men or women work? Some people work because it
provides them enjoyment, profit, self-respect, prestige - or because
it is the thing to do. In many primitive cultures, the chief of the
tribe achieved prestige by giving away the most property. In our
own American way of life, prestige is often of greater importance
than profit. The goals in most societies are different, and means of
attaining these goals differ also. The distribution of goods, either
for direct consumption or in terms of exercising control over their
use, is a bridge between production and consumption. Consumption
refers to the utilization of an object for the purpose for which it was
designed. We call the economic system the total system of pro
duction, distribution, and consumption of goods and services.
Every economic system must of necessity include methods or means of
product distribution. This distribution ... may be based on status con
siderations or it may involve markets and money.l~

Patterns of culture which govern the system of exchange tend,
like the division of labor, to be influenced by the degree of which a
society produces an exchangeable surplus. In societies where little
or no surplus is produced, the means of distributing goods and
services are simplified. The unit which produces the goods also uses
them. Where there is a surplus of goods and services, a more elabo
rate means of distribution is found. How far having an exchangeable
surplus is a casual or a planned matter would have to be looked at
for each society.

Accumulation of surpluses over immediate needs provides an
insurance against possible emergencies. It may also serve personal
and social ends beyond the economic end. Every society appears to
have a distinction between subsistence goods and ceremonial goods.
What they are and what they do must be viewed in the proper
cultural perspective.

According to Keesing, "the concept of property is a cultural
universal. Rules regarding the possession, handling and disposition

41Holmps, op. cit .. p. 177.
ol2/bid.• p. 179.
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of property are found in all cultures."4:J These rules are necessary
for using natural resources with some degree of security and con
tinuity for the welfare of the total group.

A study of the cultural scene shows all degrees of emphasis
from an extreme stress on individual private property rights to
communal or collective holding of property.l I Among most cultures,
landholding is a source of social prestige and importance. Thus the
title to property is cherished apart from any direct use in the form
of goods produced.

Having a $40,000 home, two cars, and a multifigure bank account is a
major goal for many Americans but, ... for the Kwakiutl Indian, prestige
and recognition come from giving property away rather than hoarding it.4~

Since material property may survive the death of its owner,
every society has a special set of rules dealing with inheritance.
Some stress primogeniture (first-born); some consider only sons or
daughters; or some are based on material goods which may go to
different heirs. Whatever method is used, it must be examined in
the proper cultural setting.

An examination of the economic system of any people reveals
that behaviors relating to production, economic value, distribution,
monetary symbols and property all tie in functionally with social
organization and with the political, religious and legal attitudes of
the culture. There are many differences in social structure that go
along with different economic systems, from the small hunting
band to the metropolitan center. Among most people religious
rituals or magical practices are counted essential if their economic
enterprises are to be successful. In most societies, there is a func
tional relationship between the system of economics and other
phases of the culture. People do not live in economic stages, but
they do possess economies.

In his early stages of development, man was probably a vege
tarian. His subsistence depended upon the fruits and berries avail
able in the trees from whence he came. Eiseley considered the early
form of man to have been "a somewhat omnivorous creature who
only by degrees, as his numbers grew and his wit increased, turned
to meat-eating in any extensive sense."-HJ Thus man was at first a

13Keesing. op. cit., p. 233.
H[bid., p. 234.
15Holmes, op. cit .. p. 189.
4r,"Reprinted from YParbook of Anthropolop,v. ed. William L. Thomas,

1955, by pE'rmission of the \V('nnf'f-Gren Foundation for Anthropolo~icalRe
search Inc., Npw York."
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gatherer. It wasn't until he discovered how to use fire to "unlock"
the protein-rich food source represented by the swarming herds of
the grasslands H that man could utilize both the carbohydrates of
the fruits and the proteins of the meats. So in his early stages man
was both a hunter and a gatherer.

Beals and Hoijer summarized certain general characteristics
common to all or almost all food-gathering societies.

1. Population density is usually low in food-gathering societies. Ex
ceptions to this rule occur only in societies, like those of the North
Pacific coast or the Great Plains of America, that live in areas
especially favorable to collecting, hunting-, or fishing.

2. Food-gathering societies are usually small and isolated, and often
move continuously or at frequent intervals from place to place in
search of wild plants and animals. They tend, in brief, to be nomadic,
in contrast to the more sedentary food producers.

3. Food-gatherers are organized primarily as self sufficient family groups,
or, more often, as loose confederations of families. Accordingly, their
mechanism of social control and interaction are based more on kin
ship than on political organization.

4. Finally, the food-gatherers of today are fowld, for the most part, in
remote or marginal areas, to which, presumably, they have been
driven by the larger and more powerful food-producing societies. As
a result, the food-gathering societies of the world tend to be slow to
chang-e and so retain certain patterns of culture which have long
disappeared elsewhere.+-

Hunting and gathering require a certain mobility and adapta
bility. Man had to pursue wild game, and he probably did so in
groups or individually. Once having adapted to the use of meat,
man's powers of rationalization inspired tools and techniques suited
to the pursuit and thus insured his survival. Man became less de
pendent on nature and more dependent on his ability to solve
problems.

During most of his existence man has lived as a hunter and
gatherer. Hunting and gathering as a way of life set a limit on man's
cultural and economic development. "The population that can con
centrate in a small area is small even where the resources are richest,
and rarely rises above two or three per square mile.".JoH The poten
tial for developing an efficient, structural community is nearly im-

47lbid.
4RRaiph L. Beals and Harry Hujjer. An Introduction to Anthropology.

(2nd cd.: New York: Macmillan Cumpany, 1959). p. 331.
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E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc., 1961), p. 377.
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possible for those persons who depend on hunting and gathering
for their existence.

No people that lives entirely by hunting animals and gathering wild
fruits and berries can possibly grow into a crowded community. It takes
too much ground to feed a man under such conditions.~"

To live supported by hunting and gathering challenged man's
ingenuity. Man had to devise tools and techniques to help him live.
Howells wrote that

it is one thing to catch and kill a meat-bearing animal if you have
blunt, short canines, small front teeth, and no claws; it is quite another
thing to eat it. The animal is enclosed in tough, living leather and opening
it up demands something sharper and stronger than your natural equip
ment. You have no idea until you have tried, how helpful even a crude,
blunt tool can be in butchering.~l

As hunters and gatherers increased in numbers, their ability
to cope with the problem of survival became more efficient and more
diversified. The use of special tools and weapons became more im
portant. Man discovered that flint could be shaped into cutting
tools and arrow heads. ;; 2

The use of flint for tools brought about some changes in the
habits of early man. Although flint is rather common in nature, it
is not everywhere available.

In the Neolithic stage he learned to follow good quality flint under
ground and sank mines into the chalk in search of it ... the Neolithic
and Bronze Age miners dug up to 40 feet deep to reach the best seams
of flint which they worked by galleries. They used picks and wedges
made of red-deer antler.~J

In acquiring flint, an early form of trade and barter, a limited
amount of division of labor was required.

More skill and ability during the hunt produced more food,
but, at the same time reduced the supply of food. As hunting parties
had to range further in search of meat, women and children could
not keep up with the hunters. Thus women became the collectors of
fruits and berries while men pursued the animals.

The hunters developed specialized tools and learned to use
them proficiently. Among the most important missile weapons em-

~" amue! C. Schmuker, JUan's Life on Earth (New York: The Mac
millan Company, 1930), p. 171.

.~,lW. W. Howells, Back of History (Garden City, New Jersey: Double
day, Inc., 1954), p. 144.

52Ibid.. p. 78.
r)~Kenneth P. Oakley. Alan The Tool l'.laker (Chicago: UnivC'rsity of
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ployed in hunting are the spear, harpoon, and bow and arrow. Of
more limited occurrence are such implements as the sling, bola,
boomerang, spear-thrower, and others. These types of weapons re
quire considerable skill, and the hunter must get within range to
make a kill. This caused man to become expert in stalking and
patient in his waiting. His powers of thought enabled him to create
techniques of disguise (using animal skins to resemble his prey) and
to master techniques for simulating mating calls to attract his
prey.""

Communal hunting excursions provided an effective means of
killing large numbers of game: the Solutreans of the Upper Paleo
lithic apparently drove wild horses over cliffs. Even small game was
hunted communally. "The Indians of the American Southwest often
hunt rabbits by surrounding an area and beating the brush so as to
drive the rabbits into the open where they may be clubbed as they
attempt to escape/i "

As a hunter, man had to adapt to changes in environment.
Schmuker, talking about Cro-Magnon (at the time of the last glacial
period), suggested that some men followed the glacier in its retreat
to the north.
Cro-Magnon was increasing in numbers. His best food, the reindeer, was
withdrawing to the North. There were two ways to meet the difficulties
successfully. One is to migrate with the reindeer, the other is to change
the habits of life to fit the new surroundings. The first plan takes imagi
nation - it requires courage. It involves abundant hardship. Doubtless
the best of these men took just this plan and moved as far north into
regions as cold as the old glacial times in the old home.... Perhaps a
less venturesome people, those more attached to the home, tried the
alternate plan. Instead of migrating with the food, they learned a new
trick ... to the streams the people turned in this lack of reindeer food
- stags they still hunted but stags never went in such herds the reindeer
did and hence could not form so abundant a SUpply.5tl

Beals and Hoijer added that

the fact that fish are available does not always mean that they are
used. The Tasmanians, although they collect and eat molluscs, taboo the
eating of fish .... In fact, relatively few people build their subsistence
around the use of fish, although many use fish to supplement the diet.~7

Those who do fish employ various techniques for catching
them, including hooks, harpoons, nets, weirs, and poisons.

54Beals and Hoijer. op. cit.. p. 332.
·""Ibid.. p. 336.
.-;t;Schmukf'r, op. cit.
5·Beals and Hoijer, op. cit .. p. 339.
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Man has lived as a hunter and gatherer for most of his life on
earth. He should be considered as a "really primitive hunter and
gatherer ... for all but one per cent of his known existence, that is,
one per cent of the whole time since the beginning of the Pleistocene
period.";; It must be realized, however, that near the end of that
hunting and gathering stage man was an intelligent being, capable
of considerable thought and problem solving. evertheless, it was
probably by accident that man learned to plant crops in anticipation
of the harvest.

ature had provided the initial requirements for a division of
labor, that is between man and woman. For much of woman's
mature life she was pregnant or raising children. The young had to
be carried and nursed. Man, however, could be free to roam and
explore without biological handicaps to his physical capabilities.
Thus man became the hunter, pursuer, wanderer, and woman re
mained near the campsite where she could labor at child raising
and at collecting wild vegetables and fruits. While her mate learned
the ways of animals, she learned about growing plants.
The collectors ... do not have a simple technology. Actually, col
lecting involves not only great knowledge of the environment and the
characteristics of plants that grow in it, but it requires as well special
implements and methods of preparing wild foods. Often plants of great
importance are inedible without special treatment or are too difficult to
gather without special tools. If lower Paleolithic Europeans were pri
marily collectors, they probably relied on a limited number of plants, for
they apparently lacked most of the special devices of contemporary
collectors..;"

Schmuker suggested that
doubtless, before man was man he had learned to eat the fruits and the
berries; they are large, are lucious and are easily eaten. It was much
later he learned to eat the fruits of the grasses. These were not pulpy.
Men doubtless, early learned that these greens were rich and sweet and
long-chewing, the saliva turning their starch to sugar. Perhaps like the
American Indians of the Southwest, they took baskets and went through
the ripe grass beating the heads with sticks over the baskets which they
held beneath them to catch the heavy grainY·

The origin of farming is connected with the domestication of
plants. Direct evidence of the mode of domestication probably will
never be found, but some fairly reliable deductions may be made.
An intimate knowledge of the habits of growing plants would seem

5~How('lIs, op. cit., p. 143.
5"Bf'als and HoijPr, op. cit .. p. 343.
'HISchmuker,op cit .. p. 199.
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a necessity to domestication. Not only are women usually the
farmers among simple horticulturists, but they always playa leading
role in collecting; consequently, it seems a reasonable surmise that
they first began the planting of seed and the cultivation of the
soil. G1

It is interesting to note that "a wheat was cultivated in Egypt
fifty centuries before historic time began and ten centuries later
Babylonia and Egypt were both using cultivated barley and millet
as well as wheat."t;:.! Scientific studies by botanists and geneticists
are revealing that early domestication of the wild plants may have
occurred in many areas and with many varieties of plants. G3 Once
man had reached a certain level of culture he was ready for the
domestication of plants, and he probably domesticated a great
variety of them. However, until man had domesticated an adequate
starch-producing plant he remained primarily a gatherer. 6 ..

As previously stated, women were responsible for gathering
wild plants, and it is reasonable to assume that women were the
first horticulturists. (Horticulture is the term usually applied to the
cultivation of domesticated plants for food and other purposes with
out the use of the plow.) G"

Probably by the time man had domesticated plants, he had
also domesticated animals. Anthropologists tend to agree that the
dog was the first animal to be domesticated. The dog, derived from
the wolf family, probably travelled in packs and followed hunting
peoples in search of food scraps. Wild dogs aided man by warning
him of danger from other beasts or other man.
The earliest evidence of the domesticated dog is from the Mesolithic in
the Baltic region of Europe about 10,000 years ago. However, the dog
seems to be derived from the Asiatic wolf, and hence the first actual
domestication must have taken place much earlier."';

Howells observed that
dogs are affable beings, and the chances are good that they took to
hanging around the human camps hoping for scraps, and were tolerated
in this way and later allowed to come along to make themselves useful
in the hunt, long before they were actually "domesticated" and bred.H'

r,lBeaIs and Hoijer, op. cit .. p. 34fi.
';~H('nry L. Lucas, A Short History of Civilization (2nd ed.: New York:
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Other animals were soon domesticated. When man killed a
cow which had a half-grown calf by her side, it seems natural that
he should have tethered the calf in anticipation of a time when meat
would be scarce. Some of those calves, if kept in numbers, would
have reached maturity and have mated, thus producing more calves.
"This procedure was more reliable than hunting and the meat would
be ready when it was wanted."11

Another immediate advantage of keeping certain animals
penned up is their capacity to supply milk. "This power to give a
large supply of milk is one of the characteristics of the cow which
almost from the first must have made her most welcome in cap
tivity."tOfl To some peoples the ability of animals to carry a burden
was of significance. So it is easy to see how some animals were
domesticated for purposes other than food.

To this point the discussion of man has been to place him in a
setting wherever the stage is set for what some have called the
"food-producing revolution." In relation to established, develop
mental levels the preceding has dealt with the Paleolithic period
and most specifically with the Upper Paleolithic and Mesolithic. By
this time man had developed sophistication in the making and use
of tools - at least of the wooden, bone, and stone varieties. ~lost

anthropologists agree that man had probably developed containers
of wood, leather, and basketry, a well as natural containers of shell
and plant life. Clothing and shelter were adequate to provide pro
tection from elements such as tho e of the glacial period:

If the Paleolithic people had depended wholly on caves for shelter, there
would have been a fearful housing shortage. They are known to have
made tents and underground houses and, if some of the cave paintings
can be so understood, summer wickiups of sticks and brush.'"

Man had developed a feeling for art and religion and was
practicing magic. Socialization was taking root and some concept
of property, trade, and specialization was practiced.

In the late Mesolithic period evidence suggests the use of tools
to harvest grasses. "There are also some small blades set in straight
handles, which were certainly used to cut grass or grain. This use
can be detennined by a characteristic sheen or polish which develops
on stones so employed.'" I This cultivation of grain meets one of
the criterion for the eolithic period.

I, SchmukPT. op. cit .. p. 196.
H'Ibid.. p. 197
.oHowells. op. cit., p. 102.
'IBcals and Hoijer. op. cit. p. 264.
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V. Gordon Childe often called the Neolithic a "revolution," because it
opened the door to an entirely new way of life. Man began to produce
his food and was less dependent upon the vagaries of nature.... Finally,
as the techniques of farming improved in favorable locations, surpluses
permitted the support of non-farming specialists and the carrying on of
more trade.72

Forde wrote that such a term as "revolution"

must be handled cautiously. Modern day people sometimes think of a
revolution as something which takes place in weeks or months and not
too often years. One must remember that even today there are groups of
people living who retain the methods of food gatherers and that "the
surviving hunting people are the cultural ancestors of all mankind.'3

The basis for a new way of life was the establishment of agriculture
and the domestication of animals. H

According to Brace,

the origin of grain cultivation is accompanied by the increasing im
portance of grinding tools indicating the need for fine milling of the food
stuffs before they can be eaten. Incidentally, habitual use of grinding in
food preparation may be a cultural preadaptation to the appearance of
the ground stone tools which once were considered the hallmark of the
Neolithic.7U

Cultural adaptations were providing man with the potential of in
creasing his rate of changes and adaptations.

The use of grain as a food supply had many implications.
People became more settled in permanent locations; they also pro
duced surpluses which could be traded for goods, and they had time
to develop answers to the many questions that they had previously
ignored. Patterns of life changed and the new tools and techniques
were developed.

Early farmers are considered to have been horticulturists.
Their major tool was a digging stick which is probably an ancestor
of the hoe. The actual use of the hoe had to wait until the discovery
of metal for making tools. I t was also a long time before man began
using animals to aid in the tilling of the soil.

Rice is one of the probable grains that early man cultivated
with the digging stick. It is also probable that man had learned to

'2Ibid.. p. 265.
·:lFordp. op. cit .. p. 371.
'~Richard Carrin~ton, A Million Years of Man (New York: World

Publishing Company, 1963). p. 164.
7aC. Lusing Brace, "Cultural Factors in the Evolution of thp Human

Dentition," Culture and the Evolution of Man. ed. Ashley Monta~u (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1962), p. 349.
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control the rivers so that the waters could be diverted into the fields
to aid in the growing of rice. Probably all the grains were originally
grown by horticulturists, as is still the case with some rice growers.
Early Chinese farmers grew millet without the plow, while the
earliest wheat farmers of Europe were horticulturists. With the
exception of rice, however, the old world grains do not lend them
selves well to horticultural techniques. 7 n Thus the early farmer
probably relied on the hunt for much of his food supply. He also,
however, received grain in exchange for meat and salt. "Most simple
horticulture is done by women and only when horticulture comes to
provide the main food supply does it become men's work." 77 Eventu
ally horticulture did become the main source of food, and man be
came a farmer.

When this was happening, other concurrent happenings took
place. Man had time to plan and to change his attitudes.
Even their gods had changed. The spirits and the magic that had been
used by hunters weren't of any use to the villagers. They needed gods
who watched over the fields and the flocks, and they began to erect
buildings where their gods might dwell, and where the man who knew
most about the gods might live. 7-

Some of the aspects of modern civilization were beginning;
man was living in permanent dwellings; he was beginning to spe
cialize and he took time for aesthetic enjoyment. Specialists de
veloped in the manufacture of tools and jewelry. Tools that were
formerly utilitarian became ornamental. Gold and silver were found
to be malleable and were shaped into intricate designs and patterns.
"While it is true that the Neolithic economy supported a certain
number of expert craftsmen, such as potters and weavers, specializa
tion was not an essential characteristic.,,7fJ Specialization, however,
was gaining in popularity; and as the villages were able to support
specialists, they became more necessary. "Where ... cultivation is
more intensive and is adopted as a male task, hunting and fishing
decline in importance or are relegated to specialists."8o

The concept of specialization meant that someone else had to
perform the tasks that were once shared by all. "Division of work
meant increased needs, for the hauler of wood could not hunt and
the hunter had no time for hauling wood. The potter would make

.6Ibid., p. 351.
'7Ibid.
7~Robert J. Braidwood, Prehistoric !lIen (Chicago National Museum

Popular Series: Anthropology, No. 37, 1948), p. 87.
7~ICarrjngton, op. cit" p. 173.
~oForde, op. cit .. p. 381.
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his pots but had no time to keep his household implements in shape,
while the flint worker had less time for ceramics."81

As one idea serves to generate other ideas, so did early man
profit from the ideas of others. It is certain that trade was practiced
over long distances so that ideas and practices were borrowed and
exchanged. Neolithic Man was undoubtedly very pragmatic, trying
and experimenting with ideas and techniques, rejecting those which
did not work and accepting those that did. The wheels of progress
turned slowly, however, and often culture patterns and beliefs pre
vented complete acceptance of new ideas. Concerning the expansion
of ideas and the development of scientific thought which has its
roots in the perception of early man, Carrington wrote that

all science has its roots in technology, which may be defined as the use
of rational principles to achieve material ends .... it is often forgotten
that the essential technological use of external equipment by our primi
tive ancestors was the key to the triumphs of Homo-sapiens. ~~

For thousands of years man

lived without domesticated animals, or the wheel, or agriculture, or
pottery, to say nothing of metal tools. It took hundreds upon hundreds
of !{enerations for man to learn to put a decent ed!{e on a flint knife.
Millenia went by before his aesthetic impulses had even the crudest
means of expression in enduring form. ~~

Thus when archaeologists and anthropologists hypothesize about
primitive man's culture, they must study the enduring remains, and
when no remains exist they must guess. The remains of stone tools,
however, give some insight into man's struggle and evolution.

Man is the only mammal which is continuously dependent on tools for
survival. This dependence on the learned use of tools indicates a move
ment into the previously unexploited dimensions of behavior, and this
movement accompanied the advent of bipedalism. With the assumption
of erect posture regular use of tools became obligatory; the ability to use
tools must have preceded this time.. 1

Eoliths are stone objects whose shape suggests some sort of
use as a tool. Experts, however, do not always agree on whether
nature shaped the stones or primitive man observed natural shapes
and learned to duplicate the shapes. It is very likely, however, that

81Lucas, op. cit., p. 238.
s~Carrington, up. cit., p. 175.
~3Melville J. Herskovits, Cultural Anthropology (New York: Alfrpd A.

Knopf, ]965). p. 36.
8+Gporg-e A. Bartholomew and Joseph B. Budsell. "Eculogy and the

Protohominids." Culture and the Evolution of Man. ed. Ashley Montagu
(.~ew York: Oxford University Press. ]962), p. 22.
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primitive man at first used as tools those things which nature has
shaped for him. Such objects as clubs and sharp objects of wood do
not remain for archaeologists to find, but stones which would fit the
palm of the hand and could be used as weapons have been found
with the remains of primitive man. If at first man used natural
objects for tools, he eventually learned to fashion his own objects of
bone, wood, and stone. The layers in which the fossils of Peking Man
were found include also large numbers of stone artifacts which most
authorities regard as belonging to a basic flake-tool culture. Many
of the implements have been intentionally fashioned while others
are natural flakes with signs of secondary trimming. lS ;"; A technique
for shaping flint tools, known as the Levalloisian technique, used
flakes of flint purposely struck off of a core of flint.

First the core piece was flaked to a tmtle-shell shape and then a flat
piece made as if you had chopped off a turtle's head and chopped off
some of the shell in doing so. Then a careful blow against this special
platform neatly takes off the crown of the turtle's shell giving you a well
formed flake, smooth on one side and pre-flaked on the other. It is prac
tically a pre-fabricated spear point, or knife, or scraper as you wish. In
this method the basic form of a tool had been brought under a consider
able degree of control, and for that reason, it was an idea important for
the future of stone-working."

Making tools of flint by flaking off pieces is a characteristic of
much of the Paleolithic period. eanderthal Man knew the tech
nique of making tools of flint.
Their characteristic industry is known as the Mousterian, the last of the
seven main tool-making industries of the Lower and Middle Paleolithic.
. . . The most characteristic Mousterian tools are the so-called "flake
type"; that is to say, they arc fashioned from fragments flaked off from
larger pieces of stone not from the residual core.~7

The Upper Paleolithic period is sometimes divided into five
main cultural phase . The earliest or oldest of these phases is known
as the Chatelperronian period and occurred over 30,000 years ago
in Western France. A flint knife with one straight razor sharp edge
and with the other edge blunt and curved over to the point is the
most characteristic artifact. The Aurignacian phase followed the
Chatelperronian period, and during this phase bone was introduced
as a substance for making certain tools. Bone was used to make
pins, awls, and spearheads. The third phase is known as the Gravet
tian phase. A characteristic tool used during this period was a very

~5Carrington, op. cit .. p. 91.
M'Howells. op. cit, p. 78.
~7Carrington. op. cit .. p. 102.
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sharp cutting and engraving tool shaped like the blade of a penknife.
The artist and tool-maker of this period used the engraving tool to
decorate ivory. The fourth phase is noted for the artistic capabilities
of its toolmakers. Known as the Solutrean period, the artifacts that
represent this period are finely fashioned flint tools in willow-leaf
and laurel-leaf shapes. The fifth phase, known as the lvIagdalenian
period, returns to tools of a more functional nature. The tool-makers
of the Magdalenian phase were craftsmen with flint but made
excellent use of bone, ivory, and horn for tools.

The Upper Paleolithic hrings into prominence whole new sets of secon
dary stone tools, made for working wood and bone into the actual
tools wanted. Concave scrapers are found for shaving down the shafts of
spears or darts. Awls were made for drilling holes in either bone or wood.
And for all kinds of work with these materials there existed a number of
different types of small chisels or engraving tools made by striking a
flake from the blade the wrong way, so to speak, against the point leaving
a shoulder with a narrow, sharp edge."

Forbes wrote that
it was also in the New Stone Age that man began to polish stone. No
longer was he limited to the use of wood, horn or flint for his tools. He
could now collect hard stones such as granite and diorite and shape them
by patient grinding with sand. This meant that he was no longer depen
dent on the planes or fracture of flint but could develop new stone tools
in shapes more appropriate for his purpose. Hence we see definite forms
like the pick, the axe, and the sickle being shaped from hard stone.S~'

As man conceived new uses for tools, his powers of concept
permitted him to develop tools with special purposes.

It is interesting to note that modern research has found that the cutting
edges and shapes of tools, as far as the intrinsic design is concerned,
resemble rather closely those of our modern tools. Thus the archaeologist
has a better means of distinguishing the use to which these tools were
put. It also permits us to conclude, for example, that certain tools were
used by carpenters and, therefore, that the origin of carpentry dates back
to about this period.'"o

Coulhorn observed that "most of our hand tools, even today,
are Mesolithic tools with iron or steel substituted for stone, bone
or wood."!) 1

88Howells, op. cit .. p. 107.
'~'R.•J. Forbes, Alan the Maher. A History of Technology and Engi

neering (London: Abelard-Schuman Limited. 1958), p. 26.
~'lIlhirl .. p. 27.
'ilRuskton Coulbom, The Origin of Civilized Societies (Princeton, New

.Jersey: Princeton University Press. 1959), p. 32.
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Robert Brittain offered a concept which can be used to sum·
marize the changing patterns of tool-making and usage:

For a history of any branch of technology implies a history of humanity
in general. Discoveries may be important in themselves. but what makes
them significant for htunan beings is that they bring changes in men's
ways of living, in the way they organize their communal affairs, in their
ideas of what is right and what is wrong, in their attitudes toward other
human beings, and toward the world they live in In all the later
stages of our development, every improvement in tools has had its
socia1 results. ,I~

"The advent of the metallurgist introduced an entirely new
concept into human social organization; in recognition that the full
time highly skilled technologist was a key figure in achieving cul
tural progress."iI3 Lucas suggested that the discovery of metals for
implements was probably an accident.

Possibly some startled man hit at a cooling trickle of metal and saw it
flatten under the blow and retain that shape. Since the most primitive
stage of metal-working today is the hammering of metal into shape, that
was undoubtedly the process at the very end of the Age of Polished
Stone. The Age of Copper was the beginning of a planned experiment
which was so successful that metal tools and weapons, molded on the
old stone implements, were soon used the continent over.!'4

The transition from horticulture to agriculture required the
ability to use metal profitably.

True agriculture involves the use of the plow and draft animals.... Until
fairly recent times, of course, the plow was a much cruder implement
than we are accustomed to. It lacked any moldboard to turn the soil, and
the share was simply a heavy piece of pointed wood, sometimes tipped
with metal, attached to a pole fastened to a yoke or harness on the draft
animals."~

The early plow, however inefficient, meant that much more soil
could be worked thus producing more food and increased amounts
of surpluses. Studies of primitive societies reveal that the use of
metal; the wheel; writing; and larger, more substantial architecture
is associated with those societies that have accepted agriculture as
a way of life. fill

!'~Robert Brittain, Rivers. iI/an and Myths (Garden City, N{'w Jersey:
Doubleday and Company, Inc.. 1958), p. 29.

nCarrington, op. cit .. p. 173.
~ILucas, op. cit .. p. 248.
95Beals and Hoij£'[, op. cit .. p. 353.
!ll;lbid .. p. 354.
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CHAPTER THREE

Handicraft
Technology
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Introduction
For the purposes of this chapter the term "handicraft" has two

meanings. In the first sense it refers to the making of articles by
hand for the satisfaction of the immediate needs of the individual
or the household. At this stage there was no separate body of crafts
men, and all that could be called industry was carried on within the
household group,! The primitive agriculturalist was his own manu
facturer. He baked his own bread, brewed his own beer, wove his
own cloth, and shaped the rough garments he wore. This stage is
sometimes designated as the stage of household industry or the
family system.:!

In the second sense, handicraft refers to a system of pro
duction that became dominant during the late middle ages. It was
this era which saw the rise of the specialized craftsman, the develop
ment of the towns as centers of trade, the rise and decline of the
guilds, and the spread of the domestic or wholesale handicraft
system. The specialized production of articles for sale by individuals

IWilliam J. Ashley, The Economic Organization of England (New
York: Longmans, Green and Co.. 1914), p. 34.

:!Arthur Birnie, An Economic History of The British Isles (New York:
F. S. Crofts and Co., 1936), p. 98.
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or by small groups who practiced their handiwork in the home or
shop characterized the handicraft system of manufacturing. a

Handicraft Technology

For the purpose of this paper, then, the term "handicraft tech
nology" should be thought of first in the sense of the handicraft
system of production that characterized industry throughout the
middle ages and continued well into the eighteenth century. In the
second sense, the term refers to the technology of the handicraft
stage (the sum total of man's attempts in this era to control his
physical environment - both natural and that which he created).
Thus handicraft technology refers to the technology (in its broadest
interpretation) that prevailed when manufacturing systems were
relatively simple, being largely characterized by literal hand pro
duction and uncomplicated methods of marketing and exchange.

Early Manufacturing Systems

1. FAMILY OR HOUSEHOLD MANUFACTURING. Family manu
facturing may be more clearly distinguished from other stages of
industry by referring to Heaton's concise statement: "In general,
production was by the household, in the household for the house
hold."! Bucher, as presented by Marshall, stated:

The character and extent of the production of every household are
prescribed by the wants of its members as consumers. Each product
passes through the whole process of its manufacture, from the procuring
of the raw material to its final elaboration in the same domestic estab
lishment, and reaches the consumer without any intermediary. Ii

Gras used the term "usufacture, or manufacture for use - not
for sale,"fi in describing this early stage in the development of
manufacturing systems; although this kind of manufacture is the
earliest and most primitive and has in part bowed to other methods.
Historically it is the most important type known to man, not so much
because it still survives, as because it has fed, clothed, housed, armed,

~Edison L. Bowers and R. Henry Rowntree, Economics lor Engineers
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1938). p. 64.

1Herbert Heaton, Economic History 01 Europe (New York: Harper
and Brothers, 1936), p. ]42.

·'iLeon C. Marshall, Readings in Industrial Society (Chicago: The Uni
versity of Chicago Prpss, 1918), p. 33.

0Norrnan S. B. Gras, Industrial Evolution (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1930), p. 1.
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and adorned so many generations - far more than any other type of
industrialorganization.'

According to Ely and Hess, household manufacturing was
almost universal both in the direct appropriation stage and through
out the pastoral and agricultural stages. "Its essential character
istics were isolation and economic self-sufficiency, goods being pro
duced mostly for local consumption and not for sale."8 There was a
marked division of labor within the household, estate or plantation,
but this division was limited beyond them by the absense of ex
change. 9

A more or less clear-cut division of labor was practiced in
household manufacturing regardless of whether the household unit
was small (such as the individual family), or relatively large (as the
clan, estate, or manor). Boissonnade indicated that every member
of the family community, according to sex, age, and aptitude, tried
to produce such manufactured goods as were necessary for the
elementary necessities of life. The peasant was engaged in building
his home, making his furniture, and repairing his ploughshares. His
wife and daughters made bread, spun wool, and wove material for
garments. 1 0

The fall of the Roman Empire resulted in a general ruraliza
tion of life in which communities became self-supporting. 11 Heaton
stated:
An occupation census of Europe in the eleventh century would probably
have shown that 90 per cent of the people were country-dwellers, drawing
their livelihood from farming, fishing, or the forest.l~

It was from the fall of the Roman Empire until about 1100 A.D.
that usufacture, or manufacture for use, was most prevalent. 1 :l The
manor, "that community in which unfree villagers (villeins) culti
vated the lord's domain as the price of their selfdom and of their
use of a holding," 14 became the seat of rudimentary manufacturing.
Food and drink were prepared in the lord's bake-house, mill, brew
ery and wine press. Clothing, furniture, candles, and similar articles

7Ibid.
8Richard T. Ely and Ralph H. Hess, Outlines of Economics (New

York: The Macmillan Company, 1937), p. 28.
iI/bid. pp. 27-28.
Hlp. Boissonnade. Life and Work in Medieval Europe (New York:

Alfred A. Knopf. 1937). p. 102.
llFrederic A. Ogg and Walter R. Sharp, Economic Development of

Modern Europe (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1926), p. 43.
12Heaton, op. cit., p. 91.
13Gras, op. cit., p. 46.
HHeaton, op. cit.
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were manufactured from materials produced locally. The village
smith not only made implements but kept them in repair as well. 15

Gras divided the usufacture stage of manufacturing into three
distinct phases. The first he characterized as the purely domestic
phase in which the family owns the raw material, does all the work,
and ultimately consumes the product. This type of manufacture has
been predominant in the collectional, cultural nomadic, and settled
village economy. 1 Ii The members of the household must gather its
raw materials from the soil, produce all necessary tools and imple
ments, and convert the raw materials to make them usable. 17

The second phase of usufacture is described as a movement
which developed no later than the settled village economy with out
side labor being brought in to help the family in its manufacturing
activities. An individual develops special skill in making shoes,
building boats, carpentry, blacksmithing, or tailoring. His neighbors
enlist his help and in this way, profit from his particular aptitude.l 8

Because of the unproductiveness of early methods of work, the
cooperation of many individuals was necessary for the accomplish
ment of certain economic ends. 19

The third phase of usufacture is that in which raw materials
are taken to some outsider who finishes the product. For example,
during the Middle Ages many villagers took grain to the lord's mill
to be ground into flour or meal.~o

Throughout the stage of usufacture, no matter what the phase, we
observe that the goods are made to be sold. There is no oversupply, for
goods arc made only in answer to a developed demand.~l

The technology of the day was relatively simple. Handicraft
in the sense of hand production, was practiced exclusively. There
were no organized systems of production, trade, and exchange as
we think of them in modern industrial society. It has been only
within the last century that such industries as "baking, brewing,
laundry work, or the making of clothes, rugs, candles, soap, butter,
cheese, bacon, jam, and pickles ceased to be domestic industries,
especially in the rural homes."::!2 Such production is still the usufac
ture type, but it is being practiced in a different industrial stage.

150gg and Sharp. op. cit., pp. 43-44.
ItJGras. op. cit.. p. 1.
l'Mar;;hall, op. cit.
I"Gras. op. cit, p. 3.
I "Marshall, op. cit .. p. 34.
~oGras. op. cit .. p. 6.
21lbid. p. 7.
22Hcaton op. cit., p. 113.
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2. RETAIL HANDICRAFT. Retail handicraft was the prevailing
manufacturing system from 1100 to 1500 and came into existence
when the household, manufacturing primarily for its own needs, pro
duced a surplus for sale, and when the artisan, hitherto working on his
customer's goods, began to provide the raw materials himself and sell
the finished product. It is still, of course, handwork that is being carried
on, but it is work for sale to another person. The sale, however, is direct
to the user.~:l

Although Ashley did not use the term "retail handicraft," the
guild or handicraft stage appears to parallel the retail handicraft
stage described by Gras. Thus according to Ashley, production con
tinued (or existed) on a small scale and occurred in either the
home of the customer or that of the craftsman. There was a "mar
ket" in the modern sense of the word, but it was a small one in
which the producer dealt directly with the customer without benefit
of an intermediary.~4 The fact that all production was not con
sumed by the producing unit removed it from the usufacture classi
fication.

Retail handicraft was originated in rural areas, but as civiliza
tion became more urbanized there was an even greater need or
demand for wares on the retail market.:';' As towns grew, merchant
bodies were formed and markets were established; both the peasant
and the lord of the manor were provided with a market then for
surplus produce. Men were brought together as buyer and seller as
never before. The way was thus prepared for the growth of a new
class, the craftsman, whose existence was largely dependent on his
ability to sell his products. 2 Ii

Ogg and Sharp concluded that industrial growth (in terms of
volume, independence, and organization) was closely associated
with the development of commerce and the revival of towns and
town-life. The,e movements began in the eleventh century and
proceeded to develop at an accelerating rate during the succeeding
two or three centuries. Although the Crusades may have provided
the impetus industry, trade, and town-life developed as a result of
deep-seated economic conditions not particularly related to the
Crusades. These included

growth of population, the increase of wealth, the larger demand for
manufactures incident to an improving standard of living, and the social

~3Gras, op. cit., p. 13.
~4Ashlcy. op. cit.. p. 36.
~5Gras. op. cit.. Pl'. 13-14.
~f;lbid.
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flexibility created by the emancipation of the serfs and the gradual
break-up, in many regions, of the manorial system.27

Retail handicraft has two phases, according to Gras. The first
of these is the order phase in which the craftsman does not maintain
a surplus manufactured stock, but produces upon being commis
sioned. The second phase of retail handicraft is the chance-sale
phase in which the craftsman maintains a surplus of manufactured
stock.:!8

The craftsman's wares were displayed either in front of his
workshop, on a sidewalk counter, or in the window; he might have
sold his products at the markets or fairs or even by peddling them
through the countryside. In any case, direct contact between crafts
man and consumer continued, but the craftsman was now concerned
with selling "the product of his equipment and skill, not the use
of it.":!9

Gras emphasized that the essential point in the retail handi
craft system was that a sale was made directly to the buyer without
the intervention of a third party, such as a capitalist merchant or
industrial entrepreneur. The essence of this system was not involved
with the guild system; it was not concerned with a finished product,
as such; it was not concerned with sale to an ultimate consumer;
nor was it concerned with the presence or absence of power ma
chinery. :1O

Retail handicraft has continued as an important aspect of
economic organization. This was especially true for industries sup
plying a purely local demand for food, clothing, buildings and furni
ture. In such instances, the production unit was small with the
craftsman using the labor of family members to a large extent. 31

Here again we note the continuance of an earlier type of manu
facturing, a more advanced stage.

The terminology of these economic stages is somewhat con
fusing. Although historians apply different labels to the various
stages of industrial evolution, the essential elements remain the
same.

The terminology as developed by Gras has been used through
out this discussion of early manufacturing systems.

The term wholesale handicraft is believed to be an improvement
over others in use, each of which has drawbacks. Domestic system leads

~70gg and Sharp, op. cit .. p. 44.
2i:'Gras. op. cit.. p. 16.
~(IHeaton, op. cit.. p. 169.
~(JGras. op. cit., p. 20.
31Heaton, op. cit.
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to confusion with household industry (our usufacture), and refers to
only one phase (our independent wholesale handicraft). Puttin/{-out or
commission system applies to only one phase of the stage (our de
pendent wholesale handicraft). E. Lipson ... uscs the term domestic
system but really describes the commission system. This is but one
example of many confusions which seem to justify a complete change in
terminology, unwelcome as that may be to those who have learned the
old phrases.32

3. WHOLESALE HANDICRAFT. Usufacture was described as that
industrial stage in which all that was manufactured was consumed
by the producer. There was no surplus for sale. The retail handicraft
stage saw the rise of viliages and towns and a general expansion
of economic and social organization. Here, although production
methods remained unchanged, the craftsman became more spe
cialized and began to produce more than he could consume. This
over-production was sold directly to the consumer by the craftsman.
The uniqueness of the retail handicraft system was that the sale
was made directly to the user without the intervention of a middle
man. Here we generally find the handicraftsman belonging to a
guild.

Wholesale handicraft, the third stage in industrial evolution,
is a term used by Gras to identify a system in which "goods are
made by one set of persons, marketed by another, and consumed
by a third.... Manufacture is still characteristically by hand, but
sale is no longer direct to the consumer."3:l The indirectness of the
system is its chief, distinguishing characteristic.:H Gras noted two
specific stages.

In the independent phase, the craftsman still produced by
hand labor, but virtually gave up selling to the consumer. Instead,
the sale was to a merchant who disposed of the goods in further
processes of exchange. The advent of the middleman and the con
sequent indirectness of this economic system was a significant de
velopment in industrial evolution.";; This phase of wholesale handi
craft is designated as independent because the craftsman "still
supplied his own raw materials and tools, possessed his own little
estate, worked at his own pleasure, and sold his finished product
(indirectly) as he would.":l6

32Gras, op. cit.. p. 35.
:l:llbid., p. 25.
:Hlbid.
:lfilbid, pp. 28-30.
3lilbid, p. 31.
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In the dependent phase, the craftsman through some misfor
tune becomes indebted to a merchant beyond his ability to pay and
consequently loses the privilege of living and making a living inde
pendently as he did in the previous phase.:17 In the dependent
phase, the commercial middleman practically dictates the kind and
grade of product to be made and may control the manufacturing
process.:18 The worker thus loses his independence. He is no longer
economically independent as he has to work twelve hours a day,
follow orders as to quality and quantity of output, and accept what
ever wage was offered.

An example of the independent phase of the wholesale handi
craft system is provided by Gras in his account of wine production.
When wine that had been previously made for home consumption
became so well made that it was handled in interurban trade and
was sent long distances, it entered the wholesale handicraft stage.
Grapes were gathered and stemmed by the peasants who then
pressed out the juice and put it into vats or casks for fermentation.
The product was then sold by the peasant to an exporting vintner
who ultimately sold it to an importing vintner or to a taverner. It
finally reached the customer through the taverner.:l 9 It should be
noted that the craftsman (winemaker) was free to make the product
of his choice at his own pleasure and with his own tools and
materials.

Another example of the independent phase of wholesale handi
craft is cited by Cheyney. In the latter sixteenth and the seven
teenth centuries manufacturing was carried on in the craftsman's
house by lesser masters with the assistance of a journeyman and
one or two apprentices. The master might divide his time between
farming and manufacturing. In most cases the tools of manufacture
belonged to the master, they were rented out by the employing
merchant capitalists. The raw material was often purchased by the
small manufacturers and the goods were transported to market and
sold to a local dealer or merchant.! () The system was devoid of the
more highly capitalistic elements of the dependent phase.

The dependent phase was denoted by Gras in the following
examples:

30Ibid. p. 37.
38Melvin M. Knight. "Handicraft," Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences.

VlI, (New York: The r..Iacmillan Company, 1937), p. 256.
3UGras. op. cit.. pp. 28-29.
40Edward P. Cheyney. An lntroduction to the Industrial and Social

History of England (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1917), p. 188.
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In Paris the richest weavers gave up working with their own hands in
the thirteenth century. They even abandoned the direct supervision of
manufacture, so as to more completely devote themselves to marketing,
the adjustment of demand and supply. They gave out the yarn to the
poor master weavers working in their homes, paying them so much per
cloth for manufacture. In the copper trade of Dinant and the woolen
industry of Flanders, we find early illustrations in the thirteenth century
of the development of this dependent system, in which rich masters put
out materials on which the poor had to work. In the town of St. Orner,
weavers, fullers, shearers, and dyers, were almost completely at the
mercy of the drapers who employed them at piece wages. In Florence,
dyers, shearers, and finishers about 1300 saw themselves robbed of their
economic independence and of their direct relations with consurners.H

The period of particular prevalence of the wholesale handicraft
system was between 1500 and 1750, the independent phase coming
first but later giving way to the dependent. The independent phase
kept the craftsman more economically independent and more di
rectly responsible for his work. Among its chief disadvantages was
the lack of the organization and control of production necessary to
a rapidly expanding market.

The dependent phase saw the craftsman become gradually
more dependent upon external economic forces and gradually less
responsible to the consumer for producing goods of superior quality.
Among its advantages was that it provided employment for those
who needed it, including the crippled and those who cared for sick
parents or children. It gave demand a chance to influence supply,!:!
and it allowed for and facilitated a functional division of labor
necessary to the more complex forms of industrial organization to
come.

4. THE GUILD SYSTEM. The organization of workers into
guilds was, according to Ogg and Sharp, the most noteworthy fea
ture in medieval industry. -1:l Although many writers in the field of
economic development treat the guild system by equating it with
the handicraft system, it will be viewed here not as a system of
production but as a form of association for the control of production,
exchange, and the like. Supporting this idea, Gras made the fol
lowing remarks:

So far we have been considering the organization of industry,
whilst now we tum to association in industry.... We may express organi
zation as the buying of raw materials, the combination of all elements
necessary for manufacture, and the sale of the finished product. Such

11 Gras, op. cit.. p. 39.
I~lbid., pp. 46-47.
l~Ogg and Sharp, op. cit.. p. 46.
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organization, so far as we have gone, has passed through three stages.
Association in industry is something very different. It is the coming
together of the producers for mutual advantage. The masters may form
associations of their own, as may the workmen. Or the two may be
members of the same association.H

Knight, also, supported this position by describing guild as
"a very loose term which has been applied to various associations
of people for trading, industrial, professional, religious, and other
social purposes in widely separated times and places." 4 5

Heaton reported that little was known about western guilds
until after 1000 A.D. There is mention of the weavers' guild of
Mainz in 1099, the fish dealers' guild of Worms in 1106, and the
weavers' guild of Cologne in 1112. A merchant guild was established
at Burford in England by 1107, and the weavers' guilds in London
and other towns by 1133. In Paris there were five leather working
guilds by 1150. At one time London had as many as one hundred
guilds. Florence, Venice, and the Flemish towns also had numerous
guilds. By about 1300 the guilds had come into existence in most
towns. It)

The guilds developed in two major forms: (1) the merchant
guild, "the purpose of which was to regulate the conduct of trade
and to monopolize it on behalf of the local merchants,"H and (2)
the craft guild, "formed primarily to regulate and preserve the
monopoly of their own occupations in their own town." I 8

The merchant guild was the earliest form and was "composed
of the wealthier citizens, who banded themselves together in the
interests of trade and who also assumed certain financial obligations
for the community."4~J It was first organized as a private society
the objectives of which were the protection of its members and the
maintenance of trade interests. During the twelfth century, it was
included in the town constitutions; and during the next three
hundred years the guild became an increasingly influential group
in town governments. Finally it merged so completely with the
governmental systems that its unique identity was lostY}

HG.as, op. cit., p. 50.
4~1\lplvin M. Knight, Economic History of Europe (New York: Houg-h-

ton Mifflin Company, 1926), p. 94.
4nHpaton. op. cit., pp. 208-209.
HEly and Hess, op. cit.. p. 29.
4~Chpynpy, op. cit .. p. 65.
4"W. Stanford Rpid, Economic History 0/ Great Britian (New York:

The Ronald Prpss Company, 1954), p. 95.
50Marshall, op. cit.. pp. 74-75.
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The guild organization included all persons habitually engaged
in the business of selling - either products manufactured by them
selves or those they had purchased. It seems to have exerted as
much authority within its field of trade regulation as that of the
town in its field of judicial, financial and administrative jurisdiction.
Cheyney stated that preserving a monopoly of trade to its own
members was the principal reason for its existence. Non-members,
whether from other countries or traders from other towns, were not
permitted to buy or sell in the town except under conditions im
posed by the guild. They could buy and sell only at such time and
place and only such articles as were provided for in the guild regula
tions. In all cases, they were required to pay the town tolls from
which members of the guild were exempt. In addition to holding
meetings (at which time officers were elected, new ordinances were
passed, and other business was transacted), it fulfilled many fra
ternal duties for its members. Although the full development of the
merchant guild varied in different towns, it reached its widest
expansion during the thirteenth century.51

As previously noted, membership in the merchant guild in
cluded any person actively engaged in the selling of wares, whether
produced by himself or purchased for sale. It will be recalled that
in retail and wholesale handicraft individual craftsmen were en
gaged in selling and were therefore merchants who were eligible for
membership in the merchant guilds. As Cheyney stated, "there was
a considerable period when it must have been a common thing for
a man to be a member both of the merchant guild of the town and
of the separate organization of his own trade."l'i:!

The craft guilds seem to have been introduced "in response
to the needs of handicraft much as the merchant guild had grown
up to regulate trade."5:l Emerging in the twelfth century, they
replaced the merchant guilds, and according to Ogg and Sharp:

In the following hundred years they became the dominant organizations
among the non-agricultural populations, rising in many cases to the
possession of controlling political power in the municipalities. Their
importance lasted into modem times, and only after the French Revolu
tion was their hold upon industry in continental countries fully relaxed. 5 '

,.I/bid. pp. 61-64.
o~Cheyney, op. cit.. p. 64.
53/bid.
510gg and Sharp, op. cit., p. 46.
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5. THE CENTRAL WORKSHOP. As a result of the rapidly ex
panding economy of the late Middle Ages and the attempts of
merchants to gain better control of production and product, cen
tralized manufacture was instituted. As Weber indicated, "for the
first time disciplined work appeared, making possible control over
the unifonnity of the product and the quantity of output."5~,

According to Gras,

centralized manufacture is done in large establishments in which many
workmen labor under the direction of a single individual or firm, whose
products are sold chiefly by wholesale. The first phase of development
may be called the central workshop, the second the factory. The failure
to distinguish between these two phases leads to a misunderstanding of
some of the essentials of modern industry.;;';

Clough and Cole discussed or defined centralized production
in terms of the bringing together by a capitalist or a capitalistic
group a large number of workers and a large amount of capital in
a given spot. The very nature of the industry sometimes demanded
centralized production. In the mines of Germany, for example, and
the shipyards of Holland, efficient work required many hands as
well as considerable capital. Brewing and sugar refining were also
industries in which organization of work on a fairly large scale was
easy; they were, in fact, industries in which a single craftsman, with
a few helpers, was at a disadvantage. 57

A typical example of central shop manufacturing which existed
during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was cited by Fried
laender and Oser:

John Winchcomb, the biggest English cloth manufacturer of the sixteenth
century, employed in his factories 200 weavers, each with an assistant;
200 women carders; 200 girl spinners; 150 child sorters; and 50 shearers,
40 dyers in the dyeing house and 20 walkers in the walking mill.5S

Other examples are reported from the cloth industry in France
in the eighteenth century. In Austria during the same period, the
Imperial Wool Factory employed more than 25,000 persons, most
of whom worked in the home; but at least 1,000 worked together
in the same establishment. ~fanufacturingon a large scale was also

;;;;~lax \\'cbpr, General Economic HiBtory (Glencoe, Ill.: The Free
Press. 1927). p. 168.

:;r,Gras. op. cit .. p. 76.
;'~Shepard B. Clough and Charles W. Cole. Economic History of Europe

(Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1952). p. 59.
;;~Heinri('h Friedlaender and .Jacob Oser. Economic Hi:;tor..... of Modern

Europe (New York: Prentice-Hall. Inc.. 'D. 1953), p. 59.
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found in the malt distilleries, soap factories, and primitive blast
furnaces which produced raw iron.~'!1 Central workshops also existed
in the United States during this same period. no

Additional examples of large scale production during this
period were in the production of soap, candles, salt beer, paper,
gunpowder, and glass, all of which needed fairly large sums of
capital for vats, pans, raw material, fuel, buildings, and working
expenses, Production was carried on by large groups of wage
earners. 61

According to Gras, two primary advantages existed in the
establishment of such an organization. The first advantage was "for
purposes of discipline, so that the workers could be effectively con
trolled under the supervision of foremen."62 The second advantage
"lay in the division of labor. There were workmen ... and foremen .
. . . Some men did one kind of work, while others were put to some
thing else."n3 A reference is made to division of labor by Clough
and Cole in their discussion of the Dutch shipyards in which the
work was divided among different craftsmen so that each performed
only a few specialized tasks. Gl

Advantages of a central workshop were manifold. It was
possible to prevent loafing and the wasting of time by employees,
embezzlement and cheating could be more easily detected, stan
dards could be more closely guarded, an organized division of labor
could be developed, and all phases of production could be centralized
under one room - there was no traveling from household to house
hold to complete the next phase of production. H ••

From the standpoint of production systems as such, Gras
referred to at least two types of central workshops. "In one type only
handwork was performed. In the other, hand machines were used,
among them the potter's wheel, the stocking frame, the spinning
jenny, and the sewing machine (Howe's and Singer's). I;" These
machines, although quite helpful to employee and production, were
all manually operated and controlled. They should not be confused
with the later power machines suitable for the type of production
which made the factory system possible. f) 7

5nlbid.
GOGras, op. cit.. p. 81.
G1Heaton, op. cit.. p. 345.
G2Gras. op. cit., p. 77.
G3lbid.
G4Clough and Cole, op. cit .. p. 183.
ll5Heaton, op. ('it .. p. 342.
l;flGras, op. cit.. p. 83.
mlbid.
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Little need be said of the factory system at this point as it will
be discussed in other sections of this yearbook. It came into exis
tence in the eighteenth century as the climax to thousands of years
of industrial evolution. In its simplest form, it was the central work
shop with power machinery added - power supplies by the tread
mill or the waterwheel, or power generated by coal, gas, or electricity.
Man's servant, technology, hardly recognizable at this time, having
passed through its embryonic stages during the centuries before,
had now reached the stage of infancy, and was rapidly becoming
the giant destined to implement the progress of mankind in the
centuries to come.

Concept of Work
The craftsman, technologist, and inventor have usually oc

cupied an important place in the evolution of civilization, even
though some interpretations of history may not make it appear thus.

The discussion which follows centers around craftsmen and
technologists, and the development of civilization with particular
reference to the position accorded such workers during certain eras.

More than nine tenths of the history of mankind passed by
during the Old Stone or Paleolithic Age. During this age which
lasted anywhere from 500,000 to 1,500,000 years man developed but
little in comparison with the vast technology of today. Archeologists'
findings reveal that during this vaguely recorded span of time, man's
technology was simple and most of his tools were made of stone.
Such tools were formed by breaking, chipping, and flaking hard
material like flint. There was little specialization - every man was
a nomadic collector, struggling to provide his own shelter, food, and
defense. The Middle Paleolithic Age saw man's first use of caves for
dwelling. As tool-making by chipping techniques was further de
veloped, bone anvils were used. During the Upper Paleolithic Age
fire was utilized, horn and ivory became tool-making materials, and
specialized tools such as needles with eyes made their appearance.
The Middle Stone or Mesolithic Age designates the transition period
somewhere between 9,000 - 4,000 B. C. that occurred near the end
of the Paleolithic Age. It marks the beginning of the era of human
settlement and cultivation. The crude plow was developed and the
domestication of animals was begun. The Neolithic Age saw man
become an established food producer rather than a nomadic col
lector. Stone polishing was developed, and the lamp, the wheel, and
writing were invented. Other advances included the smelting of
copper and bronze. Iron was produced around 1500 B. C. and was
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used throughout Europe and Asia by the year 400 B. C. According
to Derry,
time and skill was no longer monopolized by the needs of the stomach,
for the agriculturalist, unlike the hunter, has seasons of comparative
leisure and makes a permanent home. Society could now find scopes for
handicraft and trade.';~

Man's ability to alter his environment had brought him a long
way toward civilization even though he was not a specialized crafts
man in the sense of later periods. The concept of work was attached
to self-survival and the provision of whatever comforts he could
acquire.

Later developments enhanced the arrival of the civilizations
of the great Empires of Western Asia, Egypt, India and the Far
East along with the Greek and Roman civilizations. In writing of
the attitude of the Greeks toward manual labor Bowen commented:
"The Greeks had a horror of manual labor and despised laborers....
The applied scientist, if one can use such an expression in con
nection with those times, was a slave or a craftsman."G9

Finch supported this point as follows:

A large proportion of the population were slaves. Furthermore, all
practical affairs, all activities of craftmanship and hand labor, were left
to menials. The leaders of Greek thought regarded manual work as de
structive alike to the bodies and minds of the workers - a viewpoint
which still occasionally crops up and which long caused engineering,
because of its necessarily close association with the practical arts, to be
regarded as a "navvy" profession.

* * *
Even Archimedes (287-212 B. C.), popularly acclaimed for his remark
able mechanical inventions, appears to have been ashamed of his interest
in such works. He apologized for them, claiming they were carried out
merely for his diversion and amusement."'O

Singer attributed much of this lack of accomplishment in
technology to the philosophies of Aristotle and Plato which de
graded those who worked with their hands. 71

08Thomas Derry and Trevori Williams, Short History of Technology
(London: Oxford University Press, 1961), p. 6.

!;:'Harold G. Bowt>n and Charles F. KpttPrin/,:, A Short History of Tech
nology (W('st Orange, N. J.: Thp Thomas Edison Foundation, Inc., 1951),
p.18.

70James K. Finch, Engineering and Western Civilization (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1951), pp. 14-15.

,lCharlps .J. Sin/,:er, Technology and History (London: Oxford Uni
versity Press, 1952), p. 5.
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In Greece, technology generally ranked below pure science.
The freeman gave his talents to the State, to art or to pure science.
"Practical production was in general the business of the foreigner
and of slaves."7:!

At least one author disputed the notion that the Greeks con
sidered work beneath the dignity of a free man. Mitchell pointed
out that any prejudice against manual labor certainly did not exist
throughout the era of Greek civilization, but was of comparatively
late origin. 73

The Roman world showed more interest in technical achieve
ment than did the Greek, yet they apparently attempted no trans
formation of technical accomplishment or specialization in the tech
nical crafts. Among the Romans "there was no real application of
science to technical achievement."H

Finch noted that while we regard the Romans as the greatest
of ancient engineers especially for their accomplishments in road
building and architecture, the Roman mind did not value the
qualities necessary for continued technological advance. 75

Bowen described Rome as technologically sterile. The Romans
were copiers rather than creators. Roman fame rests largely on con
quests, law and administration. Their technical contributions to the
Middle Ages were few.'1)

Industry in the Middle Ages was scant and simple. Handicraft
was the principal type of manufacturing until the fifteenth century,
and the manor was the seat of such production as was carried on.
Prior to the twelfth century labor was largely servile, although it
rapidly acquired a status of freedom thereafter. 77 Technological
achievement was limited to areas which had received the culture's
"seal of approval."78 According to Forbes, technology and the crafts
were very much in the service of the church,7!l and as Nibet stated,
the guilds, the morally sovereign church and all its component orders,
the communities, the well marked social classes, all alike were organized
with ends in view which made the role of technology strictly a subordi-

72Friedrich Klemm. A History of Western Technology (Cambridge,
Mass.: The M. I. T. Press. 1954). p. 19.

73H. Mitchell, The Economics of Ancient Greere (Cambridge: W.
Heifer and Sons Limited, 1963). pp. 9-19.

HKlemm. op, cit., pp. 42-43.
75Finch, op. cit .. p. 17.
7f;Bowen and Kettering, op. cit., p. 24.
770gg and Sharp, op. rit.. pp. 43-44.
7. Robert A. Nisbet, lUan and Technics (Tucson: University of Arizona

Press, 1956). p. 11.
7r,R. J. Forbes, jUan the Maker: A History of Technology and Engi
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nate one.... The technologist, like the scholar and the merchant lived
his days within tight associations founded upon rigid duty to the larger
whole.... Technology was the servant of the community and it knew its
menial place well. "I

The craftsman or technologist of the ::\1iddle Ages was con
sidered subordinate to the artist, statesman, theologian and noble
man. His creative achievement were few and were valued largely
insofar as they served the values of the non-technically oriented
society of the day.

From the earliest beginnings of industry on into the early
stages of the handicraft era, craftsmanship and technology-despite
their importance in the development of civilization-were never
accorded dominant roles in the social organization of their time.
Until the twelfth century, labor was largely servile with slavery and
serfdom the prevalent modes. Labor rapidly acquired free status
during the twelfth century, specialization increased, and social
organization became more complex. The craftsman who performed
his job particularly well was respected and he perhaps even acquired
a patron who kept him employed. "Thus the craftsman increased
gradually in individuality. security, cope and importance until the
invention of machinery revolutionized industrial production."81 The
craftsman became the keystone of technological progress in the
developing world of commerce. Guilds were organized to offer him
protection and ecurity.

Craftsmanship of the Handicraft Stage
The term craft is defined as art or skill, and the craft man is

defined as one who practices orne trade or manual occupation.
Thus craftmanship becomes the degree of skill that is exemplified
in the work or in the article produced by the craftsman. In this
instance the concern is with the craftsmanship of the periods of
history when virtually all that was produced was accomplished
without the aid of machinery.

The craftsmen of ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia were appar
ently very skillful, for they produced excellent work solely by hand.
According to Forbes, "fine woodwork and ivory work show that the
ancient craftsman would have little to learn from modern specialists
in this field."s2

Bowen and Kettering described the craftsmanship of the
Greeks as superb. They excelled in the design and decoration of

"'Nisbet, op. cit., pp. 11-12
SlKnight. op. ('it .. p. 255.
2Forbes, op. cit., p. 44.
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pottery, and they constructed aqueducts and tunnels of a high
order. They possessed a great sense of beauty, hannony, and pro
portion - "everything the Greeks touched was endowed with fresh
beauty and was really a Greek creation."8:J Forbes wrote:

Turning to the arts and crafts of the Greeks, we cannot help noting
... how beautiful the products of the Greek craftsman could be ... the
products turned out there were not imitations but typical Greek cre
ations.~1

The following comments which were offered by Mitchell con
tradicted other sources:

The Greek potter was a supreme artist; the present-day one can beat
him as a technician. The Greek metallurgist was severely hampered
in his processes by his inability to produce very high temperatures in his
furnace: the modern metallurgist is far superior to him - we may even
say he is a greater artist.... but to say that the ancient workman was a
superior craftsman is nonsense; he was not, simply because the means
at his command were limited and his capabilities circumscribed. He
worked with what he had. but he had not got very much; we have a
great deal and so we can beat the Greek. Whether or not we may derive
any satisfaction from that may be left to each of us to settle for himself.~;;

Roman craftsmanship is exemplified by the great roads, aque
ducts, bridges, water supplies, and structures of stone and masonry.
It was reported by one author that the Romans built 180,000 miles
of paved roads, of which over ;;0,000 miles were main arteries." 6

The quality of Roman workmanship is attested to by the fact that
many of their structures have withstood the onslaught of time.

It was noted earlier that hand production characterized in
dustry throughout the Middle Ages until the invention of machinery
revolutionized industrial production. During this period which lasted
around 1200 years, the seat of production was first in the manor
and later in the towns as social organization became more complex
and specialization increased. Accounts of craftsmanship during this
long period follow.

According to Clapham,
some of the smiths of the fifth, sixth and seventh centuries were wonder
ful craftsmen.... Great men had their gold-embroidered clothes; their
buckles and b~ooches were gilt; their drinking-horns were mounted in
silver-gilt or in gold.... The workmanship we admire; some of it could
not easily he bettefQd; but the workers escape us. Were any of them

~:IBow('n and Kettering-. up. cit .. p. 18.
~4Forbes, up. cit .. pp. 64-65.
~;;l\fitphelL op. cit.. p. 170.
"'Bowpn and Kettering, up. cit .. p. 20.
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survlvmg Romano-Britons as has sometimes been supposed? Did the
bronzesmith or goldsmith - and this seems most likely - move about
from hall to hall, working for his keep and some reward? An expert
specialist he must have been. No one else could have done such work.~7

Salaman, in the History of Technology, Vol. III, wrote that
during the Middle Ages and later most villagers supported a black
smith, a carpenter-wheelwright, and a mason.

The village tradesmen developed a tradition of skill and an instinctive
talent for good design. A very high level of workmanship and design
was maintained. Wherever one goes, it is scarcely possible to find a
poorly made cart or plough, a badly forged harrow, or shoddy work in
the saddlery or harness. %

Gras supported this view as he wrote:

During the centuries of prevalence and of growth, in the ancient,
medieval, and modern times, wherever town economy prevailed, there
was no cessation in the effort to produce a genuine commodity. The
artisan manufactured wares as if he was himself to use them.... Apart
from the carelessness of a few individuals, and the vivaciousness of
others, good workmanship prevailed. It was the accepted ideal. The guilds
wrote this ideal into their ordinances and had no great difficulty in en
forcing it until the market expanded and another system came into
being. ,~I

The rise of the craft guild system about 1100 A.D. did much
to promote the ideal of good craftsmanship. In writing of the
functions of the craft guild, Barnes noted that they regulated
wages; fixed prices and conditions of sale; determined the hours
and the conditions of labor; and inspected workmanship and the
quality of materials. The Medieval artisan took pride in his craft,
and an added incentive to produce good work lay in the fact that
the worker sold directly to the consumer. no

Barnes further noted that standards of excellence were not
always maintained, even by the guilds. Pots melted when placed
on the fire, and cloth was stretched. "Falsework" of all kinds pre
vailed. Such "falsework" was punished by fine, and repeated offenses
brought explusion from the guild. 91
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~'Charles J. Singer (ed.), History of Technology, Vol. III (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1956), pp. 111-112.

R~'Gras, op. cit.. p. 21.
90Harry E. Barne~, An Economic History of the Western World (New

York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1937), p. 183.
olIbid, p. 184.
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Thus Salzman, as presented by Marshall, wrote:

Sentimentalists imagine the medieval workman loved a piece of
good work for its own sake and never scamped a job. Nothing could be
further from the truth. The medieval craftsman was not called a man of
craft for nothing.... Cloth was stretched and strained to the utmost and
cunningly folded to hide defects; a length of bad cloth would be joined
onto a length of superior quality, or a whole cheap cloth substituted for
the good cloth which the customer had purchased; inferior leather was
faked up to look like the best and sold at night to the unwary; pots and
kettles were made of bad metal which melted when put on the fire; and
everything that could be weighed or measured was sold by false measure.

~. .~ * * - .~ ~. - *
To give them (buyers) their due, the guilds recognized the importance to
their own interests of maintaining a high standard of workmanship, and
co-operated loyally with the municipal authorities to that endY~

The guilds contributed much towards the training of craftsmen.
A boy could learn the skill of a trade by studying under the master
as an apprentice. Upon completion of the apprenticeship be became
a journeyman and could become a master by proving his skill with
his masterpiece. 93

The guild system had its greatest influence in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. It did much to stimulate good craftsmanship
during a period in which the worker was personally becoming less
responsible for the quality of his work. With the decline of the
guild system and the subsequent development of more complex
industrial production systems, the quality of work gradually became
less perfect. There was no longer the close connection between
manufacturing, exchange, and consumption that had characterized
work in some previous centuries.

The rise of the central workshop system further disassociated
the craftsman from his work. He was now selling virtually nothing
but his labor even though production was still very largely by hand.

Finally, the industrial revolution radically changed the quality
of craftsmanship by causing mass demand based on low cost to
become the controlling factor in production. The manufacturer's goal
of pleasing the impersonal market replaced the craftsman's zeal to
please the individual consumer. The designer became an operator
employed to give salable form to machine-made products. 9 I

Q2r-.1arshall, op, cit .. pp. 88-89.
"3Friedlaender and Oser. op. cit .. pp. 55-56.
UlChar)es R. Richards, "Industrial Arts," Encyclopedia of the Social

Sciences. VIII ( ew York: The Macmillan Company, Inc., 1937), p. 688.
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Economic Systems
Up to this point handicraft technology has been discussed in

terms of its production or manufacturing systems. The concept of
work during the handicraft stage of industrial evolution, and the
craftsmanship of the period have been treated. Contextual meanings
of the terms handicraft and technology were also developed to pro
vide a frame of reference for the whole discussion.

This concluding section offers a brief treatment of economic
systems as they have evolved from earliest times.

A dictionary defines an economic system as "the structure of
economic life in a country, area or period."fI;;

In defining an economic system, Birnie wrote:
From the earliest time the way in which wealth has been produced and
shared out has been determined by some kind of agreement among the
producers. The totality of customs and agreements which re!{ulate the
production and distribution of wealth in any society we call its economic
systems.%

Marshall and Lyon noted that an "economic organization or
economic system ... might very sensibly be spoken of as our want
gratifying machine. [I j In discussing the complexity of the subject,
they mentioned that its parts would include laws, banks, factories,
labor unions, contracts, schools, transportation systems, private
property, competition, employer's associations, specialization, in
heritance, wages, interest, profit, and many other institutions. 98

So far, industrial evolution has been discussed primarily from
the standpoint of production or manufacturing systems. Reference
to Ely's tables shows that other viewpoints are possible and neces
sary for a more complete understanding.

An examination of Table I shows that Bucher identified three
basic systems in the evolution of industrial society:

1. The independent economy of the hunting, pastoral and
agricultural stages of production.

2. The town economy of the handicraft era.
3. The national economy of the industrial stage.

~··j·'By p('fmission. From Wpbster's Seventh Npw Coll('giate Dictionary,
copyright 1967 by G. & C. M('friam Company. Publishl·rs of the M<>rriam
W'('bster Dictionari('s."

%Birnie, op. cit.. pp. 1-2.
f
l7Leon C. Marshall and L('v<>rett S. Lyon. Our Economic Organization

(New York; The Macmillan Company, 1923), p. 19.
~18Ibid.
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TABLE
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Economic Stages From Several Standpoints*

From the From From From the From
Standpoint Bucher's Hildebrand's Labor Gidding's

of Production Standpoint Standpoint Standpoint Standpoint i

1. Hunting Slaughter Luck
and of Enemies, .!!! Magicc:
Fishing Woman's 0--

- --- Labor, and E
2. Pastoral Truck Q.l SacrificialIndependent Beginning Q;
3. Agricul· Domestic Economy of Slavery u

tural Economy Slave
Slavery and » Labor
Serfdom E

0
4. Handicraft Town Money Free Labor c:

0
Economy Economy Governed by u Trade

w
Custom <II

<II

5. Industrial National Credit Individual Q.l
c

Economy Economy Contact with <II Capitalistic
(World Increasing ;j

c:l
Economy)2 Regulation

by Statute
Group
Contract and
Regulation by
Statute

I Probably Professor Giddings would not himself be willing to state at just what points
in industrial evolution these divisions come, and manifestly there is a considerable over·
lapping. All that the present author intends to say is that there is a general correspondence
in the stages as indicated in the table.

'Added by the present author. / Ely /

*Adapted from Richard T. Ely, Studies in the Evolution of Industrial
Society (Nf'w York: The Macmillan Company, 1903), p. 71.

Bucher's classification was in terms of the "length of time
which elapses between the production and consumption of the
goods."!' :J

Ely (Table II) has added a fourth economic system, world
economy, that occurs as modern technology develops more sophis
ticated systems of transportation, communication and trade.

In the same Table II Hildebrand looked at the evolution of
industrial society with respect to the transfer of goods. His classifi
cation included:

1. The truck economy which prevailed during the handi
craft stage.

U!'Richard T. Ely, Studies in the El'olution of Industrial Society (New
York: The :~·ilacmillanCompany. 1903), p. 66.
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TABLE II
The Economic Stages*

From the From the From the From the Standpoint of
Standpoint of Standpoint Standpoint the General Economic

Production of Exchange of Labor Organization

1- Direct Conquest and Labor Class not Tribal and independent
appro' seizure differentiated. economy
priation Beginning of

slavery and
serfdom

2. Pastoral Barter Slavery and Household and
serfdom neighborhood economy

3. Agricultural Barter and Serfdom and Village economy
money free labor

4. Handicraft Money Free labor Custom work
governed by
custom

5. Industrial Credit Individual contract National or
and group contract capitalistic economy

*Adapted from Richard T. Ely and Ralph Hess, Outlines of Economics
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1937), p. 26.

2. The money economy which prevailed during the handi
craft stage.

3. The credit economy that has become dominant in today's
industrial system.

Table II presents economic systems from other points of view.
Attention should be paid to Ely's presentation of economic stages
from the standpoint of the general economic organization. This
includes:

1. The tribal and independent economy which existed during
the direct appropriation or hunting stage of production.

2. The household and neighborhood economy of the pastoral
production stage.

3. The village economy of the agricultural production era
and reaching into the handicraft stage.

4. The custom work (economy) of the handicraft stage.

5. The national or capitalistic economy of the industrial
production stage.

In discussing economic stages, Seligman wrote of the rudi
mentary economic systems of primitive man and of man's transition
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from the lower stages of civilization, as a prelude to a discussion of
economic systems since the adoption of agricultureYHI

Regarding economic progress since the advent of the agri
cultural stage of production, Seligman wrote:

If we regard economic conditions from the standpoint of the rela
tions of production to consumption - for these are the fundamental
economic facts - we may divide the world's history into three great
stages, known respectively as the self-sufficing economy, the trade or
commercial economy and the capitalist of industrial economy. From
another point of view these may also be called the isolated economy and
the national economy.l'1I

Thus Seligman's list included:
1. The primitive and transitional economies which may be

compared with Ely's tribal and independent system.
2. The self-sufficing or isolated economy which may be com

pared with Ely's household or neighborhood economy.
3. Trade or commercial economy which may be compared

with the village and custom work economies of Ely.
4. The capitalistic or industrial economy which largely coin

cides with Ely's national or capitalistic economy.
The evolution of economic systems was given from a somewhat

different point of view by Keiser. His approach is to discuss what
he identified as "the four historical economic periods (medieval,
mercantile, laisse-faire, and mixed capitalistic periods)." 1 O:!

As Keiser described the economic systems of these periods, 1 () ~

it is clear that they can be compared with the classifications of other
economic historians as follows:

1. The medieval economy (the self-supporting, household or
neighborhood economy) .

2. Mercantilism (the trade or commercial, village, and cus
tom work economies).

3. Laissez faire or free enterprise economy (the early modern
capitalistic or national economy).

4. Mixed capitalism (the present day national, capitalistic,
or industrial economy).

Economic systems can be studied from yet another point of
view. A study could be organized under the basic division of collec-

lOOEdwin R. A. Seligman, Principles of Economics (New York: Long
mans, Green and Company, 1923), pp. 67-74.

101Ibid. pp. 74-75.
lO:!Nonnan F. Keiser, Introductory Economics (New York: John Wiley

and Son~. Inc.. 1961), p. 19.
l03Ibid, Chap. II.
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tivism and capitalism and would include such topics as capitalism,
democratic socialism, totalitarian socialism, communism, and fas
cism. A classification such as this would not be useful for the pur
poses of this paper since capitalism, and particularly its variations,
did not develop during the era of handicraft technology.

The predominant economic system during the handicraft stage
of production has been identified by several different names. Bucher
has called it the town economy; Hildebrand, the money economy;
Ely, the village and custom work economy; and Seligman, the trade
or commercial economy. The system has been further described by
Keiser as the later medieval period and the period of mercantilism.
Analysis of the writings of these historians suggests that they were
all describing the same basic economic system, but from different
points of view.

Previously in this chapter, a rather thorough discussion of
early manufacturing or industrial production systems was presented
based upon the stages of industrial evolution according to Gras.
This classification included the stages of usufacture, retail handi
craft, wholesale handicraft, and centralized manufacture. Using the
economic development of England as a base, Gras stated that
usufacture or the household manufacturing system prevailed up to
about 1100 A. D. and that from 1100 to about 1750 the handicraft
system in its various phases emerged and remained predominant
until the advent of highly centralized industryyl-± The ensuing
discussion, centered around the handicraft era of production, utilizes
the same approximate periods of history. The periods involved are
the Medieval Era, 600-1500; and Early 110dern times, 1500-1776.

If we are to consider the economic systems during which Gras'
usufacture (or manufacture for use in the household) was the prin
cipal type of industry, then we must begin with the independent or
household economic system and proceed through the system identi
fied as village economy, for these systems "seem to have been nearly
universal in the stage of direct appropriation and throughout the
early pastoral and agricultural stages'" 0.; - the era of prevalence
for usufacture.

Typical examples of these systems in operation are found in
the manorial economy of England between the approximate dates
of 600-1500 A. D. From the fall of the Roman Empire to about the
middle of the nineteenth century, the economic life of Europe was
based predominantly on agriculture. The manor or village was the
typical economic unit of medieval Europe. The manor served the

lO+Gras, op. cit.. Chap. I. II, III, IV. and VII.
lO·';Ely and Hpss. op. cit .. p. 28.
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function of organizing land and labor for production. It existed in
an age when money was scarce, markets were limited, governments
were weak, and war was common. During this period the manor
was probably the best way of ordering life and work. lOG

According to Clough and Cole the manor was not only a
political and social unit, but most important from the standpoint of
economic history, an economic unit as well. The inhabitants worked
together in the same fields, turned their livestock in the same pas
tures, gathered their fuel in the same woods, and paid tithes to the
same church. 1 0 7

Clough and Cole stated:
The manor has been held up by many historians as an instance of

local self-sufficiency. It is true that it produced practically all that it
needed in the way of food, fuel, clothing, and the other necessities of
life.... The village smith made and repaired plows and tools. The fields
and woods provided food and drink. ... It produced most of what it used,
and it used most of what it produced.lOS

Discussing the independent economy of the manor or village,
Birnie noted that it was largely a self-sufficing unit. The inhabitants
supplied their own food and drink, sheared their own wool and wove
it into cloth, made skins into leather, and produced by hand labor
the clothes and shoes that they wore. There was very little need for
money. The manor was an example of a natural economy as com
pared with the money or credit economy of later systems. Trade
relations with the outside world were quite limited. The lord of the
manor bought luxuries such as wines and silks and paid for them
with grain, wool, and skins. Such materials and products as iron,
tar, salt, and millstones were sometimes imported.l(J!)

Medieval England, especially prior to 1100 A. D., provides
examples of the relatively simple, independent, self-sufficing, house
hold economies of the village.

The decline of the independent economy of the manor and the
rise of towns as important centers of trade began during the twelfth
century. With these developments came the rise of a new class, the
craftsmen who were now making articles for sale rather than for
personal or household consumption. The guilds grew in response to
the increasing importance of the handicraft system of production.

The forces that generated the changes, according to Clough
and Cole, were

Hlf.Clough and Cole. op. cit., pp. 4-6.
107/bid. p. 6.
HI Ibid. p. 19.
louBimie, op. cit.. pp 57-58.
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1. The gradual rise of a money economy, in which goods were bought
and sold for money, labor was paid for by money wages, land was
paid for by money rents.

2. The increase of trade and industry, which created markets where the
villagers could sell their products and buy the things they needed.

3. The rise of national states, which substituted national taxes for some
part of the manorial dues and national justice for manorial courts.1t1l

In support of this Barnes stated:

Of principal importance in the decline of the manor was the introduc
tion of the agricultural specialization that accompanied the growth of
markets and trade. The more disruptive changes that took place during
this period were: (l) The rise of the local grain markets; (2) the in
crease in the number of free tenants; (3) the communication of personal
services into money payments; (4) the appearance of a class of men
either entirely or partly dependent upon wages received for agricultural
labor; and (5) the development of a money economy" 11

By the middle of the thirteenth century there were about two
hundred towns in England that could be distinguished from the
manorial villages by their size, form of government, and inhabitants'
occupations. 112

The town or trade economy, along with the handicraft type of
production and the guild form of organization, gained in importance.
Great advances in transportation, trade, and commerce, the agra
rian revolution of the sixteenth century, the rise of national systems
of government, changes in economic opinion and thought, and the
beginnings of the scientific and industrial revolutions were charac
teristic of these times.

It remained the chief economic system of western civilization
until the advancing technology, along with political and social fac
tors, stimulated the beginnings of other systems.
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CHAPTER FOUR

The Industrial Revolution

William F. Tierney
University of Maryland

Introduction
The importance of the Industrial Revolution lies in the fact

that it was the preface to other technological developments through
out the world. Historians, economists, and other writers have tended
either to glorify or to crucify the social, economic, and political
impact or consequences of the industrial development in England,
according to their individual viewpoints and prejudices. This revolu
tion took place during the latter half of the eighteenth and early half
of the nineteenth centuries. An objective understanding of the In
dustrial Revolution lies somewhere between the two extremes.
Therefore, in this chapter the euthor will attempt to present varying
viewpoin.ts concerning the many facets of the Industrial Revolution.
An endeavor will be made to sift the relevant facts and points of
view from the irrelevent, to identify documentable generalizations,
and to emphasize the revolution's causes, growth and social impact
rather than its mechanical inventions and technical developments
(which are treated in more detail in other chapters of this year
book). By trying to identify some of the interdependencies of the
economic, social, political, and scientific developments and trends
as well as the many contributing causes and effects of the Industrial
Revolution, the author will strive to heed the caution of George
N. Clark that the idealist fallacy in historiography is not the only
example of error of seeking a prime mover in history; another (very
similar error) is the tendency to magnify the importance of a single
factor. l

lGeorge N. Clark, "The Industrial Revolution: A ReappraisaL" The
Industrial Revolution in Britain Triumph or Disaster? I'd. Philip A. M.
Taylor (Boston: D.C. Heath and Co., 1958). p. 87.

89
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Definition
The term "Industrial Revolution" usually refers to a period

in English history covering approximately a century - the period
from about 1750 to 1850. The expression is sometimes also used to
identify similar periods, though not exact counterparts, which have
occurred in other countries during their industrialization. In
America and Germany, the revolution took place later than in
England, starting in the former countries about the turn of the
nineteenth century and continuing until the beginning or early part
of the twentieth century. In Canada, Russia, and Japan widespread
industrial development took place during the first half of the present
century prior to World War II. In Egypt, Arabia and other parts of
Africa, as well as in China and other places in the Far East, it
started after World War II. Since World War II, there has been
both a resurgence of technological development in West Germany
and Japan and the beginnings of industrialization in India and
South America. The importance of these periods in the history of
various countries lies in the fact that they almost invariably involve
a change from custom to mass production methods of manufac
turing, the establishment of factory systems, and the development
of the corporate structures of our modem industrial world.

The term "Industrial Revolution" was coined by a French
writer and popularized by the renowned historian Arnold Toynbee.
In describing tha historical events of this period relating to tech
nological, political, and economic change, early writers represented
these changes as drastic social upheavals. For example, Charles A.
Beard defined the Industrial Revolution as
that great transformation which has been brought about during the past
one hundred and fifty years, by discoveries and inventions which have
altered fundamentally all the methods of production and distribution
of the means of life, and consequently revolutionised all the economic
functions of society.~

H. O. Meredith similarly described the events and changes of the
period:
The old order had not really been stationary but change, as has been
seen, had been, for a century and a half, abnormally slow. It now
acquired suddenly unprecedented momentum. Again, whilst it is true
that this momentum has gathered rather than lost force since 1830, the
close of the Revolution may be dated from that year.3

2Charles A. Beard, The Industrial Revolution (London: George Allen
& Unwin Ltd., 1901). p. 1.

3H. O. Meredith. Economic History of England (London: Sir Isaac
Pitman & Sons, Ltd., 1910), p. 221.
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But the term "Industrial Revolution" is actually misleading;
the word revolution connotes a sudden upheaval when, in reality,
the industrial transition evolved over a longer period of time, even
centuries, and drew heavily upon the knowledge of previous cul
tures. In this light, it might have been more properly called the
Industrial Evolution - a "long process," as Nef pointed out,

reaching as far back as the middle of the sixteenth century and extending
to the end of the nineteenth century rather than a sudden phenomenon
associated with the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries..J.

Nef further observed that
the concept of an 'Industrial Revolution' would seem to be especially
inappropriate as an explanation of the triumph of industrial civilization
in Great Britain.;;

For, as he pointed out, the term "revolution" implies a sudden
process; yet this industrial change was probably more continuous
in Great Britain than in any other country.

In a similar vein, Louis W. Moffit described two types of
revolutions. The first, typified by the French Revolution, "consists
of a sudden revolt against galling conditions that had at last become
intolerable,"6 and a second, exemplified by England's industrial
transition,

represents the bursting forth of fresh energy, a growth so rapid and so
extensive that room cannot be found for it within the old limits. Such
a revolution does not so much destroy the old as leave it behind, to
rear a new and better structure, or at least one better adapted to a new
age. Its purpose, so far as it is conscious of one, is to reach some new
and alluring position. An outlet must be found for the energy that
tingles in every nerve of the community.'

Moffit concluded, therefore, that

the period prior to 1760 was not one of stagnation. New inventions did
not, like accidental electrical contacts, galvanize sluggish industry into
a sudden fresh activity. Rather they were evidences of the expanding
life which could not develop sufficiently under the old arrangements. S

The beginning phase of the Industrial Revolution, represented by
the production of articles through the use of simple, hand-operated

·IJohn U. Nf'£. "Not Onf', hut Two Industrial Revolutions." The Indus
trial Revolution in Britain Triumph or Disa~ter? ed. Philip A. M. Taylor
(Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1958), p. 15.

ulbid.
GLows W. Moffit, England on the Eve of the Industrial Revolution

(New York: Barnes & Noble, Inc., 1964), p. xiii.
7Ibid.
8Ibid., p. xiv.
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machines is often referred to as the First Industrial Revolution and
the ne.·t phase, characterized by the manufacture of products
utilizing more sophisticated and complex power driven machinery,
is commonly called the Second Industrial Revolution. In our own
day, it is i~teresting to note how the term, Industrial Revolution,
is used. For example, the World Book International indicates that

some observers consider automation so important that they have called
it the Second Industrial Revolution. The term Second Industrial Reeolu
tion is used because automation not only increases the productive
capacity of factories (as did the first industrial revolution), but it also
changes the relationship of man to his machines."

Our present Space Age, with its computer-operated machinery
and automated factories, may very logically be identified by future
historians as the third phase of the Industrial Revolution in the
production of goods and services. This new breakthrough in pro
duction methods - and its concomitant effects on the numbers of
people employed, the skills required, the types of work eliminated
and created, the reductions in the length of the work week, and the
migrations to the suburbs and back to the cities - may well result
in a tremendous impact on civilization in terms not only of tech
nological but also of social, economic, and political changes which
might far outstrip the effect which the first or second phases of
the Industrial Revolution had on British, American, and other
cultures.

In a final consideration of a definition of the term "Industrial
Revolution," we might well consider Ashton's following suggestion:

The industrial revolution is to be thought of as a movement, not as
a period of time. Whether it presents itself in England after 1760, in
the United States and Germany after 1870, or in Canada and Russia
in our own day, its character and effects are fundamentally the same.
Everywhere it is associated with a growth of population, with the appli
cation of science to industry, and with a more intensive use of capital.
Everywhere there is a conversion of rural into urban communities and
a rise of new social classes. But in each case the course of the move
ment has been affected by circumstances of time and place. Many of the
social discomforts that have been attributed to the industrial revolution
in Britain were, in fact, the result of forces which (for all we know)
would still have operated if manufacture had remained undeveloped
and there had been no change of economic formY'

·'''Automation.'' The World Bool< Encyclopedia. 50th ed.. Vol. I. p. 917.
lOT. S. Ashton. The InduMrial Reeolution 1760-18.'10 ( ew York: A

Galaxy Book Oxford Unin'rsity Press. 19(4). p. 98.
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In essence, therefore, we might conceive of the Industrial
Revolution as a movement which transforms a society from an
agrarian one to an industrial one that makes extensive use of
machinery, operates its business and industry on a large scale, and
supplies its members' material needs through trade in worldwide
markets. Fairchild, Furniss, and Buck pictured the transition as
follows:

The Industrial Revolution involved the displacement of the domestic
system of manufacture by the factory system, a great extension of
division of labor, the invention and perfection of machinery in all
lines of manufacturing, mining and transportation, and consequently
an enormous increase in the output of industry. It further involved social
changes of great consequence, the congregation of workers in large
factory towns, the beginnings of organized labor, the rise of a new class
of capitalists, and in England a new political alignment. In almost
every phase of social, political, and economic life conditions were
altered, new relationships brought into being. I I

The Setting or Background

In England at the middle of the eighteenth century the
economic, social, and political conditions were favorable for the
forthcoming industrialization. In the economic realm, England's
agrarian society was reasonably affluent with 50,000 square miles
to support her approximately 8,500,000 people. She had adequate
raw materials, and both her industry and export trade were firmly
established. The population was increasing rapidly, thereby pro
viding expanding domestic markets; and her thirty trans-atlantic
colonies were increasing her exports. Beard gave the following
description of England on the eve of the Industrial Revolution:

To realize the magnitude of the change wrought in industry,
politics, and social organization, we must turn to England of 1760, and
examine the old order. ... At the middle of the eighteenth century man
produced the necessaries of life - food, clothing, and the like - by the
labour of his hands, almost unaided by machinery. The flail, the primi
tive plough, the spinning wheel, the hand loom, and a few other rude
appliances assisted the manual worker in his tasks, while the horse and
water furnished the power used to turn the wheels of some small fac
tories. The commodities so produced were transported by slow and
tedious methods to the markets. Man seemed to be a helpless pigmy,

llFred Rogers Fairchild. Edgar Stevenson Furniss, and Norman
Sydney Buck. Elementary Economics (New York: The MacMillan Com
pany. 1930), p. 55.
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confined and overawed in his activities by the tremendous forces of an
apparently uncontrollable natural world.12

Professor Heaton described England as a country whose

population had (by 1750) almost trebled and was growing quickly.
Commercial agriculture covered much of the country, some grain was
being exported, but wool was kept at home by law for use in a cloth
industry that was now the largest in Europe. The production of metal
goods was highly developed, and coal fired a wide range of industries.
British merchants, using British ships, were firmly established in most
European ports, in the oriental and African trades, and in every kind
of traffic with the Americas. Emigration and conquest had created an
empire with thirty trans-atlantic colonies. London was within a short
step of displacing Amsterdam as the world's financial and commercial
center.I:!

Early writers frequently mentioned enclosures - the process
of dividing open fields and common fields by quickset hedges, stone
walls, fences, or rows of trees - as the means of supplying a source
of labor for industry. However, more recent studies have shown
that the numbers of small landowners actually increased.

The importance of enclosures lies in the fact that they enabled
the application of sound, improved scientific principles to fanning
methods, thereby making the soil more productive, pennitting a
smaller proportion of the labor force to be involved with the pro
duction of food and, at the same time, enabling these persons to
engage in other productive activities. Ashton indicated that

the essential fact about enclosure is that it brought about an increase
in the productivity of the soil. There has been much discussion as to
whether it led to a decline in the number of cultivators, and some who
hold that it did write as though this were a consequence to be deplored.
It is a truism, however, that the standard of life of a nation is raised
when fewer people are needed to provide the means of subsistence.
Many of those who were divorced from the soil (as the stereotyped
phrase goes) were free to devote themselves to other activities: it was
precisely because enclosure released (or drove) men from the land that
it is to be counted among the processes that led to the industrial revolu
tion, with the higher standards of consumption that this brought
with it.l5

I2Beard, op. cit., pp. 3-4.
I3Herbert Heaton, Economic History of Europe (2d ed. rev.; New

York: Harper & Brothers. 1948). p. 307.
a,Jonathan D. Chambers, "Enclosures and the Rural Population: A

Revision," The Industrial Revolution in Britain Triumph or Disaster? ed.
Philip A. M. Taylor (Boston: D. C. Heath and Co., 1958). pp. 75-82.

15Ashton, op. cit., p. 20.
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Taylor suggested another factor - that a falling death rate,
coupled with an increased birth rate, was a possible cause of an
increased supply of labor which, in turn, provided general economic
stimulation. 1 G

The reasons that the Industrial Revolution originated in Eng
land rather than in anyone of the other European countries are
discussed by Fairchild, Furniss, and Buck, and may be outlined as
follows:

personal freedom

industrial freedom

political freedom

free trade
religious freedom

geographical location

large accumulation
of capital

large expanding
foreign markets

available labor

availability of
raw materials

- serfdom had disappeared in England by the
end of the sixteenth century

- guild monopolies of the trades had pretty well
broken down

- English producer in contrast to Continental
producer was relatively free of governmental
regulation and restriction - this favored ex
perimentation with new modes and methods of
production

- abolition of customs barriers between towns
- England served as a haven of refuge for skilled

workers suffering from religious persecution on
the Continent

- isolation rendered England free from fear
of foreign aggression and contributed toward
making her a favorable field for industrial
changes

- secured mainly from foreign trade, permitted
large investments in expensive machinery

- if more goods could be produced, they could be
sold

- large scale production possible due to avail
ability of large numbers of skilled men trained
in the trades

- large deposits of iron and coal located con
veniently to each other17

Interdependency of Industries
Although technological progress was probably most spectacular

in the textile industry, and although most accounts of the Industrial
Revolution are concerned with changes and advances in this indus
try, these breakthroughs would never have been possible without

lIJPhilip A. M. Taylor (ed.). The Industrial Revolution in Britain
Triumph or Disaster? (BORton: D. C. Heath and Company, 1958), p. 74.

17Fairchild. FurniRR, and Buck, op. cit.. pp. 56-57.
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similar strides in other industries such as agriculture, mining, metal
working, ship building, power production, finance, and transporta
tion. Inventions in anyone of these industries could have and un
doubtedly did have an effect on progress in the others. For example,
the development and improvements in the steam engine were
applied in mining, textiles, pottery manufacture, foundries, and
transportation. Industrial as well as economic reciprocity is pointed
out by Ashton in the following passage:

So far the process of invention has been traced first in one in
dustry and then in another. The arrangement has the merit of making
clear what was involved in each successive step, but it fails to bring out
the way in which discoveries in different fields of activity were linked
together. Sometimes it was a simple case of imitation.... Sometimes an
advance in one sphere was a condition of progress in another.... Often
two or more industries went hand in hand, each contributing to the
forward movement of the other . . . an improvement in one process
frequently put pressure on those concerned with an earlier, parallel, or
later process in the same industry.l~

Ashton went on to point out that

the industrial revolution was an affair of economics as well as of tech
nology: it consisted of changes in the volume and distribution of re
sources, no less than in the methods by which these resources were
directed to specific ends. The two movements were, indeed, closely con
nected. Without the inventions indU5try might have continued its
slow-footed progress - firms becoming larger, trade more widespread,
divisions of labour more minute, and transport and finance more spe
cialized and efficient - but there would have been no industrial revolu
tion. On the other hand, without the new resources the inventions could
hardly have been made, and could never have been applied on any but
a limited scale. It was the growth of savings, and of a readiness to put
these at the disposal of industry, that made it possible for Britain to
reap the harvest of her ingenuity.'"

The dependence of industry on the successful efforts in agri·
culture and similarly the dependence of agriculture on expanding
and flourishing industrial centers were indicated by Mantoux in
the following passage:

But these improvements, independent though their progress may seem
to be, were only part of a more general evolution, and their success was
largely due to the support they received from each other.~o

l~Ashton. op. cit.. p. 62.
InIbid .. p. 66.
~OPaul1\1antoux.The Industrial Rel'ollition ill the Ei{Jht('('nth ('p'Jtllr.\'.

Ull outlinc of the lJe{Jinnin{Js of thp //lor/ern factory system ill RII{Jlnrld (New
York: Harper & Row Publishers, 19(1). p. 184.
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Although the agricultural evolution which preceded and con
tinued through the Industrial Revolution was due more to improved
methods of crop rotation, animal breeding, land drainage, enclosure,
and consolidation of small farms than to technological innovations
such as the invention of the steam plough and the thresher, it was
sufficiently extensive and effective to pave the way for progress in
other industries. These facts were put forth by Beard, Ashton, and
Meredith. Agricultural implements, they wrote, "were by no means
of an improved type, although about this time several labour-saving
tools and machines were invented."::ll

Ashton stated that

the extensive use of machinery on the land came only with the twentieth
century. In the 1780's new types of ploughs were introduced, and a
Scottish millwright devised a more efficient threshing machine. The in
creased output of iron led to a substitution of metal for wood in the
frame of the plough, as well as in parts of the harrow and the roller;
and in 1803 a ploughshare of steel was put on the market. None of these
innovations, however, was of consequence: it is in other directions that
we must look for the major c1"mges in agricultural technique.

In 1760, Joseph Elkington began to develop new methods of drain
age in Warwickshire. About the same time Robert Bakewell (1725-94)
of Dishley in Leicestershire, using empirical methods of inbreeding,
was producing cattle which gave a bigger yield of beef, as well as horses
of greater power, and sheep of larger size and weight. From the late
"seventies" Coke of Holkham (1752-1842) was expending vast sums
on the improvement of his estate, making use of marls and clover,
introducing new grasses and artificial feeds, giving inducements to
tenants to keep their land in good heart, and advertising widely the
merits of Norfolk husbandry.~~

Meredith described the improvements in agricultural techniques as
an "elaboration and generalization of principles" which

may be grouped conveniently under two heads, the conception that the
productive power of a given acreage could be increased by skilful rota
tion of crops and careful manuring, and the deliberate selection of
breeding stock and seed with a view to preserving the most profitable,
and weeding out the wasteful varieties.~~

Arnold Toynbee indicated the importance he attached to
agriculture when he stated that

~IB{'ard. op. cit .. p. 9.
~~Ashton, op. cit.. pp. 44-45.
~:IMf'T{'dith. op. cit., p. 233.
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an agrarian revolution plays as large a part in the great industrial
change of the end of the eighteenth century as does the revolution in
manufacturing industries.~ I

Toynbee al 0 identified the importance of interrelationships
between trade, communication and transportation and industrial
progress and the latter's dependence on the expansion and develop
ment of the canal and road systems.

A further growth of the factory system took place independent of
machinery, and owed its origin to the expansion of trade, an expan
sion which was itself due to the great advance made at this time in the
means of communication . . . Some years afterwards, the roads were
greatly improved under Telford and Macadam; between 1818 and 1829
more than a thousand additional miles of turnpike road were con
structed; and the next year, 1830, saw the opening of the first railroad.
These improved means of communication caused an extraordinary
increase in commerce.~r,

Toward the latter part of the Industrial Revolution the im
portance of the railroads and the mercantile marine shipping was
pointed out by Beales:

Improved communications stimulated the industrial and commercial
expansion of the new manufacturing areas and confirmed the locali
zation already effected. The new network of communications widely
extended personal mobility and facilitated further urbanization. The
railways broke the monopoly of the canal companies, as the canals
had of the river navigation companies - cheaper transport meant
cheaper prices, with an attendant train of advantages to all classes....
They encouraged new habits of investment among new classes of in
vestors.... They forced the State to face questions of monopoly, and of
the regulation of monopoly, in the very heyday of individualism. In
directly, they did more than any other simple agency to break the
prestige of the landed aristocracy, and they assured the continuance
of the expansion of industries into the future. The influence of railways
is best summed up, perhaps, in the statement that Great Britain became
an economic unity.

* * * * * * * * *
The growing volume of trade necessitated a great expansion of the
mercantile marine in the eighteenth century.... In ocean shipping the
wooden sailing-vessel more than held its own until the sixties of the
nineteenth century.... But progress was not very rapid till the invention
of the compound engine (1854), the establishment of coaling-stations,
and the building of large vessels with iron hulls. The liner services then

:!4Arnold Toynbee, "The Classical Definition of the Industrial Revolu·
tion." The Industrial Rel'olution in Britain Triumph or Disaster? ('d. Philip
A. 1. Taylor (Boston: D. C. Heath and Co., 1958). p. 3.

-;Ibid., pp. 4-5.
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developed rapidly, and ocean-going tramps were able to pioneer new
services and to gather occasional cargoes as well as the great seasonal
cargoes of foodstuffs and raw materials.~"

The impetus to industrial expansion provided by foreign trade
and markets and its importance to the Industrial Revolution were
pointed out by l\loffit:

On the eve of the Industrial Revolution, industry in England was feeling
the impetus of commercial expansion. Foreign trade was in the process
of being quadrupled within a century, and home trade was no doubt
increasing at a similar rate.~7

Other Contributing Conditions, Causes, and Events
In addition to the previously noted favorable conditions of the

setting or background for the development of the Industrial Revolu
tion and the stimulation of progress due to the interdependency of
industries, other equally if not more important conditions include
such elements as a propitious intellectual atmosphere, advantageous
governmental regulations or political influence, and the all-important
part played by inventors and the applications of their ideas. In the
realm of the advancement of knowledge, encouragement came from
many sources, especially in relation to the practical applications of
scientific advances and technological progress in the form of new
processes, machines, and products. Professor Heaton made the
following observations:

Popular interest in industrial improvement resembled the wave of
curiosity and zest for experiment that we saw sweeping agriculture.
Societies were set up to foster technical progress.... Meanwhile, as
individuals or as members of learned societies, the scientists of all
nations were in touch with each other, developing a "remarkable esprit
de corps" strengthened by "frequent personal relations" (Pace) ....
The scientists were also getting into closer touch with industry and
agriculture, for their knowledge of physics and chemistry was now
reaching a point where it could answer some technical questions....
The decades after 1750 were thus marked by a quickening spirit of
inquiry and search for new things.~8

In the area of governmental regulation the picture is somewhat
confused. In relation to some aspects of industry there was little or
no regulation, while in others there were many laws - with but

~I1H. L. Bpa]Ps. The Industrial Revolution 1750-1850, An Introductory
Essay (N('w York: Rpprints of Economic Classics: Augustus ~r. Kp\lpy, Puh
lishers. 2nd pd., 1958. first published by Frank Cass & Co.. Ltd., 1928). pp.
61-63.

~7Moffit, op. cit., pp. 191-192.
~"H('aton. 0[>. cit .. pp. 482-483.
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weak or nonexistant enforcement. In relation to quality control,
standards of workmanship, and standards of measurement, state
regulation had pretty well faded out of the picture; relative to the
regulation of the labor force and working conditions, attempts were
made to eliminate appalling conditions and to improve almost un
bearable situations. In the latter sphere, however, progress was
negligible and moved at a snail's pace. In fact some of the legislative
acts (such as the Combination laws of 1799 and 1800, the rejection
of the Chartists' petitions in 1839, and a second failure of the Char
tists Movement in 1848) were definite obstacles or setbacks for the
advancement of labor's cause. The Factory Acts of 1802, 1819, and
1831, and the repeal of the Combination laws in 1824 indicated
some progress and improvement during the first half of the nine
teenth century. Even though these attempts at improvements
through legislation were in the right direction, they were at most
feeble efforts which merely scratched the surface; for as some
authors have pointed out it was one thing to pass laws and quite
a different thing to enforce them. The demise of regulations con
cerning the quality and measurement of goods, .for example, was
described in detail by Mom t. 2 fJ

Ashton pointed out the lack of enforcement of both detri
mental and desirable legislation:

The whole apparatus of penal legislation was, indeed, of less effect
than might have been imagined. Many unions were formed in the first
quarter of the nineteenth century, and some of these operated in the
open, without any action being taken to put them down.

*
Experience under the Factory Acts of 1802, 1819 and 1831 proved
that until a body of inspectors had been trained it was little use to lay
down minimum conditions of hours and work. The experienee of boards
of hcalth showed that until there was a larger supply of medical men
and other professional experts not very much could be done to improve
conditions in the towns.30

Professor Heaton made similar observations regarding the lack
of enforcement and related problems:

To pass an act was one thing, to enforce it was another. The in
spectors faced a herculean task, confronted with the apathy of some
parents and the hostility of some employers. Children seldom had birth
certificates, and forged certificates were often presented. Factory clocks
were not always reliable, schools were not everywhere available, teachers

2DMoffit. op. cit., pp. 213-215.
aOAshton. op cit.. pp. 93, 97.
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were often illiterate, and fines were sometimes so light that employers
escaped any real punishment.:\(

The lessening, weakening, and even abolition of many legisla
tive acts during the period of the Industrial Revolution (1750-1850)
were the outgrowth of governmental policies advocated by many
economists and statesmen and stood in direct contrast to the eco
nomic policies of the government during the preceding two and a
half centuries. In describing this laissez-faire policy Professor Flinn
wrote:

There appeared, in the later eighteenth century, an approach to eco
nomic afTairs which has been called laissez-faire (an expression first
used earlier in the century hy a French economist). By laissez-faire,
these economic writers of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
century meant the ahsence of direct attempts of the government to
control and regulate the nature and direction of economic development.
Those who advocated laissez-faire recognized, however, that there
were still many spheres in which it would be necessary for the govern
ment to take action, and they made it clear that an important field of
government action lay in protecting the weaker members of society and
in providing certain services such as poor relief, puhlic health services
and education which private enterprise of its own was unlikely to offer.
The immediate aims of the laissez-faire economists were the abolition
or reduction of import and export duties, of monopolies, of the Navi
gation Acts, and of the whole system of colonial regulation.:l~

An understanding of a possible reason for the government's
apparent lack of concern for the conditions of employment may be
drawn from Clark's explanation that the policy of laissez faire "was
adopted not only because it enabled merchants and manufacturers
to make fortunes without regard to the needs of the wage-earners;
but because it opened the gates for the new wealth without which
there could have been no social welfare.";1:1

An insight into the nature of the working conditions of the
times may be gained from Professor Heaton's fonowing account of
the provisions of the Factory Acts:

The first factory act (1802) was passed to protect British pauper
children who had been handed over by local poor-relief authorities as
apprentices to some cotton factory owners.... the "Health and Morals
of Apprentices Act" passed with little opposition. It dealt with:

:l'Hf'aton, op. cit.. p. 727.
:l2M. W. Flinn. An Economic and So('ial HistorY of nritain 1066-1939

(London: MacMillan & Co. Ltd.. I96!»). p. 194. .
3;lGeorgf' N. Clark. op. ('it.. p. 87.

Industrial Revolution in Britain Triumph or Dit;at;ter) f'd. Philip A. ;"1.
Taylor (Boston: D. C. Hf'ath and Co.. 1958), p. 87.
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(1) Sanitation. Mill walls and ceilings must be whitewashed twice a
year; ventilation and lighting must be adequate. (2) Hours. The work
ing day was not to exceed twelve hours, and nightwork must be abolished.
(3) Education. Instruction in the three R's must be provided. (4) In
spection. Two visitors - one a local justice and the other a clergyman
were to inspect the mills, and offending employers were to be fined.

* * * *
That act (1819) forbade children under nine to work in cotton

factories; thus an age limit was introduced.

* .~

The Factory Act of 1833 ... did not provide for a simple ten-hour
day, but it did take many important steps. (l) It applied to cotton,
wool, and linen mills. (2) No child under nine could be employed.
(3) Children between nine and thirteen years were not to work more
than nine hours a day or forty-eight hours a week, and must spend three
hours a day in school. Compulsory education thus began in a factory aet.
(4) Young persons (thirteen to eighteen years) must not work more
than twelve hours a day or sixty-nine a week, and no one under eighteen
years could work on the night shift. (5) Effective inspection was pro
vided. Four full-time inspectors were appointed to enforce the act
and bring offenders to court.:+!

Although man's exploitation of his fellow man by no means
started during the Indu.'trial Revolution and the advancements in
technology were not the cause of poor working and living conditions
for the laboring man, most writers are in agreement that most
situation (with but a few e.·ceptions) were rather despicable.
l\Iantoux described the state of serfdom which still e.·isted through
the latter years of the eighteenth century as follows:

Between the small craftsman, at once master and arti&'ln, and the
wage-earning workman of "manufacture," can be found all the inter
mediate stages hetween independence and economic suhjection, between
extreme dispersion and highly developed centralization of capital and
control. Moreover, side by side with cottage industry, there still survived
the remains of an even older order of things, to which it is harder to
attach imaginary virtues. Villenage, when it was abolished in France
by the Constituent Assembly, had only just disappeared in British
industry. Till 1775, the workers in the coal mines and the salt pits of
Scotland were serfs in the full legal sense of the word. Bound for life
to the coal mines or salt pits. they could be sold along with them. They
even wore a visible sign of their slavery in the shape of a collar, on
which was engraved the owner's name.3~

34Heaton. op. cit .. pp. 724 727
:l5Mantou.. op. cit. pp. 73-74.
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Although the writings of the Hammonds were criticized for
their intense sympathy for victims of hardship or oppression, other
writers' accounts of the employment conditions of the times are in
fairly close agreement. The Hammonds described the child labor
situation and the evils of the apprenticeship system in detail. They
pointed out the deplorable working conditions for children as well
as the inhumane treatment they experienced under their em
ployers - both as "workhouse" children under the apprentice
system and as "free-labor" children in the later, factory system.:l 6

Neither the Industrial Revolution nor the factory system
should be blamed for the deplorable working conditions which pre
vailed during this period in history, for human degradation in the
form of slavery and serfdom had been condoned and tolerated long
before this era of technological advancement. Long working hours,
brutal servile work under the threat of the lash, and inhuman
working conditions with little or no reward were commonplace from
the days of the Greeks and the Roman galley slaves to the days of
medieval serfs. The Industrial Revolution did, however, bring these
conditions to the forefront and, in a sense, started movements to
alleviate, or at least to improve, some of the prevailing conditions.
As Ashton pointed out, the failure of the Industrial Revolution to
fully reward the common man was due to a lag in administrative
processes:

for much of the overcrowding and squalor was the result of the fact
that progress in science was then, as to-day, more rapid than that
in administration. "The remote influence of arrangements has been
somewhat neglected," wrote Dr. Kay in 1832, adding to this meiosis that
the neglect arose "not from the want of humanity, but from the pressure
of occupation and the deficiency of time.

* * * * ~ "I" * :~ :i:

If the industrial revolution was not able to bring its rewards in full
measure to the ordinary man and woman it is to the defects of ad
ministrative, and not of economic processes, that the failure must be
ascribed.3 '

Invention and Technology
In their descriptions of the Industrial Revolution, many writers

placed much of their emphasis on technical developments in the

~lf\,John L. and Barbara Hammond, "The Industrial Revolution: Thl'
Rukrs and the Masses, The Indu.~trial Revolution iT! Britain Triumph or
Disaster? pd. Philip A. M. Taylor fBo'lton: D. C Hf'ath and Co.. 1958).
pp. 35-36.

37Ashton, op. cit.. pp. 96-97.
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textile industry. However, as indicated earlier in this chapter, tech
nological breakthroughs in practically all industrial fields were inter
dependent and will, therefore, be treated in terms of progress in
relation to raw materials, power and prime movers, product manu
facture, and the distribution of goods through various means of
transportation, Invention, irrespective of whether it was considered
as cause or effect, played a primary role during the Industrial
Revolution. In fact, if it were not for the success of the inventors of
this period, there would have been little progress to write about.

Relative to raw materials, improved methods of extraction,
smelting, and refining were of extreme importance not only for the
greater quantities and better quality of the ores and metals needed
for production but also as a source of fuel for prime movers to
operate pumps used in mining, stationary engines used in manu
facturing, and steam engines utilized to propel boats, ships and
trains. Invention involving the application of scientific principles
played a tremendously important part in the evolution of tech
nology and the adage "necessity is the mother of invention" even
though timeworn is still quite appropriate, The iron mining in
dustry, experiencing an economic depression in the early part of the
eighteenth century, needed a cheaper and more efficient fuel than
charcoal which was used in smelting iron ore, Professors Fairchild,
Furniss, and Buck stated that "a cheaper and more efficient fuel
had to be discovered before any great expansion in the production
of iron could be expected.":H\

Roger Burlingame pointed out the importance of early de
velopments in the mining of iron and coal and its subsequent
bearing on the later development of the steam engine.
The fact that the early atmospheric engine of Thomas Newcomen
did this joh L"pumping in connection with the mining of coal"J was
immensely important to the production of iron and to the ahundance
of fuel both essential to the later development of the double-acting
rotary engine of James Watt which furnished the nineteenth-century
factory with power.:J~1

H. L. Beales also recognized developments in the iron industry
as the prelude to great industrial progress. He pointed out that once
coke was used successfully in iron-making plants,
the iron industry was at last able to escape from its slough of despond
and to supply the world with the capital goods, the material of con
struction and the varied articles of popular use which were so ur-

:JSFairchild, Furni~s, and Buck, op. cit.. p. 57.
3~Rogpr Burlingame, Buchground8 of POlL'er (N..w York: Charles

Scrihner"s Sons, 1949), p. 50.
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gently needed. The industrial significance of what had been accom
plished was illustrated when the Carron works was founded in 1759.
From the outset Carron was conceived on a big scale: it adopted the
latest practice: it initiated an industrial revolution in Scotland: it gave
Watt his entrance into industry. It foreshadowed the great industry of
our own day.40

Technological progress in the coal mining and iron industries
was aptly described by Professor Ashton;41 the French writer Paul
Mantoux traced both the progress made in the coal and iron in
dustries (noting at the same time the problems of inventors in both
the mining and metal industries) and the early manufacture of
steel. 42

Increased efficiency in coal utilization and improved processes
in the smelting of iron ore are clearly indicated by the following
excerpt from Fairchild, Furniss, and Buck:

In the last half of the eighteenth century the production of iron in
creased seven-fold, that of coal more than doubled. In the first half
of the nineteenth century iron production increased twenty-four-fold,
that of coal somewhat over six-fold. These figures are interesting not
only in showing the absolute increases in both iron and coal, but also
in pointing out the increased efficiency in the use of coal. When we
realize that coal was being used for power to an ever increasing degree,
a twenty-four-fold increase in iron production coupled with a six-fold
increase in coal production points clearly to improved processes;13

The need for large quantities of raw materials in the textile
industry also stimulated invention. In his description of Eli Whit
ney's invention the cotton gin, Beard pointed out this need:

The problem of supplying the enormous demand for raw materials
now confronted the cotton growers of America. The capacity of the
jenny had multiplied many fold, but it still took an old coloured woman
a whole day to thoroughly clean one pound of raw green seed cotton,
while the best of hand-workers on ordinary cotton could only prepare
five or six pounds a day. Eli Whitney ... recognised the difficulties
with which the planters had to deal, and, at the solicitation of some
friends, set to work to construct a mechanical cotton cleaner.... As soon
as it [Whitney's "saw gin"] was put into practical working order, one
man by its aid could clean upwards of a thousand pounds of cotton a
day, and the producers, by the use of this machine, could supply the
demands of the spinners. From the field to the shop counters, cotton

40Beales, op. cit., p. 54.
41Ashton, op. cit.. pp. 46-48.
42Mantoux, op. cit .. pp. 271-297.
43Fairchild, Furniss, and Buck, op. cit., p. 58.
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now passes through a series of mechanical processes in which the labour
of man is reduced to the minimum.H

The harnessing and development of power and prime movers
are tied in closely with the procuring of raw materials, the driving of
machinery in manufacturing products, and the transporting of both
the raw materials to the manufacturer and the finished products to
the consumers. First water power, then the steam engine provided
the motive force for the factory system. Mantoux identified the im
portance and limitations of water power during the early part of the
Industrial Revolution as follows:

The old water-wheel, which for many centuries had worked flour mills,
and since the end of the Middle Ages had been used to work the
mallets of fulling mills, the bellows and hammers of ironworks or pumps
for supplying and draining water, in the eighteenth century took on a
character of universal utility. It was found wherever a branch of indus
try was being either created or transformed. It made it possible to work,
in one building, numerous and powerful machines. It enabled work to be
organized in large workshops, where the men were brought under strict
discipline which was the necessary and immediate outcome of machine
industry.

* * * *
The use of water power limited industries to certain localities, as

a water mill could not be built except near a plentiful stream of swiftly
running water. ... This was one difficulty, and the other was that even
in those places where water power did exist it was often insufficient.
The clumsy systems of wheels and troughs which were used to collect
and transmit it wasted a good deal, and the modern resource of obtain
ing additional energy from a distance by means of electricity was, of
course, not available. The only practicable method which then existed of
increasing the supply of power on the spot, was to create artificial water
falls. But then the water had to be raised to the level of a reservoir by
means of a pump, and this is how the steam engine first came to
be used.45

Another situation which led to the invention of the steam
engine as a source of power was the increased demand for coal. This
invention led to the sinking of deeper shafts which, in turn, brought
about the problem of flooding. Fairchild, Furniss, and Buck in
dicated that

this difficulty was partially solved by the invention of the steam engine
early in the eighteenth century and the improved steam engine of

44Beard, op. cit .. pp. 28-29.
l:5Mantoux, op. cit.. p. 312.
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Watt later on, which made it possible to pump out the water as well as
to haul up the coal by power.-iG

Mantoux described early practical applications of steam by
Thomas Savery's steam engine and Newcomen's atmospheric en
gine. Savery's "machine, although very simple, made use of two
different forces: atmospheric pressure to raise the water and the
expansion of steam to lower it again."47 Savery intended for his
engine

to serve many purposes; it was to drain marshes, to pump water out of
mines, to supply water to towns and houses, to put out fires and to turn
the wheels of mills.... It worked slowly and its power was limited.
Moreover, its use was not without danger, as no one knew how to pre
vent explosions in the absence of any pressure gauge, or regulator to
lessen the pressure. As soon as Newcomen's engine became known the
earlier one was at once abandoned.

The essential difference between the two inventions (and from
the point of view of theory the difference is all in Savery's favour) was
that Newcomen did not make use of the expansion of steam. In fact, he
only made use of steam to create through condensation a vacuum in the
tank. The most appropriate name for his en/{ine would be an atmospheric
engine.48

Newcomen's

engine as first produced was very clumsy. The piston did not fit exactly
into the cylinder; condensation, which was obtained by watering the
outside of the cylinder with cold water, was very incomplete; while the
tap had to he opened and closed by hand seven or eight times a minute.
Successive improvements partly remedied these defects.... By about
1720 the engine had been sufficiently improved to /{ive satisfaction, and
it remained practically unaltered for over half a centuryyl

Professor Ashton described in detail the improvements made
to Newcomen's engine by James Watt in 1769:

He [Watt] saw that the chief defect of the atmospheric engine arose
from the alternate injection and condensation of steam: in order to
prevent the steam from condensing before the piston had completed
its upward stroke, it was necessary to keep the cylinder warm; hut,
equally, in order to condense the steam for the return stroke, it was
necessary for it to he cold. The sudden changes in the temperature
of the cylinder wall meant that a great amount of potential ener/{y ran
to waste. Watt ... hit on the solution of introducing a separate con-

lr'Fairchild. Furniss. and Buck. op. cit.. p. 57.
I'Mantoux, op. cit.. p. 313.
I~lbirl .. pp. 314-315.
I!'lbirl., pp. 316-317.
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denser which could be kept permanently cool while the cylinder could
be kept permanently hot. Within a few weeks a model was made, but
many years were to pass before the technical difficulties of translating
this into a full-scale engine were overcome.... In 1774 ... James Watt
left Scotland for Birmingham. Here he had the support of a man,
[Matthew Boulton] already well established in business.... At Boul
ton's Soho works there were the craftsmen Watt needed to make the
valves and other delicate parts of the engine.

• * • • * * * * *
If Watt had done no more than this he would have established a

claim to a place in the front rank of British inventors. But he could not
rest satisfied with having made improvements, however great, in what
was little more than a steam pump. His mind had long been busy with
the idea of converting the to-and-fro action into a rotary movement,
capable of turning machinery, and this was made possible by a number
of devices, including the sun-and-planet, a patent for which was taken
out in 1781. In the following year came the double-acting, rotative
engine, in which the expansive force of steam was applied to both sides
of the piston; in 1784 the parallel motion; and in 1788 the beautiful
device of the governor, which gave the greater regularity and smooth
ness of working essential in a prime mover for the more delicate and
intricate of industrial processes. riO

In the realm of product manufacture, the textile industry
provides a typical example. Technological progress, in the fonn of
inventions of machines for improving the methods of processing
fibers and weaving thread, fanned the backbone of the textile in
dustry. These inventions speeded up the manufacturing methods,
replaced much hand labor, and enabled the establishment of the
factory system with its large quantity production.

Since the literature is replete with infonnation on the textile
industry, only mention of some of the inventors and their contri
butions will be made here. In the silk industry, in 1717, John Lambe
built a silk throwing machine from plans which he obtained in Italy.
The inventor is unknown. In the woolen industry, in 1733, John
Kay invented the flying shuttle. Fitted with tiny wheels, it could
be thrown by one person in weaving wide cloth.

In the cotton industry, numerous inventions included the spin
ning machine by John Wyatt in 1733 and a second spinning ma
chine by Lewis Paul in 1738. Paul obtained the first patent on this
invention. He also developed, around 1740, a cylindrical carding
machine. The spinning jenny which revolutionized the industry was
invented by James Hargreaves between 1764 and 1767 and patented

ri0Ashton. op. cit" pp. 48-50.
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in 1770. At about the same time Richard Arkwright, the founder of
the factory system, developed the water frame. In 1785 the power
loom was invented by Edmund Cartwright.

In the pottery industry, in the latter half of the eighteenth
century Josiah Wedgwood experimented ceaselessly with clays,
glazes, colors, ovens, and temperature control. He invented or im
proved tools, lathes, and other pieces of equipment. In striving for
quality he employed artists and searched for relics and records of
the ancient world for classical designs for his "first line" merchan
dise.

For the distribution at goods as well as for the procurement of
raw materials, many developments took place in the various forms
of transportation - from canals, rivers, and the high seas to roads
and railroads. Professor Ashton described the benefits of the canal
era:

The canal era was a short one - it coincided with the period
1760-1830 - but it saw momentous changes in economic life. The cost
of bulky or heavy commodities such as coal, iron, timber, stone, salt, and
clay was greatly reduced; agricultural regions which had been remote
from the market were brought within the widening circle of exchange;
the fear of local famine, of both fuel and food, was removed; and the
closer contact with others which the new means of communication
afforded had a civilizing influence on the populations of the Potteries
and other inland areas.u1

Ashton also described the development of the roads and turn
pike system:

In the first half of the century . . . the policy was one of making
the traffic conform to the roads. After 1750, however, attempts were
made to adapt the roads to the traffic. The number of turnpikes in
creased vastly, especially in the early "fifties," and again in the early
"nineties," when rates of interest were low; and in the growing in
dustrial regions of the North, in particular, several self-taught engineers
did much to increase the carrying capacity of the highways.

* y * * ~. ~. * "," *
If the changes in the roads were of less moment to industry than
those in the waterways, their effects on internal trade were significant:
the commercial traveller came to take the place of the "rider-out"; the
Royal Mail became a more efficient channel of correspondence; and the
processes of placing orders and remitting money were made more
simple and speedy.52

Professor Beales indicated the progress in the railroads and
the contributions they made to the British economy:

"IIbid.. p. 59.
.;2Ibid.. pp. 59-60.
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The English railways were built piecemeal. ... In the late thirties
the main lines out of London were built, and a phase of local construc
tion in different parts of the country culminated in the railway boom
of 1845-7, by which time some 200 railway companies had been estab
lished and 5,127 miles opened for traffic (1848). The consolidation of
local lines followed, and the building up of thorough communications.

*
To summarize the services rendered by the railways to the com

munity is a large task. ... But even in the first half of the century they
did big things. They brought a mitigation of the long distress of the
post-Waterloo period by opening up new avenues of permanent em
ployment; it was not the revision of the Poor Law but the expanding
employment directly on work of construction and then of operation,
and indirectly on the various trades which contributed to railway initia
tion and maintenance, which enabled the workers to leave behind the
hunger of the thirties and forties. 5.1

Inventions
Inventions played a tremendously important part in the tech

nological progress made during the Industrial Revolution. Whether
they were the cause or effect of advances is problematical. One thing
is certain, however, without them technological development would
have been trivial or at least greatly retarded. The field in which the
breakthrough occurs is also of secondary importance due to the
previously mentioned interdependency. An advance in prime
movers, transportation, mining or machinery affected many indus
tries once it proved effective. The development of the steam engine,
the improvement of deep well pumps for use in mining, the laying of
iron rails for railroading, and the inventions of the fly shuttle and
the spinning jenny are typical examples.

In looking at invention and the primary role it played in the
Industrial Revolution one should keep the facts in mind that the
time was ripe for innovations and that improvements took place
across the board in many fields of endeavor and not just in the
textile industry. As Professor Beales further pointed out:

New inventions were, so to speak, in the air: the environment was
favorable to industrial progress. The inventions, the improved com
munications, the amplifying of the financial system - all the achieve
ments of the revolution in industry represent one movement. They were
mutual determinants and all worked together for the economic good."!

To place the inventions of the period covered in this chapter
(1750-1850) in perspective, one needs to be mindful of the tech-

:J3Beales. 0[1. cit .. pp. 60-61.
J4[bid., p. 49.
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nological advances made in the preceding sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. It might also be well to compare the accomplishments of
the following century (1850-1950) during which time technology
outstripped the progress made during the Industrial Revolution
but, similarly, this later progress could not have been possible with
out the previous innovations. This perspective is indicated by Lewis
Mumford:

In short, most of the important inventions and discoveries that
served as the nucleus for further mechanical development, did not arise,
as Spengler would have it, out of some mystical inner drive of the
Faustian soul: they were wind-blown seeds from other cultures. After
the tenth century in Western Europe the ground was, as I have
shown, well plowed and harrowed and dragged, ready to receive
these seeds; and while the plants themselves were growing, the cul
tivators of art and science were husy keeping the soil friable. Taking
root in medieval culture, in a different climate and soil, these seeds of
the machine sported and took on new forms: perhaps, precisely because
they had not originated in \Vestern Europe and had no natural enemies
there, they grew so rapidly and gigantically as the Canada thistle when
it made its way onto the South American pampas. But at no point
and this is the important thing to remember-did the machine represent
a complete break. So far from being unprepared for in human history,
the modern machine age cannot he understood except in terms of a very
long and diverse preparation. The notion that a handful of British in
ventors suddenly made the wheels hum in the eighteenth century is too
crude even to dish up as a fairy tale to children.~;'

Summary
The Industrial Revolution was the prelude to technological

advances throughout the world. Although it is usually thought of as
a period in English history from about 1750 to 1850, it might be
more desirahle to think of it as an evolutionary movement covering
a much longer period of time which transformed an agrarian society
to an industrial one and involved a change from custom to mass
production methods of manufacturing. Even though technological
progress was probably most spectacular in the textile industry,
breakthroughs in this industry would have been impossible without
similar strides in other industries such as agriculture, mining, metal
working, ship building, power production, finance, and transporta
tion. The Industrial Revolution occurred when it did because of
numerable favorable conditions including sufficient raw materials,
available finances due to relatively affluent times, an acceptance of

~;'Ll'wis I\fumford, Technics and Civilization (N!'w York: Harcourt,
Brac!' and Company, 1934), pp. 108-109.
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innovation, a propitious intellectual atmosphere, and advantageous
governmental regulations and political influences.

The Industrial Revolution had tremendous social impact on
society of a nature both desirable and undesirable in terms of avail·
able goods and services and working conditions. However, neither
the Industrial Revolution nor the factory system should be blamed
for the prevailing deplorable working conditions, for the human
degradation of slavery and serfdom had been condoned and toler
ated long before this era of technological advancement.

Invention played a primary role in the evolution of technology.
In fact, if it were not for the success of the inventors of this period,
there would have been little progress of coking of iron ore, the
steam engine, the spinning jenny, the puddling and rolling mill, the
power loom, the steamboat, and the locomotive might be singled
out; but one should be mindful of the dependency of these inven
tions on technological advances in the preceding centuries. Just as
the great accomplishments of the century following the Industrial
Revolution were dependent on the progress made with previous
innovations, so too was the advance made in technology during the
Industrial Revolution made possible because of earlier develop
ments, as will progress in the future be dependent upon present day
achievements. The concept of the interdependency and inter-stimu
lation between various industries should receive primary considera
tion as well as the overall effect of technological advancement.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Machine Technology

C/ois E. Kicklighter
Eastern Michigan University

Tools vs. Machines
Presumably the most characteristic aspect which identifies

man and sets him apart from the other primates is his ability to
create and use tools. Because tools extend the power of human
muscles or refine the perception of human senses, they have played
one of the leading roles in metamorphous of homo sapiens. In fact,
a study of the origins of man inevitably is based on artifacts which
include tools. Tools are, therefore, of evident importance to us.

Since the mechanical equipment of any given society consists
largely of tools and machines, questions to be considered in this
section will include: (1) What are tools? (2) What are machines?
(3) What are the characteristic differences between tools and
machines?l

The word "tool" has many synonyms - implement, utensil,
machine, instrument, etc. Or, by definition, a tool is "any con
trivance held in and worked by hand, for as isting in work.":!

This has apparently been the traditional definition and is
therefore similar to some of the oldest definitions of tools known.

Klemm quoted an early contrast of tools and machine pre
sented by Torlais in his book Reaumur:
Some (machines) are moved mechanically, others are used like tools.
There seems to be this difference between machines and instruments,
that many people work at machines which need more power, for
example, projectile engines or wine presses. But instruments carry out
their purpose by the careful handling of a single workman, such as the

lAbbott P. Usher. A History of Mechanical Inventions (New York:
Harvard University Press. 1954). p. 116.

2Clarence L. Barnhart (ed.). The American College Dictionary (New
York: Harper & Brothers Publishers. 1953), p. 1276.
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turning of a hand balista or of screws. Therefore both instruments and
machinery are necessary in practice and without them every kind of
work is difficult.:J

This contrast of tools and machines was originally written
when mechanical power was beginning to be utilized more and was
therefore susceptible to analysis.

Usher wrote in his book, A History of Mechanical Inventions,
concerning the definition of tools:

In the restricted sense that is most useful for historical study or
mechanical analysis, the term "tool" may best be confined to implements
for direct execution of certain kinds of work, notably cutting, striking,
or rubbing:1

He further explained that although tools were originally used in the
hand, many have been adapted to machinery without significantly
changing their form or purpose. r;

Mumford was concerned with the misconception that machines
are necessarily more complex than tools. He wrote that

the degree of complexity is unimportant: for, using the tools, the human
hand and eye perform, complicated actions which are the equivalent, in
function, of a well developed machine; while, on the other hand, there
are higWy effective machines, like the drop hammer, which do very
simple tasks, with the aid of a relatively simple mechanism. The differ
ence between tools and machines lies primarily in the degree of auto
matism they have reached: The skilled tool-user becomes more auto
matic, in short, more mechanical, as his originally voluntary motions
settle down into reflexes, and on the other hand, even in the most com
pletely automatic machine, there must intervene somewhere, at the
beginning and the end of the process, first in the original design, and
finally in the ability to overcome defects and to make repairs, the con
scious participations of a human agent.1l

The preceding comments indicate that devices which fall into
the "tool" category might be simple or complex, large or small, used
in the hand or attached to some other mode of power. Therefore the
tool might be conceived of as the instrument which actually does
the cutting, scraping, beating, etc.

Concerning machines, Chase wrote that they are
any non-living contrivance to extend or modify the power of the body,
or to refine the perception of the senses. Its commonest function is to

3Friedrick Klemm. A History of Western Technology (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1959). p. 47.

4Usher, op. cit.
a/bid.
IlLewis Mumford. Technics and Civilization (New York: Harcourt

Brace and World, Inc., 1963), p. 10.
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transform random energy into disciplined energy. It thus includes tools
of all kinds, and mechanisms, for more careful recording and measure
ment - the transit for instance, or the telephone receiver.7

Note that Chase includes tools in the category of machines.
Mumford recognized that confusion does exist in determining a

precise distinction between tools and machines. He wrote that

apart from the simple machines of classic mechanics, the inclined plane,
the pulley, and so forth, the subject remains a confused one. Many of
the writers who have discussed the machine age have treated the ma
chine as if it were a very recent phenomenon, and as if the technology
of handicraft had employed only tools to transform the environment.
These preconceptions are baseless. For the last three thousand years,
at least, machines have been an essential part of our older technical
herita!{e. Reuleaux's definition of a machine has remained a classic:
"A machine is a combination of resistant bodies so arranged that by
their means the mechanical forces of nature can be compelled to do work
accompanied by certain determinant motions": but it does not take us
very far. Its place is due to his importance as the first great morphologist
of machines, for it leaves out the large class of machines operated by
man-power.~

Mumford went on to contrast the tool and machine when he
stated that
the essential distinction between a machine and a tool lies in the degree
of independence in the operation from the skill and motive power of the
operator: the tool lends itself to manipulation, the machine to automatic
action.9

In describing a machine, Karl Marx listed three different parts
essential to all fully developed machinery: "the motor mechanism,
the transmitting mechanism, and finally the tool or working ma
chine."l (I It is quite clear that Marx saw the machine as something
quite different from a tool.

In defining a machine, O'Brien indicated that the term ma
chine includes "all mechanical and electrical devices that extend or
refine human powers."l1

"Stuart Chase, Men and Machines (New York: The Macmillan Com-
pany. 1929), p. 24.

~Mumfurd, up cit.. p. 9.
tllbid.. p. 10.
lOKarl Marx, Capital (First published in 1906, Chicago: Charles H.

Kprr & Company), p. 407. Reprint (New York: The Modern Library, Ran
dom House, Inc.. no datp given).

llRohert O'Brien et al., Machines (New York: Time-Life Incorpo
rated, 1964), p. 10.
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If the definitions and descriptions presented here are analyzed
for some clue as to the grouping of mechanisms into classes, the
following impressions may be derived. The term "machine" refers
to a class of devices which mayor may not include tools. In other
words, tools may be made to function using man as the source of
power and direction, or they may be attached to some mechanical,
chemical, electrical, or other mode of power. In both cases, the tool
is an element of the machine. In the first instance the machine is,
in essence, man. In the second case, some mode of power and mech
anism other than man is the machine. The tool, in either situation,
does the actual cutting, scraping, or beating while the machine only
guides the action.

This discussion is further complicated, however, by the intro
duction of another device which is defined as "machine tools" and
is a kind of combination of both the machine and tools. Mumford
stated that
between the tool and the machine there stands another class of objects,
the machine-tool: here, in the lathe or the drill, one has the accuracy
of the finest machine coupled with the skilled attendance of the work
man. When one adds to this mechanical complex an external source of
power, the line of division becomes even more difficult to establish. In
general, the machine emphasizes specialization of function, whereas the
tool indicates flexibility; a planing machine performs only one opera
tion, whereas a knife can be used to smooth wood, to carve it, to split it,
or to pry open a lock, or to drive in a screw. The automatic machine,
then, is a very specialized kind of adaptation; it involves the notion of
an external source of power, a more or less complicated inter-relation
of parts, and a limited kind of activity. From the beginning the ma
chine was a sort of minor organism, designed to perform a single set
of functions.12

But at the same time that Mumford's discussion of machine
tools sheds some light on the problem it also clouds the issue. For
instance, he says that the function of a knife is to smooth, carve, or
split wood, pry open a lock, or drive a screw. But one might question
whether this is truly the function of a knife. A simple blade has but
one function - to cut. Certainly a knife could be used for these
other things, but it is not designed for such purposes. It would seem,
therefore, that the number or complexity of functions involved
would not discriminate sufficiently to form a basis for classification.

If there is, in reality, a distinct group of devices that deserve
the name machine tools, it would seem logical, from their designated
term, that they are somewhere between tools and machines. Our

12Mwnford, op. cit.
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modern-day power tools seem to fit this description. If one were to
analyze an electric drill, for example, he would no doubt come to
the conclusion that the drill or bit did the actual cutting while the
motor mechanism supplied the power. The tool (bit) and motor
together would be useless without the skilled guiding hand of man
to manipulate, or position the mechanism so that it might function.
The discriminating feature of a machine tool would seem, therefore,
to be that it possesses a built-in source of power which while
affording certain motion to the tool still requires man to supply the
remaining motion necessary for functioning.

In summary, the implements for increasing man's power and
precision in doing work might be classified into three groups-tools,
machine tools, and machines. It is not too difficult to distinguish
between the two extreme groups (tools and machines) but a classifi
cation between machine tools and machines becomes less certain.

The Factory System
A discussion of the factory system could logically begin with

the advent of man and be followed by his technological develop
ments, but for obvious purposes the analysis will begin many cen
turies later.

During the eleventh century western Europe was characterized
by an immobile, self-sufficing agrarian economy of the feudal
system. Around the time a gradual relaxation and transformation
took place. As a result, trade and commerce increased and, since
towns created markets, trade and commerce helped develop towns.
Independent artisans, producing for the market, began to band to
gether and form guilds. 1 3

The mode of production of the guild system was predomi
nately handicraft. However, machinery was being developed and
used in crude forms during the beginning of the guild system. Labor
in the guild was not specialized, routinized, standardized, and
mechanized. 1 o!

Bowen and Kettering reported that one of the world's great
industries (the textile industry) began to take shape during the
Middle Ages, or about the time the guild system was predominant,15

13Eugene V. Schneider, Industrial Sociology (New York: McGraw
Hill Book Company, Inc., 1957), p. 33.

Hlbid.. p. 34.
15Harold G. Bowen and Charles F. Kettering. A Short History of

Technology (West Orange. New ,Jersey: The Thomas Alva Edison Founda
tion, Inc., 1954), p. 38.
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The guild system, according to Ashley, reached its climax in
the thirteenth century at which time it was strongly entrenched in
all branches of industry. He further stated that some guilds sur
vived into the nineteenth century and that even today traces of
this system remain. 16

But by the sixteenth century the guild system was showing
signs of decay. Some of the factors operating to weaken the guild
system were presented by Schneider. He listed the following:

1. The harmony of the system was gradually destroyed by increas
ing difficulty in attaining the rank of master.

2. The very strength of the guilds and their monopoly in certain
areas of manufacturing aroused the hostility of other groups in
society. Eventually these hostile groups were able to use the state
to strike at the guilds.

3. In the course of time, wealth accumulated in the hands of certain
masters. In some cases this capital was used to employ workers
and to engage in manufacturing for profit outside the guild
system.

4. As wealth accumulated in the hands of certain masters, some craft
guilds were transformed into merchant guilds.

5. As the market for manufactured goods, particularly overseas,
widened gradually, the guilds became dependent on the exporting
merchants. The exporters possessed the necessary capital to
finance the process of manufacturing for a foreign market, which
involved a long interval between production and final sale....
Thus the guilds were reduced to the position of manufacturing
not for a market but for an entrepreneur.

6. Beginning with the sixteenth century, widening horizons and
increasing trade led to a demand for new products. The manu
facture of these products often necessitated expensive imported
raw materials, entailing increased costs which the guilds could not
bear.... Thus the guild workers became, in effect, employees of
a merchant entrepreneur.17

The entrepreneurs attempted to exert control over production
in a number of ways. Their most successful means was to separate
the place of work from the home and bring the workers together in
a central place. In essence, the entrepreneurs were trying to recon
stitute the old shop industry of the guild, but on a different basis.
They now owned the means of production - the capital, tools, raw
materials, plant, and labor. A new productive system had been
formed - the factory system.I ll Weber defined a factory as a shop

lliWilliam J. Ashlpy. An Introduction to English Economic History and
Theory (New York: Longmans, Green and Company, 1925), p. 76.

I'Schnpider, op. cit.. p. 36.
18/bid., p. 39.
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industry with free labor and fixed capital under one roo£.1 0 It was
the factory system, therefore, which created the conditions for the
use of machinery and mechanical power, and not vice versa.

The factory system was destined to engulf almost all man
kind before it. It was successful because of a combination of eco
nomic factors and favorable external conditions. The factory system
first swept England and then moved into western Europe and
America. 2 II

The factory system did not develop simply because production
moved from the home to a central location. The factory was pre
ceded by a scientific revolution. Concerning this revolution, Bowen
and Kettering wrote:

The scientific revolution started in Italy with Copernicus (a Pole)
and his exposition of the solar system, Galileo with his telescope and
defense of the Copernican against the Aristotlean system which inci
dentally earned him a prison sentence. Vesalius who founded anatomy
and found errors in the work of Galen, and Giordano Bruno was burned
at the stake for his unorthodox views about the universe. If the note
books of Leonardo da Vinci had come to li/{ht at that time, extreme
punishment would have been meted out to him as well.:n

Martha Ornstein discussed the role which scientific societies
played in their relation to the development of the scientific revolu
tion:
It was the unmistakable and magnificent achievement of the scientific
societies of the seventeeth century, not only to put modern science
on a solid foundation, but in good time to revolutionize the ideas and
methods of the universities and render them the friends and promoters
of experimental science instead of the stubborn foes they had been
so long.22

In these societies, instrumentation and the theoretical tools
were developed: "the telescope, the microscope, the thermometer,
the barometer, and the air pump, the new clocks moved by escape
ment and pendulum, and also the scientific tools such as mathe
matical symbols, logarithms, and calculus." 23

Mees contrasted the role of the scientific societies in the de
velopment of science with that of the universities of that period:

l\1Max Weber, Genpral Economic History. translated by Frank H.
Knight (Glencoe, Illinois: Free Press, 1950), p. 163.

:!0Schneider, op. cit.
~IBowen and Kettering, op. cit .. p. 49.
22Martha Ornstein, The Role of Scientific Societies in the Seventeenth

Century (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1938). p. 263.
2~R. J. Forbes, Alan the Maker (Npw York: Henry Schuman, Inc.,

1950), pp. 139-140.
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The development of science in the seventeenth century, and indeed
in much of the eighteenth, was the work of the scientific societies
rather than the universities. These societies assumed responsibility for
the progress of science and developed the experimental method which
found no welcome in the universities of that period, steeped as they were
in the spirit of tradition.~-!

The conquest of Western Civilization by the machine was not
accomplished without much resistance from institutions, habits,
and impulses which did not at that time lend themselves to organi
zation geared to the machine. From the very beginning, the machine
provoked hostile reactions. "Resistance to mechanical improve
ments took a wide variety of forms. The most direct and simple
form was to smash the offending machine itself or to murder its
inventor."25

Concerning the primary considerations of the first factories,
Mumford wrote the following:

One of the first products of the machine was the machine itself. As
in the organization of the first factories the narrowly practical con
siderations were uppermost, and all the other needs of the personality
were firmly shoved to one side. The machine was a direct expression
of its own functions: the first cannon, the first crossbows, the first steam
engines were all nakedly built for action.~"

The factory system reflected a rational view of life. The system
was based on a rational technique of production, rational accounting,
rational budgeting, and rational rules of operation. 2 7 The machine
afforded regularity, order, certainty, and a more definite, calculable
behavior than had been the case before. These two factors - the
factory system and the development of more sophisticated machines
- worked hand in hand to push the new productive system forward.

The development of new prime movers also played a great role
in the development of machine production. Singer pointed out the
importance of prime movers.

During the last 250 years five great new prime movers have pro
duced what is often calloo the Machine Age. The eighteenth century
brought the steam-engine; the nineteenth the water-turbine, the internal
combustion engine, and the steam-turbine; and the twentieth the gas
turbine.~~

21C. E. Kenneth Mees, The Path of Science (NC'w York: .John WilC'y
and Sons, Inc., 1946), p. 87.

~r;1\'fumford, op. cit.. p. 284.
~ijlhid.. p. 344,
27Schneider, op. cit.. p. 41.
2sCharles Singer et al .. A History of Technology (Oxford: ClarC'ndon

Press, 1958), p. 148.
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The machine took a firm grip on indu. try in England, first in
the textile industry and then spreading to other indu tries. This
movement was the so-called Industrial Revolution. Coupled with
the role of a new organization and new prime movers, greater u e
of machines was the result of machine-tools. Singer spoke about
their significant part in the movement.

The invention and development of machine-tools was an essential
part of the industrial revolution. The steam-engine, the railway, and
textile and other manufacturing machinery required machine-tools for
their pro!{ress; and it was this demand that stimulated the great progress
in the imention of machine-tools that took place.~~1

Large scale industrialism pread from these beginnings in two
directions. Externally, it spread from one nation to another.:l n In
ternally, it conquered one field after another. Probably one of its
most important advances was its spreading to the manufacture of
capital goods, such as iron and steel.:\1

Economically, one of the basic factors in the industrial revolu
tion was the remarkable expansion of overseas trade. The new
markets came, and the inventions followed. The inventors worked
within the limits forced upon them both by the changing society
and by the new materials that were becoming available.:{:!

Singer summed up the four basic technical achievements of the
industrial revolution. They were:

1. Replacement of tools by machines. Both enable man to perform
certain operations more dexterously than with the bare hand. The
chief difference is that the tool is set in motion by man's physical
strength, the machine by Rome natural force.

2. The introduction of new prime movers . .. Wind was cheap but
unreliable, water was limited hy local conditions, but steam suffers
neither disadvantage. It is independent of the weather and the
seasons. The invention of the steam-en!{ine is the central fact in
the industrial revolution.

3. The mobile prime mover. The power of the steam-engine could be
created where needed and to the extent desired. This mobility is
the most characteristic feature of the Machine Age, and made
possible the industrialization of many countries that had no great
resources of water-power.

:!"lbid.. p. 417.
30Schncider, op. cit. p. 48.
:llG. D. H. Cole, "Industrialism," Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences.

VIII (New York: The lacmillan Company, 1930), p. 21.
.l:!Singer, op. cit.
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4. The factory as a new form of organization of production. Thus
the early textile mills and ironworks were of this type rather than
of the workshop type so characteristic of medieval and earlier
technology.33

These four achievements - the replacement of tools by ma
chines, the introduction of new prime movers, the advent of mobile
prime movers, and the evolution of the factory system as a new
form of organization of production - state the uniqueness of ma
chine technology as contrasted with handicraft technology.

Mass Production
As the factory system moved from its birth place in England

over to America, it became stronger and more refined. Today it has
evolved as the system of production. Bound up in this system is the
primary method of actually producing goods - mass production.
Currently mass production is the term usually applied to manu
facturing.

Peter F. Drucker defined this term in his book, The New
Society as

a basic principle for the organization of all manufacturing activities.
Today it has become abundantly clear that the mass-production prin
ciple is not even confined. to manufacturing, but is a general principle
for organizing people to u'ork together.:\1

Even though Ford signed an article which claimed that "in origin,
mass production is American and recent; its earliest notable appear
ance falls within the second decade of the twentieth century"3;i
there is no doubt that the concept of mass production goes back
much fur~her than Henry Ford or Eli Whitney.

Ford's statement would seem to indicate that mass production
were some kind of mechanical principle; Drucker, however, attacked
that point of view. He stated that

the mass production principle is not a mechanical principle. If it were,
it could never have been applied beyond manufacturing, and indepen
dently of assembly line, conveyer belt and interchangeable parts. It is a
social principle - a principle of human organization. What was new in
Ford's plant was not the organization of mechanical forces, but the

33Ibid.. p. 150.
:l~Peter F. Drucker, The New Society (New York: Harper & Row,

1959). pp. 2-3.
:l5Henry Ford. "Mass Production," Enryclopaedia Britannica, 13th ed..

Vol. II (1926), p. 821.
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organization of human beings performing a common task. And this ex
plains the shattering impact of the new principle on traditional cultures,
on the relationship between man and society, and on the family.3G

In his book, Backgrounds of Power, Roger Burling-arne dis
cussed the concept of mass production. He identified five aspects
or principles of mass production which will serve as a structure for
the following discussion on mass production. Burlingame's list
included:

1. Precision.
2. Standardization.
3. Interchangeability.
4. Synchronization.
5. Continuity.37

In addition to these five, Burlingame cited a few other specific
features such as prime mover, ratio of volume to time, and auto
maticity in terms of sequences of machines and operations de
veloped. It was clear, however, that the five principles mentioned
above are, in his estimation, the prevailing reference points for
historical and philosophical interpretation. 38

Burlingame's list was selected for presentation in this chapter
because, after a review of other literature on the same topics, the
author felt his work seemed to represent the most conclusive and
inclusive thinking on the subject.

1. PRECISION. "The skills which made possible the elabora
tion and accuracy of modem machinery stemmed from the long,
patient, stubborn effort to perfect the time-spacing machine."39
Another evident cause for necessitating the attempts to measure
time more accurately was the study of astronomy. Devices ranged
from non-mechanical clocks - shadow clocks and star clocks - to
the invention of the clepsydra, or water clock, and finally to the
true mechanical clock. 40

Burlingame wrote about the important role of the clock in the
refinement of precision methods of manufacture.

The use of gear ratios, a development of leverage function, is too
familiar to need explaining to a modem reader. Its abundant exercise
in the mechanical clock has, however, an important bearing on the
evolution of technics into the machine age. The growing understanding
of the principle, the almost infinite patience with which, with increasing

3r.Drucker. op. cit .. pp. 4-5.
:nRoger Burlingame. Bachgrounds of Power (New York: Charles

Scribner's Sons, 1949), p. 15.
38lbid.
3~lbid.. p. 17.
4o/bid., p. 19.
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accuracy, it was applied were, for centuries, almost exclusively in the
clock-maker's province. The skill necessary to the final refinements into
the watch seems nearly miraculous as we see it in eras otherwise back
ward in mechanics. Virtually every phase of modern mechanism has the
clock or a clockmaster's ingenuity and craftsmanship somewhere
in its ancestry. But the whole machine complex seems to have grown out
of the first train of geared wheels because full clock accuracy eventually
demanded machine tools such as the lathe and the miller when the
human hand and eye were found inadequate. Finally, as the clock and
watch became democratic, quantity production was imposed upon the
art and in early American clock wheel manufacture and assembly we
see one of the first imitations of modern mass production of machines.-1l

Even though the first clocks were very inaccurate, the advance
toward mechanical accuracy was inevitable. In effect, the precise
measurement of time has brought together the principles of pre
cision measurement. This term, precision measurement, is a term
"applied to the field of measurement beyond the scope of non
precision line-graduated measuring instruments, such as the rule
and scale.".J.2 Precision measurements are usually measured in at
least thousandths of an inch.

The element of precision, with respect to mass production,
may be thought of as being limited to measurement. It may also be
viewed, however, as a broader concept. Burlingame didn't indicate
which he had in mind, but most likely he was referring to the
broader concept, as it will be interpreted here.

The work of at least two people stands out sharply in the
early development of precision methods. One could hardly mention
precision measuring without referring to Joseph Bowen (vernier)
and Lucien Sharpe (gage blocks). Their contribution to precision
measurement was epoch making.

2. STANDARDIZATION. The concept of standardization, as
associated with mass production, has spread in many directions.
Standardization was first introduced in the field of measurement in
an effort to add precision to manufacturing. The progress of mea
surement moved from the cubit - the earliest known unit of mea
sure - to the foot, and finally the yard. 4 :l The problem with the
reliability of these measures was their variation from time to time
and from place to place. For instance, in the sixteenth century the

4IIbid., p. 21.
.J.~International Business Machines Corporation, Precision ,11easure

ment in the }VIetal Working Industry (Syracuse, New York: Syracusp Uni
vprsity Press, 1952), p. 1.

43lbid.
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foot varied from 9%, inches to 19 inches. H In 1878 the British
standardized the yard, a measurement which is still in use today.
In 1927 the meter was defined by the French. Today the basic
standard of linear measure is housed at the International Bureau
of Weights and Measures at the Pavillion de Breteuil in France.
All standardized measurement is based on that platinumiridum
bar15 - except for measurements made in the United States. The
United States since 1893 has had a duplicate (meter #27) as the
only standard of length authorized.

Standardization also entered the broad area of standards
an area which includes dimensional standards to allow for inter
changeability of supplies, parts, or interrelated apparatus; specifi·
cations for materials and methods of tests; definitions of technical
terms used in industry, industrial safety codes to make possible
uniform requirements in safety devices, industrial health codes; and
specifications for consumer goods. The United States of America
Standards Institute (formerly the American Standards Association)
is the agency through which these standards are coordinated and
developed.' (j

Standardization plays a large and important role in mass pro
duction activities. For without standardized measurements, parts,
and codes it would be impossible to mass produce mating parts in
different areas of the country and have them function perfectly as
they must.

3. INTERCHANGEABILITY. Probably the most well·known
name associated with interchangeable parts is Eli Whitney. Bowen
and Kettering wrote about Whitney's important contribution to the
field of standardization. They stated that "Whitney carried inter
changeability to its logical conclusion ... and at the same time laid
the foundation for mass production."47

Manning also noted that Eli Whitney's invention of inter
changeable parts manufacturing made mass production possible.
He even went so far as to state that Whitney was the first to con
ceive the idea of standardizing and making the parts interchange
able of a complete article and eliminating hand measurement
through the use of jigs and fixtures ... 8

Hlbid.. p. 2.
45lbid.
41Jlbid.. p. 5.
47Bowen and Kfttf'ring. op. cit.. pp. 71-74.
4 Harold G. Manning, Inventive America (F{'deralsburg. Maryland:

The J. W. Stowell Printing Company. 1940), pp. 14-16.
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The importance of the concept of interchangeable parts was
pointed out in a book entitled Technology and Social Change. "The
basic principles of mass production ... in essence are just two
things: (1) the making of standard, interchangeable parts; and (2)
the assembling of these parts into a completed unit with a minimum
of handicraft labor.""!1

Prior to World War I, interchangeable parts were confined
primarily to a single plant, but the sudden demand for war material
and the inability of a single plant to produce a complete unit there
by necessitated making parts at many different places. Evident
difficulties arose from the fact that there were no universal stand
ards of length and that the parts from one plant would not fit parts
from another. The National Bureau of Standards helped solve the
problem by giving guidance and checking master gage blocks at the
various plants, thereby setting a single standard. ,,0 Today industries
make constant use of the Bureau and its facilities.

4. SYNCHRONIZATION. Synchronization may be defined "as
occurring together or happening at the same time."51 In its relation
to mass production, synchronization involves a tremendous amount
of planning. Not only must parts and materials be at the right place
at the right time, but the worker's actions must also be synchro
nized with the flow of materials.

The flow or transfer of materials and parts is accomplished
through the use of conveyors. Rather than having the men go from
place to place, the conveyors (using various means - belts, chains,
screws, buckets, etc.) bring the work to the men.

The idea of automatic conveyance of work probably had its
origin with Oliver Evans. He designed power conveyors for an auto
matic grain mill which he built. In setting up his automatic mill, he
evolved the idea that is typical of American industry today - pro
duction in continuous flow. 52

Mass production would obviously not be possible if the total
operation were not synchronized.

5. CONTINUITY. The concept of continuity was perhaps
initially and best illustrated in the stamped clay objects produced
in early China and in the Egyptian hieroglyph. The stamping tools

l"Francis R. AI1Pn et aT., Technology and Social Chan{!e (New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts. Inc., 1957), p. 2S6.

;'OInternational BusinE'ss r-.1achines Corporation, op. cit., p. 4.
r,l Barnhart, Or). cit., p. 1228.
"~Ford Motor Company, El'olution of llJass Production (Dearborn,

Michigan: Ford ~1otor Company, 1956), p. 19.
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repeated a standard symbol over and over in exactly the same man
ner each time.

Burlingame, in relating the importance of continuity, stated
that
in mass production, the factors of synchronization and continuity must
enter - either through successive operations performed upon the same
material or through the simultaneous production of groups of identical
parts which are successively assembled into identical wholes.53

Mass production, as we have tried to show it, refers to a way
of organizing people to accomplish a task. This organization involves
precision, standardization, synchronization, and continuity. Al
though not necessarily limited to manufacturing, the total concept
is vividly illustrated in our present-day productive system.

Conclusion
The objective of this chapter has been to examine a number

of factors related to machine technology. The function and descrip
tion of tools and machines were discussed to form a perspective for
a brief examination of the factory system. Machine technology was
found to be intimately related to the factory system and mass pro
duction. It was determined that mass production is founded on five
principles - precision, standardization, interchangeability, synchro
nization, and continuity. Industry provides a framework within
which the current mode of production - mass production - oper
ates.
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CHAPTER SIX

Capitalism as an

Economic System

Joseph Abromaitis
University of Maryland

Introduction
Capitalism is based on private property, profit motivation,

competition, and economic freedom. Under modern capitalism there
is no more government control than is necessary, while individuals
and enterprises are given as much freedom as possible. In a capi
talistic society individuals may own property and do with it what
they like, provided that its method of use is not in conflict with
public interests. The free price system also serves an important
function in this mechanism - if a shortage occurs, prices rise and
thus stimulate production; if an overabundance occurs, prices fall,
production decreases, and consumption increases.

Capitalism has been a means of opportunity for many minority
groups and has allowed them to make greater progress than they
could have made under other systems. Friedman reported that the
existence of discrimination in societies is usually found in areas that
are most monopolistic in character; whereas discrimination against
groups of a particular color or religion is least in those areas where
there is the greatest freedom of competition. 1

Capitalism has provided a vehicle for the rapid change in our
society and has led to a marked increase both in man's average
income and in his general standard of living. Ayres expressed his
belief that the existence of the industrial system as well as the

1 .lilton Friedman, Capitalism and Freedom (Chicago: The University
of Chicago Press, 1962). p. 109.
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development of its present level of high productive efficiency is the
result of the capitalists' acquisition and exercise of money power.:!

The term laissez-faire was adopted to describe an economic
system characterized by minimum government action and restrained
only by competition and price mechanism. 3 This policy was the
direct opposite of mercantilist planning; and when free competition
came into effect, public intervention was considered harmful. Adam
Smith wrote that government should do little to fix minimum wages,
regulate working conditions, or control competition. 4

John Maynard Keynes believed in an economic system of
private enterprise run for a profit, but which would have the state
responsible for maintaining stability and full employment. Keynes
was concerned with the economic systems in operation during the
time of the great depression. He believed that government invest
ment could be the necessary stabilizer for capitalism. Keynesian
supporters argued that government spending could have a "multi
plier" effect on economy which could conceivably support itself.
Money spent by government to put men to work on public roads
would recirculate partially as consumption and partially as savings."

Keynes emphasized the importance of a balance between
saving and investment. He stressed the fact that if planned saving
and planned investment were different at the beginning of a period,
they might be brought into equilibrium by unemployment and
change in the level of income rather than by a shift in the interest
rate. G The Keynesian system established a framework to sort out
economic data; the system is encompassed by a set of questions one
can ask when predicting or diagnosing the behavior of an economic
system.

Work
"To SAY WE WORK BECAUSE WE MUST IS TO BEG THE QUESTION.

ONLY A PART OF MAN'S DAILY LABOR IS NECESSARY TO MAINTAIN LIFE

IN HIS BODY. THE REST HE DOES TO PRESERVE, NOT HIS LIFE, BUT
CIVILIZATION.' ,

Hayward and Johnson 7

~C. E. AyrC's, The Industrial Economy (CamhridgC', l\.-1assachusetts:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1952), p. 120.

3Rendigs Fels. An Introduction to 'Economics: The Challenge to the
American Economy (Boston: Allyn and Bacon. Inc.. 1966), p. 75.

IJ. H. Dodd, Introductory Economics (Cincinnati: South-Western
Publishing Company, 1940), p. 35.

5From Chamberlains's The Roots of Capitalism Coypright 1966, D.
Van Nostrand Company. Tnc Princeton, N ....w ,Jersev.

l\H. A. Silverman, The Substance of Economics (lSth ed.; London:
Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, Inc., 1960), p. 268.
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Capitalism

Miller stated there is no one definition for American capitalism
because, since it is continuously evolving, it has to be defined in its
condition at a particular time. The essential characteristic of
capitalism is that mid-twentieth-century American capitalism par
ticipates in producing economic progress through social justice by
democratic means. 8 The Council for Advancement of Secondary
Education pointed out that "free enterprise assumes that individ
uals are in the long run the best judges of their own interests, and
that an economic system that makes it possible for them to pursue
those interests will achieve the greatest welfare for al1."9 This
economic system is based on private property, profit motivation,
competition, and economic freedom. Economic freedom contains
within it freedom of enterprise, choice, and contract. The Council
defined these particular economic freedoms as follows:

Freedom of enterprise - is the right of the individual business
man to decide what business to enter, and what goods to produce or
what services to render. Once his business is established, it is his right
to conduct his enterprise responsibly in pursuit of profits. His decisions,
of course, are guided by free market conditions; they are not arbi
traryones.

Freedom of choice - assures a person the right to live where he
pleases, to work at what he can do best, and to buy the goods and ser
vices he prefers. Many believe this to he the most fundamental eco
nomic freedom - the one that especially distinguishes a free-enter
prise economy from others and that is most essential to a democracy.

Freedom of contract means the right of consumers, producers,
workers, and owners of property to bargain with one another, and to
exchange goods and services on terms acceptable to all concerned. III

Capitalism has been defined by Webster as "an economic
system characterized by private or corporation ownership of capital
goods, by investments that are determined by private decision
rather than by state control, and by prices, production and distri
bution of goods that are determined mainly in a free market."ll

~William R. Hayward and Gerald \V. Johnson, Thp Story of Man's
Worl. (Npw York: 1ilton, Balch and Company. 1925), p. 3.

·'Raymond W MiIlN. Can Capitalism Compete? (New York: The
Ronald Press Company 1959), p. Ti.

"Ibid., p. 9.
!II/bid.
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The foundations of capitalism are private property, freedom of
enterprise, freedom of contract, and freedom of competition.
Capitalism operates under the assumption that people act from
motives of self interest. The attitude of modern capitalism is that
there should be no more control by government than is necessary
and that individuals and business enterprises should be given as
much freedom as possible.

Capitalism maintains that everyone who contributes to the
production of goods and services should receive an income somewhat
in proportion to the value of his contribution to the production of
the national income. The landowner is entitled to rent; the owner
of machinery, tools, and other equipment used in manufacturing
and transportation is entitled to interest for and profits acquired
from the use of his property. Those who contribute their labor are
entitled to wages; and the more valuable one's contribution to pro
duction, the larger his income should be. I:!

Fels defined capitalism as an economic system characterized
by private ownership of the means of production, a system roughly
synonymous with free enterprise or free enterprise system. He de
scribed it as a mixed economic system combining private ownership
of the means of production with government regulation of means
of economic activity and some government ownership. It is an eco
nomic system in which a relatively few wealthy people are in control
because of their ownership of capital. 1 :1

In order to make a living, men without property have had to
work for men who held power over them, whether that power were
military, political or economic. While capitalism furnished no ex
ception to this rule, it did provide a new method of exercising the
compulsion to labor. It gave the worker vastly important new
liberties, but at the same time it exposed him to new dangers. With
the disappearance of serfdom and the resulting changes in labor law,
the worker became legally free; he was no longer legally obligated
to work for any master. The necessity of making a living, however,
compelled him to work for those who owned the means of pro
duction. Property owners as a group still held the power to control
the labor of unpropertied workers.

Today, the rates of pay and conditions of employment in each
specific industry are determined by a voluntary agreement between

ll"By pennission. From Webster's Seventh Nf'w Collegiate Dictionary.
copyright 1967 by G. & C. l\.ferriam Company, Publishf'rs of the Merriam
Wf'bst<'f Dictionaries."

12Dodd, op. cit.. p. 39.
13Fels, op. cit., p. 74.
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employers and employees. The actual tenns are fixed by their
comparative bargaining strengths and their skills. The actual opera
tion of the wage system is of evident importance in any considera
tion of the relation of capitalism to general well-being since the vast
majority of men do not directly own any productive property.14

Capitalism is a system in which production is directed by the
decisions of large numbers of separate businessmen, each acting
either in his own interests or in those of the organization which he
runs. Businessmen are dependent on a system of prices; within this
system profit is the indispensable condition of survival in capitalism.
Prices are set, on one side, by the desire and ability to pay of a
hundred and thirty million consumers who divide their limited
incomes among a variety of competing material goods and services.
On the other side they are fixed by all the millions of businessmen
who detennine that this year four and a half million automobiles
and three hundred and fifty million pairs of shoes will be produced
and so on through the countless goods and services that will actually
constitute the output of goods of the American economy during
the year. 15

The private ownership of capital equipment confers the power
of employing other people, directly in one's own business or in
directly by the ownership of ,hares in joint-stock companies, and
thus of obtaining profits which are the re ult of this privileged
position. 1 t) Silvennan defined capitalism as an institution and
summarized its characteristics a those of private property, free
enterprise, consumer's free choice, and price system. In a capitalistic
society it is taken for granted that individuals may own property
and do with it what they like, provided that their method of use is
not in conflict with public interests. The owner may undertake any
economic activity he chooses, providing it is not in conflict with
public interest, or he may choose to refrain from putting it to any
use at all. He may produce what he wants and he may sell it in the
manner he chooses. Under the institution of consumer's free choice
most production is undertaken in anticipation of the demand and
ultimately must be ruled by it. The State imposes restrictions on
certain fonns of consumption just as it interferes with certain types
of production. The free price system is an integral part of the

HHf'nry R. Mussey and Elizabeth Donnan. Economic Principles and
Modern Practice (Boston: Ginn and Company. 1942). p. 16.

15Reuben E. Slesinger and Isaacs Asher, Contemporary Economics
(Boston: Allyn and Bacon. Inc., 1963). p. 17.

ll:Silverman. op. cit., p. 30.
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capitalist mechanism. If there is a shortage of supplies, prices rise
and thus stimulate production and discourage consumption. If there
is an overabundance, prices fall, production diminishes, and con
sumption increases.

American capitalism can be described as an economic system
having a highly developed machine technique. It is a system that is
the property of individuals or corporations and in which production
of goods is, in general, owned privately rather than publicly. The
owner of the capital, or the man who can induce others to trust
their capital to him, receives his power from our legal system to
exercise a wide measure of freedom in deciding what shall be
produced and how. Labor control is exercised through the wage
system. 17

Silverman reported that the essential features of American
capitalism are the following: private property in production goods,
free enterprise and competition, the wage system, control through
price, and private profits. Capitalism is based on machine technique
and quantity production, and its problems must be worked out
without surrendering any untold advantages of the machine. The
machine technique, or the extensive use of capital goods, is not
unique to capitalism; the communists of Soviet Union have also
directed much of their efforts to mechanization of their industries.

Though the machine is a relatively new item, it is the lineal
descendant of that long line of tools and implements that have
helped man since those primitive times when he was first learning
to form a spear. Tools and weapons have almost always belonged
to the men who used them. Producers' goods, or capital goods (the
means of production) have been privately owned from a time long
before the beginning of recorded history. Therefore since the owner,
by virtue of his ownership, is in a position to dominate the pro
ductive process, ownership of producers' goods is perhaps the most
fundamental means of organizing and controlling production of
income.

"Free private enterprise" is a system under which property
owners and their agents are free to carryon whatever enterprise
they choose and in whatever manner they desire, subject only to
the limitations imposed by the law. Under this system industry
takes its shape and produces the kind and amount of goods it does
because of the decisions of millions of independent persons, each
acting primarily in what he conceives to be his own independent
interest or that of the organization for which he acts.

17Ibid., p. 21.
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Cole wrote that capitalism was not born, as a child is born,
at any precise moment of time. It did not come into existence at any
definite period; rather it grew gradually out of the capitalistic ele
ments which had existed in previous stages of economic develop
ment. There were many capitalistic features in the economic life of
the Middle Ages. Some writers refused to recognize the existence of
capitalism before the machine age which began towards the end of
the eighteenth century; they see capitalism, therefore, as a child
of the Industrial Revolution. The "domestic system," widespread
although not universal in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
was a development of earlier capitalistic qualities and was based
especially on the growth of the capitalist merchant. The advent of
power-driven machinery produced on a large scale enabled Capi
talism to spread directly from the sphere of commerce to that of
industrial production in a growing number of its branches. It is,
therefore, a matter of definition to state when the Age of Capitalism
actually began. What can be said with assurance is that Merchant
Capitalism rose to a position of economic predominance in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, while Industrial Capitalism
rose later, in the nineteenth. 1 l;

Friedman (1962) wrote that the development of capitalism
has been accompanied by a major reduction in the extent to which
particular religious, racial, and social groups have operated under
handicaps. Substitution of contract for status arrangements was
the first step toward the freeing of serfs in the Middle Ages. Despite
official persecution the preservation of Jews through the Middle
Ages was possible because of the existence of a market sector where
they were able to function and maintain themselves. Friedman felt
that the Puritans and Quakers migrated to the new world primarily
because they could accumulate the funds necessary in the market
despite disabilities imposed on them in other aspects of life.

A maintenance of general rules of private property and of
capitalism has also been a major means of opportunity for Negroes
and has permitted them to make greater progress than they could
have made otherwise. Friedman believed that discrimination in any
society can be found most frequently in the areas that are most
monopolistic in character and that discrimination against groups of
a particular color or religion is found least commonly in areas of the
greatest freedom of competition. Friedman mentioned the following
paradox of experience:

I"G. D. H. Co]£', What Marx Really Meant (London: Camelot Press
Ltd., 1934), p. 46.
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It is precisely the minority groups that have frequently furnished the
most vocal and most numerous advocates of fundamental alterations
in a capitalist society. They have tended to attribute to capitalism the
residual restrictions to be as small as they are . . . the purchaser of
bread does not know whether it was made from wheat grown by a white
man or a Negro, by a Christian or a Jew. In consequence the producer
of wheat is in a position to use resources as effectively as he can,
regardless of what the attitudes of the community may be toward the
color, the religion, or other characteristics of the people he hires ...
more important, there is an economic incentive in a free market
to separate economic efficiency from other characteristics of the
individuaI.19

The basic distinction between capitalism and socialism rests
upon the extent of economic control by the state. A purely capitalist
state may do little more than protect the rights of individual prop
erty owners and workers. But a socialist state typically owns all or
most of the productive property and controls not only the allocation
of economic resources among the various sectors of production, but
the consumption and investment as well. A socialist state also
typically controls the distribution of its resulting produce among
individuals. :.'0

Private ownership implies a legal system which not only pro
tects private property but also defines individual rights. If individ
uals are to utilize their property effectively, they must be reason
ably knowledgeable about their rights that will be protected.:.' 1

Fishman and Fishman stated that in a capitalist system the
means of production are privately owned and the owners are able
to decide how they shall be used. It is assumed that the owners'
decisions will be directed toward maximizing their personal gain.
Workers are free but, being without equipment, they can work only
when they can find employment. They can, however, move from one
employer to another. The use of large quantities of capital goods in
production is also characteristic of, but not peculiar to, capitalism.
Socialists have been equally interested in industrial methods of
production involving the use of large quantities of capital goods.

The terms capitalism and socialism denote a polarized classifi
cation of economic systems. At the socialist pole are systems in
which power over the means of production is concentrated in the
state; while the capitalist pole consists of systems in which power

IVFriedman, op. cit.. p. 109.
20Betty G. Fishman and Lpo Fishman. The American Economv

(Princeton. New Jersey: D. Van Nostrand Company. Inc., 1962), p. 764.
~llbid., p. 766.
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over the means of production is diffused among many owners of
property and land and, at least to some extent, among many
workers as well. ':!:!

One of the strongest claims made for capitalism was that it
provided a vehicle for rapid changes and reorganizations of eco
nomics which, in turn, led to a marked increase in man's average
income and his general standard of living.:!:l Behind all these
changes may be a subdued feeling that rapid increase in the output
of goods and services is of less importance now than in the days of
mass poverty. There is still enough poverty to maintain an interest
in production, but broad social considerations have come back into
play to reduce inequalities of welfare and the risks of economic life
for the poorer classes. Capitalist ideology still serves to place some
restrictions on the proportion of economic resources devoted to the
production of goods and services and more appropriately provided
by government than by private enterprise. But capitalism in its
purer fonn may already have served its purpose in the dynamic
capitalist countries.

Miller asserted that those who believe that mid-twentieth
century capitalism, \\lith its flexibility and sensitivity, has value in
North America hould become emotionally inspired with this con
viction, should point out its value, and contrast it with the dis
advantages of communi m. Miller believes that we should encourage
others to adopt the underlying principle of freedom of opportunity
for all and to work it out as their various circumstances permit.
Capitalism in America today is not the capitalism of our forefathers;
and the system's inherent flexibility and sensitivity will allow it to
adjust and readjust itself continuously to new social needs - while
at the same time preserving its basic freedom of opportunity.:!4

\Vess wrote the following comparison of socialism, communism,
and capitalism:

Socialism and communism - like all forms of dictatorship - are frozen
societies. The Nazis believed that they had achieved a society which
would last a thousand years. The Communists believe the same. They
believe that they have a system which is the ultimate in perfection
and which will last forever. None of these systems tolerates any authen
tic change. Since change is the only constant in life, these systems
must ultimately collapse or wither.
Capitalism, on the other hand, is a way of life which has in it
the inherent ingredients of growth and change. Capitalism adjusts to

22Ibid., p. 765.
23Ibid.. p. 784.
2! tiller, op. cit., p. 8.
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changing times and changing conditions. Because of its fundamental
principles, capitalism makes possible peaceful resolutions like the
change in the pattern of income distribution.~5

According to Miller,26 the essential ingredient of today's
American capitalism is that of business responsibility and human
or public relations. Miller considered this discovery (that business
can function and still be friendly, and that goods can be honestly
made, distributed, and sold to the consumer at a fair profit) as one
of the greatest developments of the genius of America in the field of
economics. The extent to which these ideas go beyond any legal
requirements is reflected in the emphasis which today's indus
trialist places on the brand name he gives his products. He holds
out his brand as a hallmark of his product's integrity and as one
worthy of a certain quality and suitable price; each item is pre
sumably designed to support the brand's reputation. American
businessmen have learned that when they set prices at a low enough
level to allow more people to buy their products, the resulting in
crease in the market for most goods returns an increased total
profit. The new income of the additional workers needed for the
increased production increases, in tum, the market potential. Their
wages reflect a sharing of the cost savings from increasing produc
tivity and enable workers to purchase goods which, in their grand
parent's day, would have been the privilege only of the wealthy.

Present-day responsible American Capitalism looks upon community
and civic projects as something in which it should take an active
part. This was an uncommon practice three decades ago. Today an in
creasing number of American businesses recognize that the employee
who takes an interest in community development during his off-duty
hours - and sometimes during working hours as well- can perform
a service not only for himself and his company, but for democracy itself.
This same thinking prompts business leaders to accept the call of the
government to fill responsible posts despite the financial sacrifice to
themselves and the loss of their leadership to their companies.27

Colonel Richard P. Crenshaw, Jr., a member of the Bar who
has long been familiar with national and international affairs, sent
the following correspondence to Raymond Miller regarding the
value of the new capitalism:
The competitive North American free enterprise system (modern
capitalism) is absolutely indispensable to human freedom and the in-

25Harold B. Wess, "We Can't Have Freedom Without Capitalism,"
Human Events. XVIII (November 19,1958). p. 40.

~f1Miller, op. cit., p. 40.
27Ibid., p. 41.
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evitable future world-wide system, since no other system both (l) gives
the individual full incentive to work and thus throw off the bondage of
want, and (2) splits up economic and thus political power and pre
vents its concentration hy providing many bosses and alternatives in
stead of (as in the Soviet) only one. A man given too much power will
always abuse it and competitive free enterprise alone sees that no one
man gets too much pO\ver.~

Henry Ford's deci. ion to pay five dollars a day without raising
the price of his car proved that the wage fund and the other pre
conceptions of British economics had little to do with industrial
realities in a dynamic world. Although Ford's OWn admini trative
assistants and stockholders protested that "the crazy scheme will
wreck the company," it had quite the opposite effect. According to
Carl Snyder, the "crazy cherne" increased the output of the given
machinery by some twenty per cent. By virtue of its "leverage" on
worker attitude, the higher wage therefore paid for itself.

The social dividend were tremendous: with a five dollar wage
a Ford worker could afford to get rid of his bicyde and make an
investment in a "Tin Lizzy" of his own. Consumer capitalism had
arrived, and with Ford'. action 1914 became one of the most crucial
years in the history of capitalism.

It was Henry Ford" pioneering that first permitted a de
parture from the idea that the cost of production must be covered
on the 'ale of every unit as it left the factory, regardless of what
"standard volume" was assumed to be. The money incentive for
integration came to dominate the Ford organization in Henry Ford's
later life. Elton Mayo later indicated, in his famous Hawthorne ex
periment, that human being work best when they are interested in
what they are doing. They often do better work for less money if
their jobs offer variety, if there is a re-invigorating change of pace,
or if -like soldiers in a platoon - they don't want to let each other
down.:!!J

Ayers described capitalism as a power system:
In designating our society as capitalistic, we are referring explicitly
to its institutional aspect. In thinking of capitalism we assume the
existence of the industrial system which is the technological aspect
of the same society. That is what capitalists exercise power over.30

In speaking of our whole society as capitalistic, we also give expres
sion to the commOn belief that we owe the existence of the industrial

'2 Qlbid.
'2!lE. H. Carr, The Tll'enty Year Crisis (London: Macmillan and Com

pany, 1956). p. 202.
30AYl'rs, op. cit., p. 120.
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system as well as the development of its present level of high pro
ductive efficiency to the acquisition and exercise of money power by
capitalists, not by plutocrats. A "plutocrat" is one who possesses
and exercises money power, whether for good or bad - the impli
cation being that it is for bad. A "capitalist" is one who by virtue
of his possession and exercise of money power is believed to be an
agent of industrial progress.

Dr. Tojurs Murai, Chief Editorial Writer of the Hokkahu
Shimbun, and a lecturer at Toyama University and Kanazawa
Women's College in Japan was interested in finding out if American
capitalism was still of the exploitive type. Dr. Francis Brown of the
American Council on Education arranged for him to spend a few
days at Harvard Business School in 1956. They provided many
other contacts for Dr. Murai, including John Kenneth Galbraith,
Professor of Economics at Harvard, with whom he developed a
warm and close friendship.31 Dr. ~,lurai's definition of capitalism is
included in the following round-table discussion which he had with
other educators upon his return to Japan.

"Capitalism is Already Exceeding Itself"
[Preface] ... Capitalism is difficult to understand tmless it is

understood as something dynamic and different from what Marx de
fined. Particularly in the changing American society, it appears that a
firm, new trend is being worked out by management executives, labor
union leaders, and a number of leading scholars ...

[ Kobayashi] . . . If there is indeed something new in American
capitalism, the big question is how to adapt it and use it in Japan. I
would like all of you to give us your opinion with this background in
mind. First of all, I shall call on Mr. Murai, in order to have him indi
cate the direction in which we should take our discussion.

[Murai] ... I was first struck by his [Mr. Raymond W.
Miller's] contention of the dynamic na.ture of American capitalism.
The question is, of course, practically speaking, how did capitalism come
to take a course different from that prescribed by Marx? Well, it seems
to me that, first of all, in regard to labor, capital, management - all
these important production factors in the capitalistic structure - an
attitude of, what shall I say, a kind of social responsibility has been
very strongly developed.

Specifically, capital, for instance, is not looked upon as one form
of the right of absolute possession by an individual. It is looked upon
as a wealth shared by society as a whole. Of course the starting point
was the formation of an organization through which the individual would
seek to gain profits. But as this concept progressed, it was looked upon
simply as one factor within a common society. The main factor then

~lMilIer, op. cit.. p. 44.
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came to be regarded as a whole. Management, for instance, in its rela
tions with labor, came to look upon its ultimate aim as that of dealing
with good citizens. I felt that America is proceeding and will proceed
in that general direction. That is what will make capitalism dynamic,
I feel.3:?

Laissez·faire
Laissez-Faire - Economic system characterized by minimum gov

ernment action and maximum reliance on production by profit-seeking
organizations, restrained only by competition and the price mechanism.:!:!

Mussey and Donnan described laissez-faire as a feature of
capitalism, as the non-interference of government with industry. A
complete laissez-faire economy is a scheme in which enterprisers are
free to follow their own desires and make their own choices, and in
which industry is controlled solely by economic forces such as prices
and profits rather than by government regulation. This complete
system has never actually existed and is, in fact, scarcely con·
ceivable. When the laissez-faire policy is spoken of as a charac
teristic of capitalism, it is done with many reservations. 34

The tenn laissez-faire was adopted from the French econo
mists of the time of Louis XVI. It referred quite explicitly to the
policy to which the ideas of cla sical political economy gave support
and in which they found expres ion.

This policy was the direct opposite of that of mercantilist
planning. A decline in the restrictive mercantilist policy came in the
eighteenth century as a result of the decay of the guilds' regulation
of industry and commerce.::" A reaction took place against mercan·
tilism - this reaction wa the rule of free competition in which any
attempt at public intervention was considered hannful. In the
doctrine of "laissez-faire," what was good for the individual was
proclaimed to be good for everybody; therefore, the impediments
to the full operation of the natural law were removed and private
enterprise was allowed to have free play.

This policy of non-interference was soon reflected in the legis
lation of the period, where it also facilitated the application of the
new industrial methods. These innovations were of several kinds;
Silverman listed four:

1. There were the discoveries of new resources such as ore supplies
at home, and of new foods.

3:?lbid.. p. 45.
33Fels, op. cit.
34Mussey and Donnan. op. cit., p. 15.
3~Silverman. op. cit., p. 355.
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2. There were the inventions of new processes so characteristic of
the period: the development of the steam engine, the mild steel
process, the flying shuttle and the power loom; in agriculture,
scientific fertilization.

3. There was great progress in transport, without which the mechani
cal inventions could not have been so fully extended.

4. Important changes occurred in the country's economic structure.3r.

If the nation's economy was to be freed from all the regula~

tions which had been set up in earlier generations to secure the
wealth and power of Great Britain, Ayers asked by what it would
then be guided. The whole theory of enlightened self-interest and the
self-regulating market was the answer.:17 The central idea of laissez
faire was introduced to all trade from the restrictive regulations of
the monopolistic trading companies.

It was not considered a coincidence that the Wealth of Nations
and the Declaration of Independence appeared in the same year. It
was, in fact, the American Revolution that brought a general revolt
against mercantilism to a head and made Adam Smith's book a
bestseller. His book became the last word in the argument against
this now generally hated system of mercantilism.:l R

The ideas expressed by Adam Smith in his text constituted
his philosophy of laissez-faire. He believed that people should be
free to engage in production, that if people wanted a certain kind
of goods and could obtain them, they hould be allowed to produce
what was wanted. He thought freedom of enterprise would result in
the use of natural resources, machinery, and labor for the production
of goods and services that the people wanted. Smith argued that
government should leave business largely free to control itself. Ac
cording to his concerns of laissez-faire, government should do little
in the way of fixing minimum wages, passing laws for the regulation
of working conditions, and/or for controlling competition. 39

During the nineteenth century the world had become a rather
well-knit, integrated economic organization. The world economic
forces were dependent largely upon the industrial countries of
northwestern Europe and with London as the dominant commercial
and financial center. Hansen reported that these forces were based
on international division of labor, and that trade among nations

3r.lbid.. p. 10.
3jAyres. op. cit., p. 32.
38Ibid., p. 31.
3~Dodd, op. cit .. p. 35.
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was a direct consequence of the uneven distributions of technology,
natural, and human resources. 40

Belief in the philosophy of laissez-faire set in motion the
trading machinery of these times. While there was occasional and
sporadic government action in respect to international economic
relations, such action was not yet motivated by any conviction of
inherent weaknesses in this system. The role of government in inter
national trade was one which attempted to remedy flaws in the
system. In participating in such a system, the specific tasks of the
state were the maintenance of defense, the enforcements of con
tracts, and the establishment and maintenance of stable currency.

This doctrine of laissez-faire, which dominated economic
thought of the nineteenth century, considered the state and political
system as somewhat separate and distinct from the economic sys
tem. Economic activity was considered to be the function of private
enterprise, not to be interfered with nor handicapped by the limited
activities to be carried on by the state. Theories concerning inter
national economic affairs were merely extensions of reasoning about
other economic activities. Private ownership and enterprise were
taken for granted, and international trade was assumed to be the
province of individuals motivated by the desire for profit. 41

Hickman discussed the consequences of cooperating in an
international trading mechanism within the framework of laissez
faire. He stated that the acceptance of the benefits of expanding
world trade carried with it an obligation of each nation to accept
and tolerate, in its own internal economy, the adjustments made
necessary by its participation in a world economy. If movements of
prices or improvements in methods of production brought sufficient
changes in cost for the development of new sources of supply for
international commodities, nations which formerly supplied such
goods were expected to accept such circumstances as the inevitable
result of a well functioning world economy. Resistance to such
change by means of export subsidy, protective tariff, or other re
straining devices was considered to be distinctly in violation of the
rules of the game. 12

In the nineteenth century the United States, under this eco
nomic system, accepted a principle that is usually attributed to the

10A. H. Hansen, "International Economic Relations," Report on the
Economic Stabilization in an Unbalanced World (New York: Harcourt,
Brace, and Company, 1932), p. 103.

·11 Herbert Feis, The Changing Pattern of International Economic
Affairs ( ew York: Harper & Brothers, 1940), p. 1.

'/2C. Addison Hickman, World Economic Problems (New York: Pitman
Publishing Corporation, 1947), p. 92.
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words of Jefferson: "That government is best that governs least."
The least amount of government did not mean no government. Be
sides such duties as maintaining law and order and providing for
national defense, the government performed limited functions
essential to the proper operation of the price system. It provided
legal forms for business organization - corporations, partnerships,
single proprietorships. It enforced contracts, adopted laws designed
to foster competition, maintained the currency system, and regu
lated the banks. To finance its legitimate functions, it was necessary
to impose taxes which interfered with private business. Such activi
ties as listed above were considered in keeping with the principles
of laissez-faire, free enterprise, and the price system. 4::l

However, the government departed from these principles in
order to encourage economic progress. To develop its great pro
ductive potential, the country in the nineteenth century needed
cheap transportation; therefore, governments at all levels subsidized
railroad building. The federal government also maintained a patent
system to confer monopoly power for a limited time to inventors as
a means of stimulating technological advance.

The chief source of revenue for the federal government was its
tariff. But the tariff was used not only for revenue but to protect
American producers from foreign competition as well. Tariff pro
tection helped the iron and steel industry grow more rapidly than
it could have in the face of unrestricted competition from British
producers. The United States can be said to have had laissez·faire
in the nineteenth century, therefore, only in the sense that inter
ferences with the price system were small compared to the wide
scope which was allowed at that time for unrestricted free enter
prise and for the extensive regulative action of today. 4l

John Stuart Mill, in discussing the economic system of laissez
faire, argued in favor of government intervention in the following
cases as quoted by William A. Scott, in his book, Development of
Economics.

(1) Education. The general rule that the consumer is a competent
judge of commodities does not always apply in this case. The
very fact that he lacks education may unfit him to judge of its
value to him. "Education" said Mill, "therefore, is one of those
things which it is admissible in principle that a goverrunent should
provide for the people. The case is one to which the reasons of
the non-interference principle do not necessarily or universally
extend.

43Fcls, op. cit., p. 48.
oHlbid., p. 49.
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(2) Persons exercising power over others. Government should inter
vene for the protection of children and other young persons and
the lower animals.

(3) Contracts in perpetuity. The practical maximum of leaving con
tracts free, is not applicable without great limitations in case of
engagements in perpetuity.

(4) Delegated management. Under this head Mill compared govern
ment of enterprises with that of joint-stock companies, and con
cluded that both are admissible, the former in cases of monopoly
particularly, the latter - under government control- in most
other cases.

(5) To give effect to the wishes of persons interested, as for example,
the regulation of the hours of labor and the disposal of colonial
lands.

(6) Care of the poor.
(7) Colonization, involving consequences to the interests of the nation

or of posterity, for which society in its collective capacity is alone
able, and alone bound, to provide.

(8) In default of private agency. Things in the general interest which
principle private agencies should care for and which it is their
interest to care for, should be undertaken by government if these
private agencies default.45

Fels noted the paradox that laissez-faire and the gold standard
grew together. Laissez-faire implied that prices were free to fluc
tuate according to supply and demand; the gold standard implied
the existence of a fixed price for the commodity that underlies the
entire monetary system. The "hey day" of the gold standard came
at approximately the same time as the "hey day" of laissez-faire.
Those Americans who most deplored the temporary departure from
the gold standard in 1933 were the very ones who most deplored
the departures of the New Deal from free markets. They are the
ones who nowadays urge that the United States restore full gold
convertibility and who generally fight against price fixing in any
other market. Believers in free markets contend that money with
a stable value is vital in order that free prices can do their job of
guiding economic activity. "What a dollar can buy in any particular
market must be free to vary as conditions change, but what a dollar
can buy on the average in all markets must be stable." 4 "

During the last fifty years - especially the last twenty-five 
there has been an increasing amount of government regulation of

45William A. Scott, Development of Economics (New York: The Cen
tury Company, 1933), p. 183.

4GFels, op. cit., p. 211.
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business affairs. The old idea of freedom of enterprise and competi
tion has had to be greatly modified. 4 ..

In the United States, the shift from the predominantly free
enterprise, or laissez-faire economy of the nineteenth century, to
the mixed economy of the twentieth century has been accompanied
by a decline in the power of capitalists and a rise in the power of
labor leaders. This shift raised the question of whether our system
was possibly evolving into a laboristic economy, one with its power
being concentrated in the hands of labor leaders. 48

Keynesianism
Ayres (1952) wrote that many economists believe economics

has entered a new era, as distinct from what has gone before, as the
classical tradition inaugurated by Adam Smith was from the mer
cantilism of preceding centuries. Many believe that the new era
was heralded by the publication in 1936 of The General Theory of
Employment, Interest and Money (by another great British econo
mist). No book since The Wealth of Nations has keynoted so im
portant a change in the direction of economic thinking as this book
has. Also significant is the date of the book's publication. Keynes'
General Theory, appearing in the middle of the depression, bears
as close a relation to those difficult times as The Wealth of Nations
did to the economic situation in 1776.

John Maynard Keynes was born in the same year that Karl
Marx died. He has been one of the mo t influential writers of this
century; indeed, few men have had or are having more effect on
government action than he. Keynes was horn in 1883, the son of
Florence Ads Brown and John eville Keynes. His father was a
well-known teacher of political economy and a man of considerable,
inherited wealth. He was raised in an intelligent, English, com
mercial middle class, an environment which has given many great
men to its country and to the world. His outlook remained essen
tially that of the utilitarian, scientific, non-conformists from whom
he came.

Keynes worked in government service and teaching. He was
one of the English experts during the negotiation of the treaty of
Versailles - it was in that position that he first moved from aca·
demic distinction to public fame.

With the publication of his hook The Economic Consequences
of the Peace in 1919, Keynes established himself as the world's
most famous living economist. His hostile attack, which gave the

'liDodd, op. cit .. p. 35.
4~F('ls, op. cit., p. 137.
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Versailles Treaty the bad name it has retained to this day, paved
the way for later reductions of the absurdly great reparations the
Allies had imposed on defeated Germany.

In 1936 his book The General Theory of Employment, In
terest, and },loney was published in order to expound the Keynesian
System. Its text is difficult to comprehend: the book is disorganized
and complicated and is written with a special, tricky terminology.
The real obstacle in explaining his works is deciding what Keynes'
system actually was. Every competent economist uses his income
approach for analysis and forecasting, even though that approach
has to be supplemented by a good deal more material. Keynes can
be misunderstood very ea ily. Wright wrote that
when Keynes took twenty-four chapters to explain his system, he thought
that it was a job requiring 24 chapters; that when he put in qualifications
it was because he thought they were needed; and that when he put
apparently contradictory chapters into the same book, it was for the
purpose of having them read together.{(l

Keynes wa editor of the Economic Journal from 1911 to 1944.
He continued to achieve ever-increasing power and influence in
World War II. In 1942 Lord Keynes was granted a title by the
British government, thereby being elevated to nobility as Baron
Keynes of Tildon.

His death, shortly after the war ended, wa believed by many
to be largely the result of his overwork and exhaustion during the
war.

Keynes was the prophet of "state capitalism" - that phase
of capitalism in which the tate must intervene to keep the economy
going. His advocacy of state intervention in the economy did not
make Keynes a socialist, as some "die-hard" laissez-faire adherents
charged. On the contrary, Keynes had no use for socialism. He
championed private enterprise, but at the same time he opposed
laissez-faire. Keynes recognized that in his time private enterprise
needed state intervention and support in order to survive: whereas,
the classical economists had argued that the state must keep "hand.
off" the economy in order to give free reign to private enterprise.
His ideal was an economic system of private enterprise run for
profit, but with the state responsible for maintaining its stability and
full employment. Even as 150 years earlier Adam Smith had been
the prophet of laissez-faire capitalism, so Keynes was hailed as a
prophet by "New Dealers" and other non-socialistic advocates of

1"David McCord \Vright. The Keyne~ialJ System ( f'W York: Ford
ham Univf'rsity Press, 1961), p. x.
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national economic planning. They detected in his theories a justifi
cation for their respective systems of intervention in the economy
of the nation.'iO

Taylor (1960) viewed this economic system as follows:

The Keynesian prescription is: adjust the impacts of the government's
finances, taxes, borrowing, and spendings upon the total income
flow in the economy, as required to keep the latter at all times just
sufficient to ensure equality of total demand with total supply or the
national output of all goods and services, under conditions of approxi
mately full employment of the labor force and resources and equipment
of the national economy. If the income-flow is threatening to contract or
fail to grow in step with the growth of output under full employment,
let the government reduce taxes and/or increase puhlic spending, add
more through spending to the incomes of the people than it takes away
through taxes, and thus increase the total flow of income and spending
or demand in the system to match the growth of output, and keep the
price level stahle. And if or when, on the contrary, the income-flow
threatens to grow faster than the full employment output and cause in
flation or a rising price level, let the government reduce its spending
and/or increase its tax rates, take more through the latter out of the
income-flow ... to equality with that of output, and so again stabilize
the price level.
But it is not so easy in practice for a democratic government dealing
with the kind of economic system and society and interest pressure
groups that typically exist today, to carry out that prescription
effectively in both directions as occasions require.... There is here a
real dilemma that has not been resolved thus far. 51

The large number of unemployed wa a serious problem which
tormented the world in the 1930's. Keynes was determined to find
the reason for this unemployment; he sought first the reason that
our economy had ceased to grow. Growth has always been a key
stone to thp life of capitalism - bringing with it all the benefits of
a higher living standard while at the same time keeping the system
fully employed and dynamic,;;~

Keynes was not the only economist who proposed remedies
for depression, nor is his suggested remedy - government invest
ment - the only device we have for combating an economic slump.
Keynes suspected that interruptions to investment were likely to
occur from time to time, and that they were the reason capitalism
had grown in leaps and bounds rather than evenly. What troubled

:;OAnstol Murad, lVltaf Keynes Really l.feans (Npw Havpn, Connecti
cut: United Printing Servicl'-, Inc., 1962), p. 18.

,-olOvNton A. Taylor, A Hitdory of Eronomic Thought (New York:
McGraw-Hili Book Company, Inc., 1960), p. 507.

r'~SI('singer and Arcllf'r, op. cit .. p. 47.
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him was that each investment slowdown extracted a great price
from economy; when investment faltered, unemployment grew.
Keynes suggested that private investment be supported by a form
of investment that would not be deterred by the pitfal1s facing
private risk takers. He believed government investment could be
the great stabilizer for capitalism.

The outstanding factor now is that the government is not a
passive onlooker who anxiously hopes that all will turn out all right.
In modern capitalism the government stands by, ready and pre
pared to help when necessary, realizing its responsibility to aid and
preserve our economic health by positive action.

The great depression caused serious concern to the whole
Western community, confronting Western society with a state of
motionless poverty. For the first time doubts began to be felt. For
the first time students of economics, professional and semi-profes
sional, began to question the adequacy of the law of "supply and
demand," and a considerable amount of economic heterodoxy (now
called the "new economics") began to appear. It was during this
period that Keynes published his General Theory. This writing has
done more than any other single work to establish "the new eco
nomics" as a permanent trend and as a set of ideas worthy to be
dealt with in the future. 53

The depression provided the spectacle of great numbers of people
in complete destitution. It also showed vast sums of money lying idle.
At the same time industry was seen to be operating at an appallingly
low level of production with many plants shut down completely, and
virtually all the rest working only part time. Both were due to unem
ployment and in both cases the unemployment was due to the low level
of industrial operations. But to what was the low level of industrial
operations due?

As the depression deepened, and neither the army of the unemployed
nor the vast hoard of uninvested funds seemed to provide the incentive
that was needed for a renewal of production, it became more and more
evident that industry was prostrated because businessmen who managed
it were unable to sell the goods that it produced, and agriculture was
prostrated because farmers were likewise unable to sell the goods they
were unable to stop producing; and in both cases they were unable to sell
because, with something like one-fifth of the people unemployed, the
community was unable to buy.;;'

This quotation shows that inequality of wealth and poverty
was not the key to progress, as economists had believed it to be up

f,3Ayres, op. cit., p. 132.
~-llbid., p. 133.
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to that time, but was rather its direct opposite - an almost fatal
depressant. "The one luxury the rich cannot afford is the poverty of
the poor.":)::>

But the problem of eliminating unemployment still remained.
The traditional "classical" weapons against unemployment are said
to be monetary policy and wage cutting. The forceful impact Keynes
has had on economics lies in his success in casting doubt on the
efficacy of such policy measures, and in his suggesting instead that
the government practice deficit financing by spending on public
works.

Keynes' predecessors did not ignore the need for compensatory
public works expenditures, nor did they advocate wage cutting as a
cure for unemployment. Keynes' influence on the analysis of these
questions was one of degree, not of kind; the surge of Keynesian
economics was to strengthen the case for public works and to place
the burden of proof on anyone who would propose to remedy un
employment by manipulating the wage rate.,,6

According to Seymour Harris, one of the early American
Keynesians, Keynes approved of the New Deal's monetary ex
pansion and reduced rates of interest, its program to raise farm
incomes, its encouragement of collective bargaining, its high tax
progression, and its relief projects. Keynes also warned President
F. D. Roosevelt that mere pump-priming was not enough to ward
off depre,sion. The government must sustain an increased invest
ment in durable goods such as housing, public utilities, and trans
port through a long period of time to keep the economy growing.

Keynes stated that high wages could not in themselves be the
cause of unemployment since they are part of the consumption
power that keeps other people at work. Unemployment, as he
argued, must come because some money leaks out of the system.
Production caused the money to be put in the consumption
investment system in the first place to be spent on consumption, or
to be invested. Therefore investment can do two things: it can
either put new consumer-producers to work, or it can make old
employees more productive on their jobs. There will be no failure
of demand whether the money flows into consumption or investment.

In the United States little is said about the first possible
effect of investment - enlarging productive capacity. Technological
progress is wanted as the creator of investment opportunities, and

;,filbid.
;,0; t. Blaug. Economic Theory in Retrospect. (Homewood. Illinois:

Richard D. Irwin. Inc, 1962). p. 593,
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investment is wanted because it generates income and creates em
ployment. It is wanted for its multiplier effect.;; 7

Keynes argued that government spending (or "investment")
could have a "multiplier" effect on the economy which might, under
ideal circumstances, pay for itself. Money spent by government to
put men to work on roads, public monuments, cleaning up the
forests, or building big dams would turn up partly as consumption
and partly as savings. The exact division would be in accordance
with the "marginal propensity to consume." (In the case of pre
viously unemployed men, the propensity to consume would be
strong.) The new consumption money would circulate in the eco
nomy, "leaking" a little into savings with each turn of the spending
cycle.

To determine in advance just what will happen throughout the
economy when the government spends money poses a more difficult
problem. Keynes himself made no effort to provide the actual sta
tistical underpinning for his system. His "multiplier" might work,
but it might also be cancelled if government spending should hap
pen to have adverse effects on investment generally.

Keynes thought of "government investment" as merely "some
thing extra," an emergency flywheel which, running concurrently
with other wheels, would keep the whole machine spinning. Govern
ment spending is channeled into what Isabel Paterson calls a "dead
end appliance." It leads to consumption, but it contributes nothing
to the common stock for future consumption.

"The level of employment depends on past expectations still
working themselves out, and present expectations just acted upon.
But the General Theory is relatively silent on what 'Keynesianism'
does to 'trade out' diversified future investment for an inefficient
and unimaginative deployment of funds in the present.";;s

Burns wrote that when J. M. Keynes "discovered" that
savings and investing are not done by the same people, he was not
merely concerned \vith identifying the savers and investors. He was
concerned, rather, with the important fact that saving does not
necessarily result in investing. One of the major "discoveries" of
the depression was that of the enormous discrepancy which some
times occurred between investment and saving.

Keynes' Gennal Theory was the most important single factor
in shifting the emphasis of economic theory from prices to incomes.
Keynes reasoned that a nation's income consisted of two great

S7Evs~y D. Domar, Essays in the Theory of Economic Groldh (New
York: Oxford Cniversity l'rpss. Inc. 1957), p. 107.

~"Chamberlain. op. cit .. p. 205.
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classes of expenditure, first on consumer goods, second on invest
ment goods.

Next he argued that aggregate consumer spending depended
mainly on the amount of aggregate income, while investment ex
penditures were not tied down to any category of receipts but
depended instead mainly on the state of business sentiment. He
showed that if variations in consumer spending of a given level of
income are provisionally neglected, several conclusions of great
importance immediately follow.

" (1) Consumer spending can respond to changes of income
but cannot initiate them.

(2) National income - or its correlative, the volume of em·
ployment - cannot increase unless investment increases nor de
crease unless investment decreases.

(3) Since investment depends on business confidence, which
is notoriously unstable, our economic system is liable to wide fluctu
ations.

(4) Since "far-reaching change in the psychology of invest
ment markets" cannot be expected, "the duty of ordering the cor
rect volume of investment cannot safely be left in private hands."59

Keynes' economic theory provided a different view on the
subject of industrial fluctuations. In order that full employment be
maintained (using the Keynesian approach), it is necessary that
the effective demand for goods and services should be sufficient to
absorb all the output of the economic system. fill The total costs of
industry and commerce must be covered by the income of industry
and commerce. Since all costs consist in the final analysis of pay
ments to individuals, all the income received by individuals must
be returned into the system.

The individual can use income for two purposes: spending or
saving. The money he spends goes back into the system directly in
the form of demand for goods and services, so no longer concerns
this argument. The income which he saves is, in effect, held back
from immediate circulation and is either hoarded or is put into the
hands of some agency (such as a bank or an insurance company) to
keep for him. In the latter case the money is available for loan to
firms or individuals, and much of it goes for the purchase of capital
goods (such as machinery and factory goods).

When individual incomes are saved and investment follows
there is no problem, but when saving is not translated into invest-

5"Slpsinger and Archer, op. cit., p. 146.
oOSilvennan, op. cit .. p. 267.
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ment the demand for goods is insufficient to cover all that is being
produced. Output must therefore be reduced, and unemployment
results.

This approach to the problem emphasizes the necessity for
equality between saving and investment. In practice these functions
are performed by different groups of persons, and it would only be
accidental if the result of their respective decisions to save and to
invest should involve equal amounts of money. Usually the trend
has been that the amount of money that people decide to save tends
to be in excess of the volume required for the maintenance of plant
and the provision for normal development and expansion. It is only
in times of very rapid technical change (such as during the greater
part of the nineteenth century when great technical advances were
taking place) that investment must necessarily equal savings.
During the recent period between World Wars, savings at times
exceeded investment and had adverse effects on emplOyment.

The question asked by Silverman arises: what happens when,
under conditions of unemployment resulting from this deficiency
of investment, an increase of investment takes place? Silverman
answered his own question: "The increased demand for capital goods
is followed by greater employment in the capital goods industries.
This i follo\ved by a larger demand for consumer goods by further
employment in the can umer good industries." The operation of
the "multiplier effect" thus tend to spread throughout the
economy. I; 1

Keynes wanted to impre upon economists' minds the fact
that if planned saving and planned investment were different at the
beginning of a period they might be brought into equilibrium by
unemployment and a change in the level of income rather than by a
shift in the interest rate, as the earlier orthodox or classical eco
nomists had supposed. It was not. avings plans or investment plans
that Keynes thought were always equal but rather the results ob
tained by totaling the national accounts at the end of any space of
time. Genuine balancing in this process, he pointed out, may as well
be attained by changes in income as by changes in interest. 6 :.!

One of the most widespread errors resulting from an in
cautious reading of Keyne.' is the notion that without the existence
of money there could be no rate of interest. Although this mistake
is a very fundamental one, Wright showed how easily it may be
refuted.

1,IIbid., p. 268.
'-\\'right, op. cit., p. 40.
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Suppose a primitive island in which the main economic activity is
fishing. We may suppose that there has been no technical change for
some time and that the economy is pretty well adjusted. Now suppose
that some fisherman gets the idea that a new kind of hook would be
much more efficient and enable him to catch far more fish. But to
hammer out the new design would take, say, a month. Yet in the mean
time, let us suppose that he would have nothing to live on. What shall
our designer of a new type of hook do? The answer is clear. Persuade
someone else to lend him part of their fish during the period in which
he is making the new hook. In return, let us say, our man with the new
type of hook, promises to return to those who supported him while he
was working, twice, say, as many fish as those it took to keep him alive
during the time of hook making.n•1

The described transaction is a genuine case of interest, saving,
and investment - though no money has been used. The man who
supported the hook maker is a "saver;" the hook maker is an in
vestor. The ratio between the fish eaten and the fish returned, as a
result of the more productive process, is the rate of interest. Still
more in line with our analysis, the expectation of a greatly increased
yield of fish through the use of a more productive process is the
marginal efficiency of capital. It is clumsy, however, to figure out
rates of return without money, but the essentials of the process are
clearly visible.

Keynes has pointed out that the mere existence of a physically
productive plant is not enough in itself to explain the permanent
existence of a rate of interest. For if there were no further new
ideas or population growth and the process of investment and
competition were allowed to continue, the costs of making the new
machines would gradually rise; and the prices at which their pro
ducts could be sold would gradually fall. The net return over cost
from adding to plants or expanding operations, as well as the rate
of interest, would gradually falL However, all of these events depend
upon the assumption of a "frozen" economic system. Once one
assumes continued change, a rate of interest will persist indefinitely.
It is necessary, therefore, to consider whether either the assumption
of a frozen system or of continual change is ever justified. 64

The orthodox economists before Keynes had not been afraid
of long range unemployment, for they had thought that as "satura
tion" was reached profits and interest would automatically fall
while consumption would automatically rise. There would evidently
be a transfer of workers from investment to consumption, but no

r.31bid.. p. 43.
Mlbid.. p. 45.
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unemployment was expected. Keynes broke through these illusions
by showing that interest need not fall as profit prospects fell, and
that consumption need not rise as investment declined sufficiently
to maintain continuous, full employment. Keynes showed that an
unemployment stalemate seemed clearly possible, especially if price
and wage change were ruled out. f;:i

When John Maynard Keynes first invented the term "pro
pensity to consume," he laid down what is now known as Keynes'
law: When income rises people increase consumption by a smaller
amount than the increase in income. In other words, the marginal
propensity to consume is greater than zero but less than one. At
the same time, Keynes introduced the hypothesis that the marginal
propensity to consume is less than the average propensity, implying
that people consume a lower percentage, as well as a lower absolute
amount, out of a higher income. The exceptions to Keynes' law are
rare enough to disregard, but the hypothesis that the marginal pro
pensity is lower than the average has been verified only for the
short run. In the long run the evidence points in the opposite
direction: the percentage of income saved has shown some tendency
to fall. How to explain this apparent inconsistency has been a main
problem for research in recent years. f1 f1

Keynes believed that the level of employment was determined
by the interaction of the propen ity to consume and the inducement
to invest. A question an economist forecaster might ask first is what
level of gross national product (0 p:=:: consumption - investment

government spending) would give full employment. He might
then look at his "propensity to consume" schedule to see what the
levels of consumption would be at various outputs, and what the
multipliers might be. From those relations he would try to figure
out the flow of saving that would be attempted at the desired or
full employment output, and he would next ask whether the "in
ducement to invest" would be sufficient under expected conditions
to absorb this flow. This outlined procedure is followed today by
nearly all economists whether they call themselves Keynesian or
not. 67

The inducement to invest is shaped by the interaction of the
marginal efficiency of capital and the rate of interest. The marginal
efficiency of capital is a schedule or curve showing the rates of pro
spective profit expected for various amounts of current investment
under given conditions. There is also a long-run marginal efficiency

f15[bid., p. 10.
,;nFels, op. cit., p. 272.
G7[hid.. p. 273.
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of capital curve relating expected profit under fixed conditions to
the total capital stock. But it is the short-run curve which is most
important. Ii i>

Whatever the level of the rate of interest may be, the marginal
efficiency of capital on the last small amount of investment actually
being made must conform to the rate of interest. "For if men have
to pay 7 per cent on borrowed money but only expect to make 5
per cent on a new prospect they will not start the new prospect.
Other points on the marginal efficiency of capital curve may be
either above or below 7 per cent in our example, but the last bit of
investment actually being made must have an expected profit rate
exactly equal to the rate of interest." I;!!

Why is it that discrepancies between the actual level of eco
nomic activity and the potential maximum level occur? What de
termines the nature and the extent of these departures from the
potential maximum level of economic activity that cannot be attri
buted to seasonal or random factors?jll Most professional eco
nomists in this country now agree that the framework of ideas first
developed and presented by John ::\laynard Keynes in the 1930's,
and subsequently elaborated upon by others, is essential to an
adequate understanding of these problems.

The term "aggregate income" is often used in Keynesian
analysis as if it were virtually equivalent to gross national product.
Following this practice it may be said that consumption expendi
tures plus investment e.·penditures equal aggregate income. Using
Keynesian symbols, economists sometimes represent aggregate in
come by the equation C +- I = Y. The level of aggregate income is
the sum of all consumption expenditures. j 1

Income may be spent for goods which are to be consumed, or it
may be saved. Thus we may also say that consumption plus savings
equal aggregate income. Using Keynesian notation economists
represent aggregate income by the equation C I .5 = Y.

Fishman stated that there is a relationship between family
income and consumption and savings. The higher the level of family
income, the larger is the proportion saved and the smaller that is
spent for consumer goods of all types. Keynes pointed out that, all
other things remaining constant, the same is true with respect to
aggregate income: the larger an aggregate income is, the larger the
proportion which is saved and the smaller the proportion which is

fioWright. op. cit .. p. 37.
6·'/hld .. p. 38.
7oFishman. op. cit., p. 205.
7lIbid., p. 209.
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used for consumption expenditures. The relation of aggregate
saving to aggregate income may be referred to as the average savings

function and may be expressed symbolically as V. Similarly the

relation of aggregate consumption function, or alternately as
the average propensity to consume may be expressed symboli-

cally as Y-' The average savings function tends to rise as income

rises, while at the same time the average consumption function
tends to fall.

The following employment problem is presented by Wright as
it would appear to the sophisticated, modern Keynesian who has
assimilated into his thinking the lesson of post World War II ex
perience and criticism. From Keynes and from ordinary observation,
he will have received a great deal of skepticism as to the effective
ness of mere price and wage reduction to cure unemployment in a
reasonable time In our society of pressure groups and security
conscious unions. He will also have learned from experience that
Keynes' usual emphasis on lack of consumption as the chief cause
of depressions is incredibly one-sided. If money wages are pushed
up faster than productivity adjustments make it possible to digest
them, the result must be unemployment or inflation. The causal
sequence runs as follows: Excessive wage increases cut off, or
greatly reduce, the perspective of profit especially on new invest
ment. The reduction of perspective of profit on investment is a
cause of unemployment. The public is apt to see the problem merely
as a storage of "spending" or "purchasing power," being unwilling
to look more fundamentally into the problem. A demand is raised
for more spending or for easy money. The new money wage level is
unwritten by an increase in the quantity of money; but then we
get more inflation, more wage demands, and so on forever. The
various pressure groups become more militant when they learn that
there will be deficit finance to take care of them. A political leader,
therefore, has to balance maintaining income stability on the one
hand against encouraging inflation on the other. We are far from
the simple problems of "effective demand."

Koepke has gone directly to the heart of Keynes' deficiencies
as a social and political scientist. He attacked KAynesianism where
it is weakest: in its failure to understand that reversible counter
cyclical action is virtually impossible in a democratic political sys
tem, especially in an election year. A dictator can cancel inflation.
But in a democracy politics tends to go by a ratchet-action. It is
difficult to retract that which has been granted.
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The real objection to Keynesianism is not that it cannot form
an "input-output" balance, but that it corrupts men morally. Since
the ratchet action of politics makes a return to the voluntary society
more and more unlikely, people become more and more cynical.
With every increase in pressure group socialism there is a corre
sponding increase in the psychology of "what's in it for me."

The drive of American life, the enthronement of the consumer, has
made Veblen economics "old hat." Once upon a time it was the nch
who had "conspicuous leisure" in which to indulge in "conspicuous
waste." But now both leisure and waste are virtually every man's por
tion. Veblen hated sport, and he lashed out at wealthy yacht owners
and polo players. But who are the sportsmen of today? Who throngs the
motels of New England ski areas at the height of snow season? Who
plays shuffleboard at St. Petersburg, Florida, all winter? It is the com
mon man who has been the main beneficiary of the capitalist order. 72

The Keynesian system, properly understood, is neither radical
nor conservative. It is simply a framework by which to sort out
economic data, a set of questions to ask oneself in predicting or
diagnosing the behavior of the economic system. All competent
economists today use this framework regardless of whether they
call themselves "Keynesian" or not. 7 3
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CHAPTER SEVEN

The Role of Management

George R. Merrill
University of Maryland

Management
The term management is rather broad and somewhat difficult

to define. It is a term which may be found in the literature of
several major academic fields. The field of Industrial Arts uses the
term to describe those duties of the teacher which are directed
towards keeping his laboratory in an on-going, operating condition
-laboratory management. The field of Home Economics uses the
term to describe the activities of a housewife running a home
home management. The field of Business and Public Administration
uses it to describe a special area of academic study - industrial
management. It is the definition of this more specific term, indus
trial management, that is the major concern of this chapter.

Industrial Management
There is extensive literature in the field of Industrial1Ianage

ment which more than adequately satisfies the criteria of academic
respectability. In addition to the extent or scope of its literature,
this designated field of study has extended for a length of time
sufficient to give it a history suitable to meet one of the criteria for
a profession.

A quick review of the history of industrial management will
help one obtain a clearer definition of the term. One of the first
concepts of management was that of a leader responsible for all
aspects of an entire society: examples of that concept existed in the
manorial system of Western Europe and our own southern planta
tions. But questions remained concerning the sources of authority
and the limits of responsibility for such leaders. Mahoney explained
it in this way. "First the manager owned virtually all the economic
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resources of the society, often including the manpower of the society
as slaves."1 This ownership provided the necessary authority.

Second, the manager belonged to a privileged social class as a re
sult of his assumed inheritance of unusual c'lpacities and abilities for
leadership in all spheres of activity. As a member of this priviliged clan,
the manager assumed a certain moral obligation for the welfare of the
less fortunate members of his society.:!

Thus the first managers were cast in the role of trustees of society.
The second phase in the development of management came

with the growth of the apprentice system whereby the master as
sumed a paternal role towards his apprentices. He was responsible
for their moral and spiritual well-being as well as for teaching them
a craft. His authority was vested in the fact that he possessed a skill
that someone else wished to acquire.:! This concept of paternalism
in management is still to be found in some rather large inter
national, family-owned businesses.

The next phase of management grew out of the period of rapid
industrial growth. As industry became more formalized and swift
expansion took place, men of rather humble origins rose to the top
positions in industrial leadership. This was the day of the common
man - when all roads were open to an individual, no matter what
his background. It was a day when industrial leaders became leaders
in other areas of life. "Thus economic and industrial success began
to replace social heritage as the determinant of social influence, and
the successful manager was increasingly viewed as a champion of
the people." I

In the United States the next movement was that of scientific
management, as developed by F. \V. Taylor. 5 According to Taylor,
management could apply scientific techniques to production prob
lems, thus increasing efficiency and improving industrial output.
Through the use of job analysis the best methods for performing
individual production tasks could be determined and applied with
a resultant increase in productivity. There were no social implica
tions in the management role; it was purely an economic resource.

lanagement was really an applied science: that of researching the
best way of doing something and doing it that way. At first glance
it would seem impersonal, cold and almost inhuman. In practice,

lThomas A. Mahoney, Building the Executive Team (Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc.. <0,1961), p. 2.

:!/bid.. p. 3.
3lbid.
4/bid., p. 5.
5Frederick \V. Taylor, Scientific j'lfanagement (New York: Harper &

& Brothers, 1954), p. 112.
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however, it was not, for many industrial tasks were made easier
and, of perhaps even more importance, safer through these tech
niques.

Scientific management led into the phase of management
which is often referred to as professional management and "focuses
attention upon the manager's job in society and upon the manager's
approach to this job."G "The professional manager is an agent for
ownership interests, but he is also an agent for employees, con
sumers, and citizens in the community who are affected by the
activity of the enterprise."7 It is the manager's job to go beyond
the mere operation of his plant, to look ahead and relate his activities
to the activities of society so that economic and social progress may
be attained. Perhaps the most significant aspect of professional
management is its obligation and responsibility to discover and
apply new principles in managerial roles, operations, and functions. 8

The five phases or concepts of management briefly outlined
here give no more than an indication of the history of management
and how it has evolved and developed. They provide, however, a
basis for attempting to derive a satisfactory definition of manage
ment. Drucker's view of management shed some light on the defi
nition of the term. "Management is not an end in itself. It is an
organ of the business enterprise. And it consists of individuals."!)
This definition of management humanizes it and places it as a dis
tinct part of an enterprise. But it does not clearly define the specific
function of management. Drucker has stated that "it is manage
ment's specific job to make what is desirable first possible, and then
actual. ... To manage a business means, therefore, to manage by
objectives."lo Both to know what should be accomplished and then
to succeed in having it accomplished seems to be the function of
management. Defining management by its function seems to pro
vide a satisfactory definition. At least it provides a usable definition
which seems to have some acceptance. Mahoney seems to agree with
Drucker; he wrote that "the primary function of management is the
establishment, maintenance and provision of an organization. It is
the planning, staffing, directing, and coordinating of a group of
people for the achievement of certain common goalS."ll Both men

G/bid., p. 6.
7/bid., p. 7.
~lbid.

HPcter F. Drucko:>r, The Practice of Management (New York: Harper
and Brothers, 1954), p. 112.

lO/bid., p. 12.
llMahoney, op. cit., p. 22.
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apparently use the term in a way which implies that management
is made up of more than one person.

Levels of Management
1. Executive. Clearly differentiating between and defining

precise levels of management is a difficult if not an almost impossible
task. Many attempts have been made to analyze the business insti
tution with the intent of obtaining a clear-cut structure acceptable
to all persons in the field, but as yet little agreement has been
reached. Perhaps an analysis in terms of functions provides the best
vehicle for an examination of levels of management. Such an exami
nation does have its limitations, however, because of the great
amount of overlapping of functions which exist in the business world.

The executive role basically is to assume ultimate responsi
bility and authority for the administration of the affairs of the
enterprise. This role includes both the internal and external affairs
which affect the successful operation of the enterprise. 10re specie
fically, Schneider set forth three kinds of executive functions: (1)
setting the general policy of the organization, (2) establishing
proper relations between the industrial plant and important ex
ternal forces, (3) guiding or directing the internal organization of
the plantY~

One of the basic policies with which the executive must deal
is the establishing of objectives. Drucker stated: "It is, then, the
first responsibility of top management to ask the question. 'What
is our business?' and to make sure that it is carefully studied and
correctly answered."l:l Sometimes the answer to this question is so
simple, so uncomplicated and so narrow that it appears to be mis
leading. A story was told by the manager of an automobile stamping
plant concerning his answer to the oft-asked question, "What do
you do for a living?" His answer was simple, "I load boxcars."14
The objective for this particular plant manager was to ship twenty
boxcars of left automobile doors and twenty boxcars of right auto
mobile doors each day. If they did not leave by a certain hour they
would have to be flown to the several auto assembly plants (at a
considerable increase in cost), or the assembly lines would have to
stop. In this particular case, therefore, while the specific objective

l~Eugene V. Schneider. Industrial Sociology (New York: McGraw-Hili
Book Company, Inc.. 1956). p. 101.

13Drucker, op. cit .. p. 50.
HGuv J. Batps, "Industry's Viewpoint of Graduates." First Annual

Conference" on Industrial Technology in Amprican Higher Education. Kent
Statp University, October 30, 1965.
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offered by the manager seems almost ridiculous at first glance, a
more careful examination reveals that this objective is not only
correct but also far from ridiculous. For anything in that plant
which hindered those forty boxcars from leaving on time, each day,
interfered with the purpose for having that plant. Supplies, per
sonnel, machine tools, faulty lay-out, and all aspects of their ac
quisition, training, maintenance and design (to mention but a few),
could affect getting those forty boxcars loaded on time. As a man
ager this man's attention was focused on the true objective of his
role, and all his efforts were directed towards a specific end result.

The second major function of the executive is to relate his
organization not only to the external forces which will affect it but
to the external forces it will affect as well. Other firms, the govern
ment, labor unions, and the public at large are but a few of the ex
ternal forces he must contend with. It is his task to set management
policies which will allow the enterprise to function profitably through
constant economic and social change. To use Mahoney's words
again, "the professional manager is an agent for ownership inter
ests, but he is also an agent for employees, consumers, and citizens
in the community who are affected by the activity of the enter
prise."l:; It is apparent, therefore, that the executive decisions must
be based upon internal as well as external conditions.

Finally, the executive must set up the basic organization of
the enterprise. The specific hierarchy is determined at a lower level,
of course, but the basic structure and chain of command is estab
lished at the executive level. Variation of external conditions should
be reflected by some variation in the internal organization of an
enterprise; and it is the responsibility of the executive to be cog
nizant of external change, interpret it correctly, and compensate for
it by an internal organizational adjustment. Thus while the execu
tive is overtly responsible for changes within the enterprise, he is
not, however, the determinmg cause for the change.

Setting the objective, to some extent, influences the formu
lation of other general policies (specifically those concerning the
means by which the basic objective will be achieved). The executive
is primarily responsible for establishing the main purposes of the
enterprise; within these major purposes are minor aspects which
are relegated to persons concerned only with the internal aspects
of the enterprise.

2. Middle Management. The role of middle management is
equally difficult to define precisely. Basically, middle management
implements the action necessary to fulfill the objective of the busi-

15Mahoney, op. cit .. p. 7.
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ness. This is its function, but it is too broad a description of the
role of middle management to be of much real value. Perhaps
Tannenbaum, Weschler and Ylassarik provided a more specific and
workable description: "all managerial activities are included in
three functions: organization, direction and control."H Grouping
the activities in such a way provides a means for a systematic if
not precise examination of the middle management role.

Organization is broken down into two basic concepts. First,
by definition of the term there are two or more parts or units in
volved; and second, there is a relationship between these units.
Simply stated, management's task is to determine how many parts
or units are necessary to meet the objectives of the enterprise and
how they may best be arranged to meet the objectives in the most
efficient manner. In a small enterprise the task is not very difficult;
but as the enterprise gets larger, greater numbers of specialists are
added. Therefore establishing the proper relationships for the most
efficient accomplishment of the purposes of the enterprise becomes
more difficult. The "town meeting" in a village of two hundred
people could satisfy the demands of organization in relation to the
objectives of the village; but a city of one million people, having
almost the same objectives, could not possibly operate within the
"town meeting" organizational framework.

Another of management's activities, direction, is also affected
directly by the number of people in the enterprise. Direction in
volves devising both the purposes of action and the methods of
procedures to be followed in achieving them. 1 7 In a small organi
zation the basic objectives of the enterprise are rather clear and
are kept in sharp focus because everyone has an almost daily en
counter with them. With greater numbers of specialists, however,
the basic purpose of the enterprise is seldom viewed as an immedi
ate problem. Therefore, the basic purpose must be subdivided down
through the structural hierarchy until each individual has his own
purpose. Obviously this subdivision creates the problem of relation
ships, and efficient relationships are essential for successful organi
zation. In the interest of efficient relationships, direction also in
volves methods or procedures for achieving individual purposes.
Once these methods or procedures have been devised, the organi
zation can work toward the basic purpose smoothly and efficiently.
).lethods and procedures imply standards of performance which can

16Robert Tannenbaum. Irving Weschler, and Frpd Massarik. Leader
ship and Organization: A Behavioral Science (New York: lcGraw-HilI
Book Company, Inc., 1961), p. 254.

l'lbid., p. 258.
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also serve as criteria of action, thus indicating any weak spots in the
organizational system.

The third management function, control, is directly related to
the other two. "Control is the use of formal authority to assure, to
the e.·tent possible, the attainment of the purposes of action by the
methods or procedures which have been devised."l" To some extent
good control is a part of good organization and good direction. If
proper relationships have heen worked out and proper methods and
procedures devised, the means of control has been partially created
as an integral part of the system. The basic problem is the fact that
the units of the organization are actually people and the methods
and procedures must be applied by people. It is not always possible,
however, to find exactly the right person for every specific task
within the organization. Careful selection of personnel can do much
to alleviate the problem, but in itself this selection is often inade
quate. The only other solution is to train the person for his specific
task. In Drucker's words, "who is a manager can be defined only
by a man's function and hy the contribution he is expected to make.
And the function which distinguishes the manager above all others
is his educational one."lfl It would almost seem that by definition
a manager is a trainer, that he controls the situation partly
through the system and partly through training and development
of people. The system supplies criteria for detennining \vhat people
must do and how v.·ell they mu~t do it. and training makes it pos
sible for them to meet the criteria.

The Formal Organization

The brief description of these three functions of management
provides a background for a closer e.·amination of one function that
seems to cut across all levels of management, organization. ~ rany
industrial leaders have felt that a good organization is the most
important single resource an enterprise can have.::! 0

In the early days of the industrial revolution most industrial
enterprises were small and the organization of the enterprise was
relatively simple. The owner of the producing firm upervised all
activities and performed all the tasks necessary for the efficient use
of the workers. He purchased the raw materials, the tools, and the
supplies needed for production. He also hired and fired workers, and
in general coordinated the relationships between all the functions

1 Ibid., p. 260.
llDrucker. up. cit. p. 350.
~oClaude S. George .Jr, j\IanaRpmpnt in !ndu In (2d ed.· Englewood

Cliffs. l'w.]prspy Prentice·Hall, Inc, ' ,1964), p. 6').
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that contributed to the profitable operation of the firm. However,
as the industries became larger and the organizations grew, the
problem of relationships also increased. At first the line organiza
tion merely extended itself vertically to provide for all the service
functions a producing unit needed. Eventually, however, the struc
ture of the organization was so tall that it became unwieldy. The
answer to the problem was found by setting up non-producing units
that would handle a specific service function common to several or
all producing units within the enterprise, thus shortening the line
structure. These service units became known as staff activities. (To
day most modern industrial organizations are of the so-called line
and staff structure.)

Typical staff functions are personnel, security, safety, inspec
tion, quality control and purchasing. These functions are necessary
for most producing units; it is, however, more efficient to have one
purchasing department perform the purchasing function for all pro
ducing units than to have each one perform its own purchasing
function on an individual basis. In this way, the formal organiza
tional structure of an enterprise is developed.

The Informal Organization

The organization chart of any industry is actually a picture or
graphic representation of the formal organization of that industry.
It shows the careful planning, and in some cases the research, that
has been employed to enable an industry to function most efficiently.
It does not show, however, how the industry functions in reality,
because an organization chart cannot reflect the informal organi
zation that exists in every enterprise. Mahoney has stated that
informal organization "refers to the behavior of members of the
organization, behavior which mayor may not conform to the
planned behavior set forth in the position descriptions and organi
zation manual.'·~1 The human element in the situation, in other
words, alters the roles and functions depicted by the organizational
chart. Several reasons have been advanced for this phenomenon,
most of them based upon the human characteristic of interpreta
tion. ~:.! A person in a specific place in an organization will function
according to how he interprets the basic objectives of the enterprise,
the structure of the organization, his own immediate objectives, his
social needs and his long-range goals - to mention but a few.

~l rahuney. op. cit. p. 37.
~~L('unard R. Sayles and George Strauss, Human Behat'ior in Organi

zations (Englewood Chf'fs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., -G, 1966), p. 83.
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The opportunity to participate in the establishment of the
organizational structure has been suggested as one means of satis
fying the social needs of the members of the organization.~3 It
would also work toward aligning the informal structure of relation
ships with the planned structure of relationships. This alignment is
obviously important as the formal relationships have been estab
lished for efficiency or as the means of satisfying pressures from an
external source. But there are other ways in which these social
needs may be met.

The informal organization is actually composed of groups, and
in the words of Sayles and Strauss, "since management can achieve
its ends only through working with people, it must also work
through groups."~-! The groups serve many functions within the
organization. From a positive point of view the small group helps
fulfill many of the social needs of the individual belonging to it. In
addition, it serves to orient new people into an organization by pro
viding a kind of "guide to correct behavior," particularly in terms
of unwritten policies of the organization.~:;Usually these unwritten
policies are nothing more or less than the interpretation of the
formal written policies.

On the negative side, the informal groups may exercise strong
control over their members and may even force the individual to
conform to the informal group norm. This conformity may not be
to the best interests of management. In reality, both the amount of
work performed per day by each individual worker and the length
of the workday may be set by the informal group, not by manage
ment. Both the amount of work and length of workday then become
informal group norms. An example of the latter situation can be
illustrated by the following case. The normal workday in an auto
mobile agency was from eight in the morning until five-thirty at
night. The official policy was to have the men go to work at eight
o'clock and quit at five-twenty, thus allowing them ten minutes to
put their tools away and dean up so they could be ready to leave
at five-thirty. The informal group norm, however, was not to do any
productive work after five o'clock. Any means of establishing this
informal norm, short of absolute verbal refusal, was allowable.
Stretching a job past five o'clock, road-testing a car at five minutes
to five, or merely standing at a bench looking busy were all ways
of avoiding a new work assignment. 1\lany jobs on an automobile
require only ten to twenty minutes, and both management and the

~3Mahoney.op. cit .. pp. 37-38.
~~Sayles and Strauss. op. cit.
~Jlbid.
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mechanics knew that an assignment of this kind at five o'clock was
legitimate under existing official policy. But any new person joining
the group soon learned that the informal group norm required that
he be unavailable for these "end of the day" assignments. The
group's workday, then, was actually twenty minutes shorter than
management had set as policy.

1fanagement does not, of course, have to accept existing group
standards. There are many ways in which they may be overcome.
A good supervisor can, in fact, strengthen his tools of leadership
immeasurably if he knows the "status structure of the group, its
informal leaders, its standards, and values.":!"

To be aware of the informal group and the fact that it may
set informal norms for the individual within the group is the first
requisite for controlling thi group for acceptable ends. The formal
organization may be designed for absolute efficiency for attaining
the organization's basic objectives, but unless the informal organi
zation is also working rather efficiently towards the same objectives,
the enterprise has little chance for success.

Industrial Bureaucracy

Industr:y has grown from small scale, single plant manu
facturing and service enterprises into huge, indu trial complexes
with plants throughout the world. As the industries grew their
organizations grew, and gradually most of the large industrial orga
nizations took on a certain social form. "This form most closely
resembles the type of organization which ,ocial scientists call a
bureaucracy."~j The bureaucratic form of organization has a long
history and has been used by varying social institutions in many
cultures.

Basically, all bureaucracies have certain universal character
istics, but it is impossible to predict that all features of one bureau
cracy will be exactly the same in another bureaucracy. Schneider,
in an attempt to outline the~e universal characteristics, listed four
basic elements which seem to be found in all bureaucracies. First,
"there is a distinction between the administration, or 'hierarchy,'
of the bureaucracy on the one hand, and the masses of people who
are administered to or governed, the 'laity' on the other.":!, The
distinction in industry is between salaried management people and
the hourly paid employee. Second, "the hierarchy of a bureaucracy
consists of a series of offices, or positions, each of \vhich has more

~'1Sayles and Strauss. op. cit .. p. 106.
~'Schneider. op. cit .. p. 75.
2'Ibid.. p. 76.
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or less carefully specified duties and areas of competence."2!l In
industry this is typically the line and stall organization. It is also
critical that the relationships between the office or position be more
or less carefully specified. Third, Schneider pointed out that most
bureaucratic offices or positions require specialized knowledge.;JO
This would mean specialized training or formal education as well
as considerable experience in the organization in order to acquire
certain specific skills. "Finally, the bureaucracy is marked by cer
tain types of relations between the office and the official or bureau
crat who fills the offices.":l1 The office has the prestige and author*
ity as well as the longevity. The official serves in the office for a
given period of time, but he does not own it and it will continue
to exist and function when he is no longer there. The holding power
of a bureaucracy as far as personnel is concerned is their advance
ment through the offices. The career pattern for an official in the
bureaucracy is begun at a relatively low level, in an office having
little prestige, little responsibility, and a relatively low salary; and
is then continued with an upward movement through higher level
offices with a corresponding increase in prestige, responsibility, and
salary. The advancement is rather predictable so that a young
official can be relatively certain of the level in the bureaucracy he
may aspire to in ten or twenty years.

Bureaucracy as a form of organization in industry would not
continue if it did not fill certain industrial needs. Schneider identi
fied six basic reasons that such an organization has been so pre
valent in industry: (1) growth in size, (2) specialization, (3) ex
pertness and technical knowledge, (4) mechanized technology, (5)
long-range planning, and (6) discipline.:l~While in some cases only
one of these reasons would seem sufficient to cause industry to
adopt the bureaucratic form of organization, all six are usually
present.

The growth of industry in size has been phenomenal in a
relatively short period of time. It is big and seems to be getting
bigger, and the administration of such huge enterplises understand
ably increases in difficulty at an accelerating rate. The bureaucratic
organization provides an excellent framework for accomplishing the
many specialized tasks such as centralized planning, efficient com
munication, and an elaborate record keeping system demanded by
a large enterprise.

~~)lbid.

:lfllbid.
:11 Ibid., p. 77,
3~lbid .. pp. 79-80.
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The bureaucracy also allows for a high degree of specialization
necessary for the competitive operation of industry. The various
offices have within themselves carefully defined limits of activity
and responsibility which provide an ideal setting for the develop
ment of a high degree of specialization, with full attention to the
specialty. In addition, a high degree of expertise and technical skill
can be obtained by an official who can concentrate all his time and
effort on one specific aspect of the industry.

Advanced mechanized technology in industry also requires the
bureaucratic form of organization. For many parts of the enterprise
are geared directly to huge complexes of machines which in turn
require a constant source of raw material, coordinated human
talent, and accurate timing of many tasks if efficiency is to be
maintained. Machines dictate to man in a rather impersonal way,
and the impersonal structure of a bureaucracy provides an environ
ment where such conditions are tolerable. People accustomed to
working in a bureaucracy can rather readily accept the idea that
man can work without air conditioning, but an electronic computer
cannot.

The successful enterprise today must have one or more seg
ments oriented to the future. Long-range planning and research
require a rather stable organization characterized by predictability.
A bureaucracy has this element, for in a bureaucratic organization
the offices, not the officials, have the actual power and are arranged
with sufficient checks and balances to maintain a consistent pattern
of operation. The relationships between the offices are established
so that no one office can disrupt a long-range plan through the
whim of an official serving in that office.

Finally, any organization which must handle the administra
tive functions of an enterprise as large as many industries are today
must have strong discipline and rigid control over its personnel.
Here again the bureaucracy fulfills the need. Since the personnel
do not own any of the materials, equipment, or artifacts used to
operate the enterprise, they are completely dependent upon the
bureaucracy for their economic existence. Moreover, through speci
fied lines of authority and the definite assignment of responsibility,
quality and quantity of work can be accurately measured and the
performance of anyone individual can be rather quickly assessed
and appropriate action taken. All of these characteristics of a
bureaucracy result in the necessary control over the individual
which is needed for the efficient and effective operation of a large
enterprise.
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Conclusion
Management is the controlling element of any industrial en

terprise. It has become more sophisticated and precise as it has
evolved, and it has called upon an ever-increasing number of aca
demic fields in its search for better "tools." One reason for turning
to other fields is that management is not "hardware," or a com
modity that can be bought and sold. Management is people, and a
better understanding of people should help toward a better under
standing of management.

There are specific units of management responsible for specific
functions, but these units are composed of people with specific
knowledge and skills and therefore can never be "interchangeable
parts," or manipulated like parts on an electronic "breadboard,"
Because of the organizational structure of today's industries, and
the varying functions within that structure, management people
must be trained and developed constantly in order to meet the new
demands of inevitable change industry must contend with. Young
people must be prepared to assume the management responsibilities
of the future and to do it with the management "tools" of the
future which are certain to be affected by our expanding technology
in all areas. They must also be prepared to cope with our changing
social patterns, as for example, the professional employee as de
scribed by Drucker. In his words, "professional employees consti
tute the most rapidly growing group in the business enterprise.":):!
They must be trained and developed as professionals with a truly
professional attitude towards their employment. Industry cannot
buy machines to fulfill all the functions necessary for efficient,
competitive production. The human element will always be present
and as such it must be allowed to grow in order to meet the change
of new demands that only humans can satisfy. Previously it has
been said that the executive causes change, but is not the change
agent; the change agent is the man who trains and develops the
professional employee and in Drucker's words, "we need recog
nition, position and reward in the business enterprise for that rarest
but most valuable of professionals, the inspiring teacher."·H

33Drucker, op. cit., p. 329.
34Ibid., p. 337.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Organized Labor and

the Production Worker

Kenneth Stough
University of Maryland

Workers' Psychological Need
The beliefs that work is an unpleasant necessity, that the indivi

dual is basically competitive; that society consists of a mass of unor
ganized individuals, each at war with the other; that the human body is
a machine to which a mind is somehow attached; that fear of starvation
is the main negative incentive and money the main positive one - all
of these are products of a certain type of society at a certain stage in its
development. ... However, they were never true of more than a minority
of the members of an industrial society.l

Unfortunately, industrial management practices have been
based on the above assumptions. In the early days of this country's
industrialization, the workers tolerated hard work, long hours, and
unfavorable working conditions. They received a great deal of pride
and satisfaction from the mere process of survival in the days when
survival was not easy. Moreover, those were days of deep and simple
religious convictions; this life was looked on merely as a preparation
for eternity and happiness was not something to be enjoyed until
after death. Today, the workers want pleasure here and now.:!

To the modern man, industrial activity is a frontier against
which he presses. Strengthened by each preceding success, he ap
plies himself to conquer new frontiers. Such a process is never-

1,1. A. C. Brown, The Social Psychology of Industry (Baltimore: Pen
quin Books, 1964), p. 276.

2Ibid., p. 277.
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ending. In the fever of this activity, man commonly loses sight of
any possible life to come. Even if he does not formally deny its
existence, the only world he cares about is the one in which he lives
and works. This attitude advanced our industrial society in the
United States; but it now shows symptoms of exhaustion. New
emphasis is being placed on recreation, pleasure, amusement, com
fort, and convenience. a

In attempting to meet the desires and/or demands of the
modern day workers, management has improved the physical con
ditions of the plant, shortened the work week, and added fringe
benefits to make work more tolerable and permit leisure time so
that workers might enjoy life when they are not at their jobs. These
features may make work more tolerable, but they do not make work
more enjoyable. Production workers still work eight hours a day in
a sterile place, from which everything they really care for has been
left out. Giving the workers "welfare" does not appreciably improve
the situation. An object is valued according to what the individual
has sacrificed in order to get it. 4

The physical conditions of work do influence the individual,
but there are more important human needs which have not been
met. An adult's most basic psychological need is the need for social
status and function - "the awareness that he belongs within the
scheme devised by this culture and has a part, however humble, to
play in that scheme.":!

The present day's large industrial organization has destroyed
the workers' primary group - the small group of fellow workers in
which he had status and from which he received prestige. Instead,
he must function in large formalized secondary groupings whose
ideology conflicts with his, and which are too large to arouse in him
any real feeling of loyalty. The increased demand for technical skill
necessary for adaptability in our ever-changing industrial culture,
when added to the workers' feeling of not belonging, has forced
them to turn elsewhere for security. The logical solution to this
psychological need has been their banding together into organi
zations -labor unions, so as to have primary groups to which they
belong and in which they feel secure. 6

3Adriano Tilgher. "Work Through The> Ages." Man, Work and Society.
ed. Sigmund Nosow and William Form. (New York: Basic Books. Inc., 1962),
pp. 22-23,

4Brown, op. cit., p. 278.
Glbid., p. 281.
Glbid .. p. 282.
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Labor Union Development
Labor unions received their greatest impetus during the period

from the Civil War to 1900 - when industrialists often operated in
monopoly situations, accumulated great wealth, and imported for
eign immigrants; when American laborers refused to work for ex
tremely low wages and in undesirable physical conditions. As a
lesult of the repulsive conditions of work and job insecurity, the
workers joined into unions in an effort to wield more power when
dealing with management for job security and higher wages.

The organizing process was not accomplished easily, nor was
it an unmixed blessing. The first such organizations were frowned
upon by government, management, and the public to such a degree
that their success in meeting the needs of labor often failed; hence
the organization lost its membership and collapsed.

The first union that succeeded in organizing a sizable number
of workers was the Knights of Labor, founded in 1869. In its early
years it was a secret organization and its most valuable weapon was
the boycott. By 1881, it had discarded its secrecy policy and began
thereafter to grow rapidly. At its peak in 1886, the Knights of
Labor had a membership in excess of 700,000. In the same year
(1886), the American Federation of Labor was founded as the
successor to the Federation of Organized Trades. There was an
attempt to merge the Knights of Labor and the American Federation
of Labor; but this attempt failed, so they competed for membership
- a common union practice. The well-known Haymarket Affair in
Chicago on May 4, 1886 turned such a large segment of the popula
tion, union and non-union, against the Knights of Labor that its
membership decreased rapidly. By 1900, the Knights of Labor was
no longer an effective union. The American Federation of Labor,
when formed, was more soundly based, was under more capable
leadership, and was more selective in its membership. It grew slowly
but steadily, and today it is one of the two largest unions in the
United States; its counterpart is the CIO. 7

The American Federation of Labor is a national or inter
national union, and its emphasis has been on the organization of
the skilled trades. Many positions in the modern industrial plant
do not require skilled tradesmen; therefore, many workers have not
been welcome into AFL membership. In 1935, the AFL held a con
vention to correct this membership problem. The discussions were
very heated and a number of unions withdrew from the AFL. In

7Henry Pelling, American Lahor (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1960), pp. 48-78.
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1936, those that withdrew from the AFL formed a Committee for
Industrial Organization -later changed to Congress of Industrial
Organization. The CIa organized whole plants or industries; there
fore, it was called an industrial union. The CIa, as a result of
organizing whole plants rather than just the skilled tradesmen,
grew rapidly. By 1945, membership in both unions was almost
equal. The two unions continued to raid each other's membership
until, in 1947, they encountered a common problem: Congress
passed the TaU-Hartley Act which drastically reduced the unions'
power in dealing with management. Both unions realized their need
to unite in order to wield more strength in opposing anti-union
legislation. Thus the AFL and the CIa merged in 1955, and while
they stilI generally work together, they have continued to maintain
separate identities and have experienced occasional conflicts. Only
since the New Deal legislation of the 1930's, and particularly the
Wagner Act of 1935, have the unions been granted the freedom to
organize and represent the industrial workers in dealing with man
agement. However, much of their freedom was abrogated by the
TaU-Hartley Act. Aside from the AFL-CIO, there are such inde
pendent unions as the Railroad Brotherhoods, Teamsters, and
others. Presently, at least one fourth of the total labor force are
members of some labor union. 8

Today, despite the fact that major unions command huge
treasuries, can demand much from industrial management, and
have-distinct political influence; their strength in recent years has
been decreasing. Raskin wrote that
each day brings compelling reminders that labor's strength is in the
down grade and that, like the colonial powers of Europe, its leaders
may soon be presiding over the dismantling of their own empires unless
they can find imaginative new approaches to the challenges thrust on
them by automation, intensified foreign competition, and a dramatic
shift in the composition of the work force.!'
Raskin went on to point out that
the march of technology is like a pincer movement in the impact on
unions. It eliminates large numbers of blue-collar jobs in manufactur
ing and transportation, thus chipping away the bedrock of union enroll
ment. To the extent that new jobs are created, they involve hard-to
organize engineers, technicians, and white collar workers. 1O

~Eugene V. Schneider, Industrial Sociology (New York: McGraw·Hill
Book Company. Inc., 1957), pp. 219-241.

9A. H. Raskin. "The Squeeze on Unions," Labor and the National
Economy, ed. William G. Bowan (New York: W. W. Norton and Company,
Inc., 1965), p. 1.

IUIbid., p. 4.
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Functions of Union Organizations
The chief objectives of the union organization in the American

industrial system are to increase the security of the wage earners'
jobs and gain for the wage earners a larger share of the production
profits. Thus the union has two chief functions: (1) "The union
must operate as an instrument of power; that is, it must fW1ction
as an army in order to bring its opponents to terms,"ll and (2)
"The union functions as an instrument for changing certain eco
nomic and social conditions in the factory." I 2

Instrument of Power
"The inherent militancy of unionism arises, in the first place,

from a very real clash of interest between management and labor in
several spheres.'" 3 Labor seeks to maximize wages and other bene
fits and seeks relief from the disciplines of factory life and the ma
chine. Secondly, the union is relatively weak on the political scene,
and has not yet become fully institutionalized in our culture; there
fore, a union can only function in relation to the power it can wield.
When speaking of this instrument of power, one should not con
clude that such instruments are commonly employed; but rather
that they are employed only if needed. The amount of militancy
and power employed by a union depends on many factors: the
ideology of union leaders and members, present and past manage
ment abuses, worker backgrounds, size of union membership, public
opinion towards the union, economic conditions at the time, present
government attitudes toward. the union, and the amount of cohe
sion within the union are all factors which the union must evaluate
to determine when and what power should be exercised. The union
seldom, if ever, wishes to destroy management; its chief desire is to
create and maintain a state of cooperation between management
and labor. 1 "

The union exercises power in many different ways unique to
the specific situation and need that arises. If management is hostile
to the union, usually some type of force will be employed. If man
agement considers the union to be extremely powerful and desires
to avoid a major conflict, the union might succeed in achieving its
goals with some form of persuasive power. The following are a few
of the most common types of power used by unions:

l1Schneider, op. cit .. p. 271.
12Ibid.
13Ibid.
HJoseph A. Bierne, New Horizons for American Labor (\Vashington,

D.C.: Public Affairs Press. 1962), pp. 60-74.
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I. Organizing Drive - The drive to organize labor or the threat of such
a drive oft€n hrings management to terms as well as increases the size
of the union membership. The success of such drives are directly related
to the dc!{ree of worker dissatisfaction. As a result of the Taft-Hartley
Act and the Wagner Act, management must recongizc the union as the
bargaining agent when a majority of the workers have become members
of the union and the union has been certified hy the National Labor Re
lations Board.

2. Primary Boycott - This involves a concerted refusal hy the em
ployees of a given firm to purchase the products they manufacture. This
tactic can be effective only whei1 the employees of a given industry con
sume a sizahle portion of the goods they manufacture.

3. Sabotage - Sabotage would be deliberately doing something wrong
to slow down production or increase the cost of production. This is a
relatively ineffective method of bringing mana!{ement to terms.

4. Strike - This is by far the most important union tactic. No other
tactic can inflict as much damage on management so quickly as a strike.
It cuts out the creation of profit and allows industrial competitors to
take over the market while the strike is being settled. There are four
types of strikes common in the United States. The most common is the
"economic strike" the strike for higher wages, shorter hours, and
other economic benefits. A second type, "Strike for recognition," is an
effort to get management to recognize the union as the hargaining agent
for labor. A third type, "demonstration strike," is a temporary work
stoppa.ge to impress management that the union has control of the
workers and can inflict a full scale strike if management docs not come
to terms. The fourth type, "wildcat strike," is a threat to both manage
ment and the union. In this type, the workers go on strike without the
sanction of the union, depicting their dissatisfaction with both union
leadership and management.

.5. Picketing - Token picketing is commonly used in conjunction with
a strike in an cffort to advertise the strike and persuade workers not to
enter the plant, and customers not to purchase the products of the
struck plant. Both union and management try to influence the puhlic to
support their side of the dispute. Mana!{ement is usually more success
ful in gaining the support of the public.l~

Some of the formerly used union tactics have since been out
lawed by the Taft-Hartley Act of 1947. Such outlawed tactics in
clude the secondary boycott, the sympathetic strike, jurisdictional
strike, and the closed shop. Many states have outlawed mass
picketing as well. 1 (j

15Schneider, op. cit .. pp. 271-287.
1f1Gordon F. Bloom and Herbert R. Northrup, Economics 01 Labor Re

lations (Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1961), pp. 760-775.
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It is evident, therefore, that the first major function of the
union is to bring management to terms, either by force or by the
threat of force.

Collective Bargaining
The second major function of the union is to bargain coIlec

tively with management in an effort to get an agreement between
management and labor. CoIlective bargaining is not a tactic to be
used if the above tactics are unsuccessful. Collective bargaining gen
erally follows one or more of the above tactics. However, if manage
ment considers the union to be powerful, the union may be able to
bargain collectively with management without applying any of the
forces discussed above. Collective bargaining involves negotiating,
administering, and enforcing a treaty between the union and a sec
ond organization, usually industrial management.

Collective hargaining is not just a means of raising wages and im
proving conditions of employment. Nor is it merely democratic govern
ment in industry. It is ahove all a technique wherehy an inferior social
class or group cn.rries on a never slackening pressure fur a bigger share
in the social sovereignty as well as for more welfare, security, and liber
ty for its individual members. As such, it is not confined to a single
arena, the industrial one, where employers and labor unions meet di
rectly, but manifests itself equally in politics, legislation, court litiga
tion, government administration, religion, education and propaganda....
Collective bargaining as a technique of the rise of a new class is quite
different from the class struggle of the Marxians.... It derives its
emotional impetus not from the desire to displace or "abolish" the "old
ruling class" but from the wish to bring une's own class ahreast of the
superior class; to gain equal rights as a class and equal consideration
for the members of the class with the members of that other class; to
acquire an exclusive jurisdiction in that sphere where the most immedi
ate interests, hath material and spiritual, are determined, and a shared
jurisdiction with the older class or classes in all other spheres.17

The content of collective bargaining agreements vary from
industry to industry and from plant to plant, but three major goals
of the union are always included. These goals are union security,
practical or economic goals for the workingmen, and an acceptable
procedure for handling grievances. 1 ~

In relation to union security, the union would prefer "the
closed shop" situation where everyone would have to be a union

17Selig Pearlman, "Thp Principles of Collpetivp Bargaining," The
Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science. LXXIV
(1936}. pp. 154-160.

18Schm'ider, op. cit., pp. 303-304.
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member before being employed. The Taft·Hartley Act outlawed the
"closed shop," so the most common union security arrangement
today is the "union shop" where all new employees must join the
union within a stipulated time. In order to have a "union shop," a
majority of the plant workers must have voted for it in a secret
ballot. The deduction of union dues from paychecks must also be
authorized by the workers. 1 !l

From the standpoint of the workers, the most important func
tion of the union is the attainment of practical or economic ends.
The union is expected to achieve for the worker (1) better wages,
(2) more favorable hours, (3) job tenure, and (4) congenial work
rules and conditions of work. A union must fulfill this function if it
is to maintain its membership. '2 fI

The grievance procedure must be an efficient and validly
functioning procedure for settling management-labor disputes ac
cording to the contract. For the worker, it represents an assurance
of fair treatment and a communication channel to higher authority.
For union and management, the grievance procedure is a means by
which the collective bargaining agreement can be made to work
and a means of locating the sources of dissatisfaction can be
established. '2 1

Collective bargaining is usually carried on by a committee
composed of labor representatives and management representatives.
Neither labor nor management wishes to use force to achieve an
acceptable contract. ColIective bargaining is a peaceful relationship,
although it is based on the underlying power of both management
and labor to apply force, particularly economic force, on each other.
The committees which negotiate a new agreement are carefully
chosen or hired teams. It is believed that careful selection of a cap
able team is the most effective means of bringing the other group to
terms. The typical union bargaining committee of today would in
clude representatives of local union officials, hired economists, and
lawyers. Much work precedes the actual day the committees meet
at the bargaining table. It is necessary to make a study of the
corporation's economic situation, other recent contracts, inflation
trends, employment trends, consumer market, competitors' prices,
etc. Each committee goes to the bargaining table with a thoroughly
planned strategy to out-maneuver its opponents.:!C!

lUBloom and Northrup, op. cit., p. 768.
2oSchneider, op cit .. pp. 305-309.
21Ibid.. p. 31l.
22Ibid., pp. 320-329.
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Union Success or Failure
"Labor's share of (production) income, industry by industry,

has fared no more favorably in unionized industries than in non
union."~::: Trade-Unionism in the United States has had no im
portant or lasting effect on increasing labor's share of the national
income. It has, however, encouraged an employee-oriented national
economic policy with emphasis on full employment and supported
price control. And it has put wage pressure on employers and
furthered progressive income taxes. 21

Trade unions have been successful in exerting cost pressures
on management by their strikes or threats of strike at strategic
times. They have, to some degree, been able to reserve jobs for
union members, to control the supply of qualified tradesmen by
their seniority clauses in contracts, and to direct apprenticeship
and training programs. Verbally, at least, they have encouraged the
acceptance of minority groups or races and have supported public
education. Some of the union gains have hindered a sizable number
of the membership: the seniority systems and pension plans have
hampered both worker mobility and promotion on the basis of
qualification. In many ca es, management has been able to offset
these union gains by accelerating technical changes which simplify
and mechanize the production processes, thereby increasing pro
ductivity and decreasing the skill level of the jobs. Thus an un
skilled or semi-skilled worker can replace the union's skilled trades
man.2~

One can only surmise what would have happened had labor
unions not existed. With advancing technology and automation,
production per man hour of work has increased tremendously. As
a result, labor's share of the production might have significantly
decreased were it not for the pressures employed by the unions.
Furthermore, a large segment of our culture, especially industrial
management, takes a dim view of unionism; therefore, management
prefers to give non-union labor an equal or better agreement than
union labor in an effort to decrease the organizing power of the
union and create in union members dissatisfaction towards their
union. In other words, the union may have been as effective in

~;IClark Ke'rr, "TradE"-Unionism and Distributive' Sharei'i," Labor and
the National Economy, ed. William G. Bowan, (New York: W. W. Norton
and Company, 1965), p. 74.

2!Ibid.
2:>Georg(' H. Hild('brand, "The Present Position of Amprican nion

ism," Man, Work and Society. pd. Sigmund Nosow and \ViIliam Form (New
York: Ba.<;ic Booki'i, Inc., 1962), pp. 22-23.
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aiding non-union labor as it has been in aiding union labor. It is
therefore practically impossible to determine the value of unionism
to the industrial labor force. ~ G

Organizational Structure
Managing a union is somewhat like that of running a political

or religious organization. A union is a non-profit organization having
a few elected and paid officials at each of the different levels, but it
relies heavily on the unpaid services of members. At the local level,
the president is usually reimbursed only for his expenses; the secre
tary-treasurer holds a part-time position and receives pay in ac
cordance with the time he spends keeping the records. Shop stew
ards generally receive no salary from the union. Much of the union
work (including recruitment) is accomplished by the free services
of dedicated members. Just as a political or religious organization
varies its emphases in different localities, so does the union. In order
to maintain its membership and recruit new members, the union
must adapt the specific needs of the local membership; therefore,
no set organizational pattern is common to all unions. There are
local unions which are not affiliated with any other unions. Some
local unions are affiliated with only city or district federations.
Other locals may be affiliated with a national union or the AFL
CIO federation, or both. There are locals which have a very small
membership (some painters' locals have less than 100 members),
while other locals have a very large membership (The Ford Motor
Company Rouge plant local of the United Auto Workers has a
membership in excess of 50,000). In some locals, the total member
ship is employed in one plant, such as the Rouge plant local just
mentioned. In other locals, the membership works in a city or area
labor market, but few of the members work for the same employer.
Even with all this complexity, there is a distinct pattern to union
organization. For most of the labor unions, there are three primary
elements of organization: the local, the national or international,
and the federation. ~ 7

The Local
The local is, to the membership, the most important level of

trade unionism. This is where the union member votes, pays dues,
has his grievances heard, and associates with his fellow members.
Contacts are normally between the local and the employer. If a

2GKerr, op cit .. pp. 74-77.
2'Orme \V. Phelps, Introduction to Labor Economics (Ne\v York:

McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1961), pp. 206-208.
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member is to move up in the union, the action is initiated at the
local leveL He is also disciplined, if necessary, at the local level.
Local organization varies from union to union depending on geo
graphical distribution and the constitution of the national organi
zation. However, practically all locals have a president, a secretary
treasurer, and sometimes additional officers, depending on the size
of the locaL The election of officers has, in the past, been handled
poorly in many cases; but the Labor Reform Act of 1959 has elimi
nated many of the unfair election practices. Elections must be held
at least every three years and announced at least fifteen days prior
to election. Nominations must be permitted from the membership,
each member has one vote, and election data must be saved for one
year and must be available for inspection if election procedures or
results are questionable. The Labor Reform Act has accomplished
a great deal in making the union leaders responsible, democratic,
and representative of its members. 28

All union members are not loyal supporters of all union
activities; many have joined for the sole purpose of keeping their
jobs. A union member may protest union activities even to the
point of suing the union if he has legitimate reason to do so.

Unions have as many disaffected members as any other type of
organization. It would be naive to think that some of them will not take
advantage of the act's (Labor Reform Act's) invitation to correct what
they consider bad management, disregard for their personal rights or
privileges, or undue attempts to persuade them to conform to union
policy.2U

Although Labor leaders must be elected at least every three
years, they are generally elected every year. This keeps the leaders
responsible to their constituents. Few organizations submit as many
policy decisions to the membership for ratification as do the trade
unions. Decisions on trade agreements, membership policies, dues
changes, assessments, grievance decisions, etc. are regularly put
before the local meetings for a majority vote before being adopted.
The job of the labor leaders is to turn a complicated, formal agree
ment into a mutally satisfactory working relationship between the
membership and the corporation management. But in the contract
interpretation the real test of collective bargaining takes place. It
is relatively easy to call a strike; but it takes a clever, well-informed
leader to get concessions from industrial management without such
loss to the workers as would result from a strike. The contemporary
union leader is an educated business-type individual rather than

2~[bid., pp. 208-210.
29[bid., p. 211.
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the autocratic, emotionally-moving-type leader of the past. Aside
from his interpreting the contract and mediating in worker-manage
ment problems, the union leader must keep in mind recruitment,
handle finances, conduct meetings, cooperate with other locals,
prepare for conventions and elections, and have a regular program
of political action. "It is no job for the unconvinced, the short of
wind, or the slow of mind or action." 3 0

The National or International Union
A national union may, but need not be, nationwide in scope

and coverage. It is customarily called a national union when it con
sists of more than one local. No American internationals have locals
outside of North America; the term international is used when there
are locals in Canada and/or Puerto Rico as well as in the United
States. Over eighty percent of all union members in the United
States belong to union locals, which in turn belong to national or
international unions; these in turn belong to the AFL-CIO federa
tion. There is no hard and fast rule which determines the relation
ship between the local and the national union. The main factor in
determining this relationship is the character of the market for the
goods or services produced by the local. If the market for the goods
produced is local, such as the building trades, the local union will
have considerable autonomy. If the market is national in scope, as
in the case of automobiles, the local union's area of decision is
much more limited; the national union makes the important policy
decisions, and the local union interprets the decisions in the local
environment. The reasons for such arrangements are fairly simple.
In the building trades, the local union can control the supply of
builders. A local of the United Auto Workers has little control of
the total production of automobiles. If such a local goes on strike,
the manufacturers will simply import automobiles from other
plants. A majority of trade unionists are employed in industries
with more than local markets; therefore, in most cases, policy
decisions are made at the national union level while the local unions
concentrate on day-to-day details of recruitment, membership,
finance, bargaining, and grievance procedures. And despite the fact
that even these decisions are somewhat standardized, the local
unions are not powerless. A national union is only as strong as its
locals. It is financed by the locals and is operated by representatives
from the locals. Furthermore, a local has the power to secede from
the national union if it is so desired. 31

31lFIorence Peterson. American Labor Unions (New York: Harper &
Brothers. 1952), pp 78-82.

31Phelps. op cit.. pp. 217-220.
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In most cases the union dues, which can be as high as ten
dollars a month per member, are collected and dispersed by the
local union which first keeps its allotment and then sends the other
allotments to the national union and the AFL-CIO federation
respectively. The Labor Reform Act of 1959 requires that financial
records be kept at all union levels and must be reported annually
to the Secretary of Labor. They must also be presented for audit
upon request. These records of membership, dues, assets, and ex
penditures may no longer be withheld from the public. A union
official either refusing to comply with the regulations of the Act or
one found guilty of misrepresenting the facts on these records can
be fined up to $10,000 or be imprisoned for one year, or both.3~

National union officers have the same responsibilities as do
the local officers; the only difference between the two groups is that
the national union is the higher level and has a larger geographical
area of operation. They both work with wage demands, union secur
ity, extension of the union to non-organized industries or plants,
the hiring of a capable staff - a critical requisite for collective
bargaining, publicity within and outside the union, and obviously
with pleasing their constituen ts so that they can be re-elected. 33

Federation
The federation is the highest level of the union organization.

The federation resulted from a merger of the American Federation
of Labor and the Congress of Industrial Organization in 1955.
These were and still are the two largest national or international
unions in the United States. Since, at the time of the merger, the
AFL had almost twice as many locals as the CIa; the organization
was, and has continued to be, heavily weighted in favor of the AFL.
The executive council is composed of the president, secretary
treasurer, and twenty-seven vice presidents. All are former AFL
officials except ten of the vice presidents who represent the CIa.
Of the six main departments, five were divisions of the AFL for
many years; only the Industrial Union Department has been added.
Each department has a president and a secretary-treasurer, holds
its own convention, and maintains one or more publications. 34

The Industrial Union Department, which represents the CIa,
has more officers, more affiliated unions, more members, more in
come, and more influence than any other department. It has the
same president and secretary-treasurer as the CIO. It has twelve

32lbid.. pp. 221-228.
33Ibid.. pp. 229-234.
3~Ibid .. pp. 234-237.
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department vice presidents, a membership in excess of eight million,
and more than seventy affiliated unions.:~"

The AFL-CIO has very little constitutional power; a member
union can withdraw its membership at will for any reason. It is
basically a service organization. The AFL-CIO can expel or place
member unions on probation if it disapproves of their practices. It
can and does set policies which tend to be followed by member
unions, althoug-h it has no way of enforcing- these policies. Its legis
lative activities have been among its foremost responsibilities; its
officers can and do represent labor as a whole. The AFL-CIO gives
a great deal of attention to inter-union relations, the organizing of
the unorganized, publicity, and research. It hires lobbyists to follow
the work of Congress and it puts pressure on legislators for bills
favoring labor. Its officials testify before Congress, meet with the
President of the United States, governors, and other political lead
ers. They even frequently assist in the drafting of labor-related bills
on the state and national level. 36

The AFL-CIO has a gross, nontaxable income of nine to ten
million dollars a year. With such a sizeable income, it is capable of
supporting the many activities which small locals cannot support
alone. Recent emphasis has been placed on research and publicity.
This emphasis has taken the form of employment of complete staffs
of technical specialists: economists, statisticians, public relations
experts, educators and lawyers who work with member unions. Be
sides providing employment, it also aids in the development and
operation of training programs for workers.

The Industrial Worker
Machines alone do not give us mass production. Mass production

is achieved by both machines and man. And while we have gone a long
way toward perfecting our mechanical operation, we have not success
fully written into our equation whatever complex factors represent
Man, the human element.37

The industrial worker's job and his work environment seldom
remain constant throughout the worker's lifetime - as it did but
a few decades ago. Nor does a worker today usually complete a
product from start to finish. He only completes some small minute
detail- the process of which, as a result of mechanization, is ever

JGlbid.
36lbid.. pp. 237-243.
31Charles Walker and Robert Gu('st. The Man on the Assembly Line

(Cambridgp. l'vlassachusetts: Harvard University PTC'SS, 1952). p. 1, quoting
Henry Ford II.
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subject to change and automation. Each year an enormous number
of new inventions and new products are put on the market. The
invention and manufacture of these new products mean that the
worker's function is ever changing. Each year a larger percentage
of workers perform semi-skilled tasks, such as machine tenders,
where but a few decades ago these tasks would have required the
skill of a machinist. The worker's task is so minute that many times
the worker himself is ignorant of how the work he does fits into the
manufacturing of the end product; an end product which may in
fact be completed at a distant plant.

The worker not only needs to adapt to in-plant changes; many
times his function becomes extinct and he needs to find a new func
tion to perform. Concerning the changing labor force, Phelps re
ported that from 1930 to 1960 clerks and sales people positions
increased 31 %, semi-skilled positions increased 12%, service work
positions increased 71 % while unskilled positions decreased 62%
and skilled positions decreased as a percent of the total labor
force. 38 These statistics point out that there is little need in our
modern society for unskilled labor. If a worker's function is no
longer existent, he needs to find another function and/or develop
new skills which are salable if he is to regain employment. Many
times, he will have to accept a semi-skilled job rather than a skilled
one.

The manufacturing of many of life's needs has become so
mechanized and automated that, even with the present population
growth, a small segment of workers are capable of supplying the
necessities of life. Therefore a large segment of our society is left
to produce goods which are not necessities. The demand for such
unnecessary products is obviously subject to greater fluctuations
than is the demand for life's necessities. Therefore as the demand
for one product decreases, workers must find employment else
where - in the manufacturing of more desirable products or ser
vices. This country has people, technical skill, and natural resources
in quantities and combinations to yield the highest standard of
living in the world today. It is evident that in such a situation the
function of the worker is ever-changing. 30

I t is apparent from the need for the worker to be ever changing
jobs that he must remain mobile. Dubin reported that one in five
citizens change their residences each year:10 Mobility involves

3SPhelps, op. cit.. p. 37.
39Ibid., pp. 40-42.
40Rubert Dubin, Human Relations in Administration (Englewood

Cliffs, Npw Jpfsey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., Ij ,1961), p. 64.
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moving into new environments and different work groups either
within a plant or in other plants. Living a life of such mobility
means that the worker must function in groups having different
values, sentiments, and attitudes than were held by the previous
group from which he came. Communications then become difficult.
l-.lisunderstandings can easily arise. Many times the worker finds it
difficult to accept the group's values, thereby hindering his accep
tance into the group. Other factors such as the class from which he
came, his nationality and racial origin, etc. also affect the degree to
which he will be accepted. He is in a relatively insecure position and
will not, therefore, ordinarily out-produce his peers. In many cases
the group might, and quite likely will, reject him. -t 1

Management attributes the worker's limited production to
laziness or dislike for work, but Allison Davis pointed out, in refer
ence to the underprivileged worker, that his attitudes and value
system are products of the environment to which he is accustomed.

The habits of shiftlessness, irresponsibility, lack of ambition, ab
senteeism, and of quitting the job, which management usually regards
as a result of the innate personality of the underprivileged white and
the Nergo workers, are in fact normal responses that the worker has
learned from his physical and social environment. These habits con
stitute a system of behavior and attitudes which are realistic and ra
tional in that environment in which he has been trained.-t~

The Plight of the Employee
1. The Job Dilemma. The first word of industrial concept

learned by a production worker is "efficiency of production." Since
the rise of industrial enterprises, management has been concerned
with the maximum production in the minimum time and for the
lowest cost. Everything centers around the clock and the "profit
pie." A well-known time and motion study figure, Frederick W.
Taylor, advocated splitting a job into its component operations and
perfecting the most efficient procedure for accomplishing each
operation. This idea was known as "scientific management." In
1899 at a Bethlehem Steel Plant, Taylor achieved fame when he
taught a man to shovel forty-seven tons of pig iron per day when
previously he had shoveled only twelve and a half tons per day.
Every detail of the man's job was specified: the size of the shovel,
the bite into the pile, the weight of the scoop, the length and num-

IIBurleigh B. Garner and David G. Moore, Human Relations in In
dustry (3rd I'd.; Homewood, II1inois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc.. 1955), p. 42.

4~Allison Davis. "The Motivation of the UndPrprivileged Worker,"
Indu~try and Soriety. cd. William F. Whyte, (New York: MrGraw·HiIl Book
Company, Inc., 1946), p. 86.
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ber of rest periods, the distance to walk, and the arc of the swing.
By systematically varying each factor, Taylor arrived at the opti
mum combination. This concept was extended further by Frank
Gilbreth who studied the different human movements required to
do a job and arranged them in their most efficient order. 43

Many industries plan the jobs of their workers according to
production efficiency and show little concern for the workers, be
yond their immediate safety. Fortunately for the worker, Elton
Mayo, in the famous Hawthorne studies at a Western Electric plant
in Chicago during the 1930's, found that the welfare of the workers,
their relationships with other workers, and their attitudes towards
their superiors and the company grossly affected their production
rate. Mayo's conclusions were that the factory is a social system in
which each worker lives; the executive must ensure the acceptance
of company policies by the subordinates; and when changes upset
the equilibrium of the organization, the executive must make ad·
justment in order to redress the balance. Since then others, such as
W. Whyte, L. Warner, and B. Gamer, substantiated Mayo's findings
that recognition, pride, status, and belongingness affect one's
work. H

Today, at least some industrial leaders accept the philosophy
that the way to higher productivity no longer lies only in improved
machinery and techniques, but also in improved labor response.
Western Electric, the manufacturing division of American Tele
phone and Telegraph, has spend more than a million dollars over
a ten-year period to study workers' behavior on the job. The Ford
Motor Company allocated a half million dollars for just one research
project on "human relations." Sears Roebuck, the Container Cor
poration of America, and many others, especially large corporations,
have followed suit. This is not to say that industrial management
no longer considers mechanical and production efficiency; it only
infers that it has come to realize that people are not machines, and
if they are to work efficiently, they must be dealt with as fellow
humans. 45

2. Formal Role and Status. There was, prior to the modem
assembly line type production, a varying degree of skill needed to
perform different production jobs. Relative pay was based on the
skill required to perform a job. A worker's in-plant status and, to a

·t3Danial Bd]. Work and Its Discontent (Boston~ Beacon Prpss, 19.'56),
pp. ]-9.

44Danial Bell, "Adjusting !'ofen to Machinps," Commentary, III (Janu
ary, 1947),79-88.

4oIbid.
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degree at least, his community status resulted from his skill and
the related size of his paycheck. In the modern assembly line this
varying degree of skill has been tremendously decreased.

The destruction of the skill hierarchy is a characteristic of the
changing conditions in American industry As jobs become in-
creasingly specialized and divided into smaller, composite units, they
become more and more alike because the simplified operations and
knowledge required in them are reduced to a series of repetitive actions
which have a larger number of common elements. Several important
consequences derive from this process of specialization; the learning
task in acquiring the "skill" is easy, the period necessary to acquire
proficiency short, and, once a job has been simplified and routinized,
its processes can be incorporated into the actions of a machine and the
machine substituted for the worker.... The skill once "owned" by the
worker and sold as a service is now possessed by the manager in the
form of the machine. It;

The simplification of jobs and the replacement of workers with
machines is the typical evolution of a modem production plant.
Consequently, new plants incorporate modern machines when the
plant is built. When touring a modem automobile assembly plant
recently, it was learned that most jobs on the Line could be learned
in a few hours and that even the more difficult line jobs could be
learned in two weeks. With so little skill required, there is little
wage differential between workers, and an individual worker can
be easily replaced. Very little status can be realized from such jobs;
and since the worker does not have a skill to sell, as an individual
he has little or no bargaining power with management.

Since all jobs on the line are of similar difficulty, there is little
opportunity for vertical mobility - moving up through the ranks.
The only significant promotion would be from production worker to
foreman, and because of the limited need for foremen this oppor
tunity can be made available to only a few workers. In the past, a
worker could move from laborer to semi-skilled jobs, to skilled jobs,
and there were further break-downs within each of these classifi
cations. A worker had something for which to strive. Today, the
majority of the workers are simply classed as semi-skilled workers.

A study of such a production line revealed that a new auto
mobile assembly plant employing 1,068 production workers was
successfully opened with less than seven percent of the workers
having had previous experience on line production work. The
workers were recruited from a thirty-five mile radius and their past
experiences ranged from those with no previous experience to a few

~I;V". Lloyd Warner and J. O. Low, The Social System 01 the JUodern
Factory (New Haven, Conn.: Yale niversity Press, 1951). pp. 189-190.
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who had some trade skills. Despite this conglomeration of inexperi
enced workers, after only a few months these workers were able to
assemble more than 350 automobiles during an eight-hour day. The
typical job cycle for one worker took less than two minutes and
involved completing an average of two tasks. The wage differential
from the lowest line job to the highest line job was only $3.60 per
week. 47

There would be very little opportunity for vertical mobility in
such a plant. There was, however, considerable horizontal mobility:
workers, when given an opportunity, would move either to less
repetitive jobs or to jobs off the main line where they would be free
from the mechanically paced work. Production workers, unlike pro
fessional workers, do not generally select their jobs because of
strong interest in the work they do. Production workers usually
take a job either because its pay is higher than that of their pre
vious work or because of a desire to escape some undesirable
characteristic of the previous job. Only ten per cent of the semi
skilled workers expressed, as a reason for applying for a job at the
above-mentioned assembly plant, an actual interest in automobile
work. 4S

The main route to vertical mobility today is, therefore, through
education:

The American school system has been organized largely to teach
people the necessary skills to get ahead. The worker's mobility may re
blocked at the present time, but his children's chances to rise (he be
lieves) are still good. Once again the American precept of working hard,
applying oneself, and learning what one needs to know to get ahead are
the guiding codes for the worker and his child. 1 he child can climb
upward on the several rungs of the primary, secondary, and college
levels of education and reach positions of power and prestige in the
ranks of industry, business and other social hierarchies. 4\'

The role of the worker is largely determined by management.
If management assumes that the worker is a human machine
needing continuous prodding, he quite likely will have an un
pleasant work experience. If management assumes him to be a
fellow human being, work will presumably be more enjoyable. Many
of management's decisions are still based on traditional assump
tions about workers which are:

1. People dislike work and will avoid it if possible.
1Ianagement can produce examples of feather-bedding, re-

stricted output, or slow-downs, and a tendency to avoid work. Man-

47\Valker and Guest, op. cit., pp. 22-91.
48lbid.
4DWarner and Low, op. cit., p. 183.
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agement unfortunately overlooks the reason that employees take
part in such activities and simply concludes that people work only
when forced.

2. Because people dislike work, they must be forced, directed,
and threatened if organizational objectiL'es are to be achieved.

11anagement feels so strongly about this assumption that they
are even reluctant to accept the theory of incentive pay. The cur
rent trend towards "human relations" and democracy in industry
are rejected by management in many cases. Some management
personnel did accept such trend but rejected them when all per
sonnel problems did not, after their adoption, immediately dis
appear. They strongly believe that people only work when exter
nally coerced and controlled.

3. Workers prefer to be directed, wish to al'oid responsibility,
have little ambition, and want security for all.

This assumption may never be stated so bluntly by an in
dustrial manager, but management decisions reveal that it is fre
quently practiced in the handling of workers. ,j ()

When describing the type of employee he searches for, Charles
Kettering included the following statement:

I often tell my people that I do not want any fellow who has a
job working for me; what I want is a fellow whom a job has, I want the
job to get the fellow and not the fellow to get the job, And I ..vant that
job to get hold of this young man so hard that no matter where he is
the joh has got him for keeps. I want that joh to have him in its clutches
when he goes to bed at night, and in the morning I want that same job to
he sitting at the foot of his bed telling him it's time to get up and go to
\\ork. And when a job gets a fellow that way, he's sure to amount to
something.~l

It is obvious that Kettering would not accept assumptions like
the three just discussed. Kettering was talking about a thinking
man \vho is continually searching for new ways to improve himself
and his job. By contrast. the a~sumptions of traditional manage
ment consider the worker to be a human robot which must be
manipulated and should unquestionably accept the organizational
objectives, job relocation, cut back in pay, and personal critici m
without rebuttal. There has, however, been a marked improvement
in recent years in management's treatment of employees:

511Douglas 0 fcGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise (~f'w York:
1IcGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.. 1960), pp. 33-40

jlCharles Kf'ttc·ring. "Double Profit Sysic·m." Coronet. XXVII (Df'o
cember. 1949). p. 125.
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Management has adopted gem'rally a far more humanitarian set
of values; it has successfully striven to give more equitable and more
generous treatment to its employees. It has si~ificantly reduced eco
nomic hardships, eliminated the more extreme forms of industrial \var
fare, provided a generally safe and pleasant working environment, but it
has done all these things without changing its fundamental theory of
management.;J~

During the past half century, social science has accumulated
considerable knowledge about human behavior, thus making pos
sible the formulation of a number of generalizations and providing
a modest beginning for a new theory with respect to the manage
ment of human resources. A few of these generalizations are the
following:

1. The expenditure of physical and mental effort is as natural
in work as in play or rest.

The normal human being does not inherently dislike work.
When properly assigned and controlled, work may be a source of
satisfaction. But if work is can idered punishment, it will be avoided
if possible.

2. If worhers hat'e high regard for their organizational ob
jectives, coercion and threat of punishment are not necessary to
achieue these objectiues.

3. Workers support objectives from which they receive re
wards or recognition.

4. i\lost human beings seek responsibility.
Avoidance of respon. ibility is generally a consequence of ex

perience, not an inherent human characteristic.
5. H'orkers can solL'e problems too.
All mental capacity has not been endowed to management.

Workers are involved in production; and if permitted, they may
devise ways to improve either the products or the means of simpli
fying production processes.

6. The mental capacity of industrial lI.Jorkers is not fully
utilized.

If given little or no opportunity to make recommendations,
the workers' ideas are wasted or lost.;; 3

These assumptions have quite different implications than the
traditional ones. These more recent views are based on the worth of
the individual and On a belief that people will follow if given good

o~:-'lcGr(>gor. op. cit .. pp. 45-46.
o3/bid., pp. 45-49.
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leadership and fair considerations. These assumptions place the
hlame for poor worker relations and poor worker attitudes squarely
on management. Of course, a more ingenious management than
presently exists is required to coordinate production based on these
assumptions. Unfortunately, a theory of management which in
cludes these last assumptions is not yet widely accepted in indus
trial management.

While machines and mechanical devices have removed much
of the physical strain from the production job, these same machines
and devices have increa. ed the repetitiveness and monotony of the
job and ha\'e, at the same time, decreased the skill required of a
worker to perform his job. There is little opportunity for worker
ingenuity and, since each job involves a minute part of the product,
pride in workmanship has been negatively affected. Line workers
are expected to remain at their work stations except when relieved;
therefore, their opportunities to associate and talk to other workers
during work hours is quite restricted.

Informal Role
Work at his job or jobs fills a large portion of a worker's life

time; no other activity occupie. a. great a portion of the adult
male's waking hours. One's job is not only time consuming; it is
also a purposeful activity expected of most adult males in our
society. The productive system, of which the worker's job is a part,
orients and controls him. The system not only sets the goals for
the worker, but it also determines how such goals may be attained
and what rewards are available for theIr achievement. But, even
beyond his work life, the productive system affects the whole range
of the worker's relation. hip to the society of which he is a member.
In short, the job exerts an influence which pervades the whole of
the human life-span.;; I

William Whyte di cussed the cultural expectation of the in
dividual in the following:

All over the world most people must work for a living. But in
some societies work is regarded as simply a means to an end. If one
has enough money to live in the style of his own social group without
working, then he doesn't work. He has others do the work for him.

Not so in the Unitl'd States. The millionaire playhoy may be a
familiar phenomenon in the newspaper, but he is also the butt of strong
public censure. We wonder how he can justify his existence if he doe n't
work. In fact, most millionaires keep right on working, piling up
more money or ~iving it away - or both. Even when we criticize some

51Eugene A. Friedman and Robert J. Havighurst. The lileanin{! of
Worh and Retirement (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1954), pp. 2-3.
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of the causes to which the millionaire gives his money, we recognize
that he is working hard at giving it away and we respect him for thaP5

In the United States any man may shine his own shoes, wash
his own car, and care for his own lawn without fear of losing social
status. In this country, doing physical work on one's own house
and possessions is not considered beneath the dignity of man. It
may even enhance his reputation. While in many countries, such
activities would be degrading and would cause one to lose social
status, in the United States man is expected to be industrious as a
means of justifying his existence. Any able-bodied man who doesn't
perform some type of work or service is considered a parasite and
of little value to society. The workers carry this cultural attitude
with them into the work place. 5u

His job serves to maintain the worker in his social group, to
regulate his life-activities, to fix his position or status in society,
and to determine the pattern and nature of his life-experiences. His
job also provides the worker with a source of satisfaction and/or
frustration.

If one conceives of a job in its relation to what it can do for
the individual, one realizes that a job performs certain functions in
the life of the individual. The level to which these functions are
performed determines, in a large part, the individual's life. The
first such function one might recognize is income. This economic
return for work provides the worker with subsistence at the same
time that it establishes the standard of living which the worker can
afford. One's job, hours of work, and income determine where,
when, and how he will spend a major part of his life. A job labels
a person: the place of employment and the worker's role become
common knowledge to his fellow workers, neighbors, and friends.
This label has a great deal of influence in determining with whom
the worker associates both inside and outside the plant. This label,
identity, or role determines the worker's job status. Often when a
stranger is introduced, his place of employment and type of work
seem almost as important as his name. Generally a worker's job
status determines his social status. A sizable change in the relative
income of a worker would result in a sizable change in how he and
his job are evaluated by others; therefore, the amount of pay a
worker receives in relation to other workers is very important to
him.r.7

55Reprinted by permISSIOn from William F. Whyte, Jlvlen at Work
(Hompwood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1961), pp. 59-60.

5tllbid., pp. 63-67.
57Friedman and Havighurst, op. cit., pp 3-4.
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A culture-wide aspiration is to make more money. Since the
social classes in the United States are less stratified than in many
other cultures, social position or status is determined by one's
achievements rather than by his birth. Hence, one's financial wealth
is a factor in establishing his social status. From this desire for
more money which is so characteristic of Americans, management
people concluded that wages based on productivity (piece work)
would be an incentive for workers to increase productivity. Piece
work rate of pay has always had shortcomings, but it has become
completely unrealistic in the mass production situation where one's
work rate is determined by the speed of the line and everyone
working along the line. 5 8

Another function of work is that it offers the worker a set of
meaningful life-experiences. The work place should be a source of
contacts with persons, objects, and ideas, a place where the worker's
life can be enriched through interaction with the world about him.
It should be a place where he can hear others' ideas and hear their
reactions to his ideas so that he might better understand the world
in which he lives. Such interaction is difficult in an assembly line or
mass production system where each individual has a work station
apart from other workers. Another part of this same function is
work satisfaction - the feeling of accomplishment, of having con
tributed something, of being of some worth to society, and of having
an opportunity to test one's ideas. These are important life-experi
ences, if life is to be meaningful.:i!'

A worker's formal role is almost entirely determined by man
agement decisions. To a lesser extent a worker's informal role is
also subject to management deci ions. If management recognizes
the need for workers to associate with each other, it can provide
opportunities for such activities. There are numerous means avail
able. On the automobile assembly line discussed earlier, Walker
and Guest relate how informal relations improved in that one de
partment which rotated workers from job to job. Each worker
learned to know the other workers and to better understand their
jobs. As a result, the workers had higher regard for each other, job
satisfaction increased, and production rate was maintained or im
proved. 60 Friedman and Havighurst found the work environment
improved when workers were organized into teams or groups. "A

:i8Whytc, op. cit.. pp. 69-71.
"Friedman and Havighurst, op. cit. pp. 5-6.
W\Valker and Guest. op. cit.. pp. 148-149.
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strong feeling of interdependence and of responsibility for each
other's welfare was evident in many interviews."Gl

Walker discussed the value of grouping workers in the fol
lowing manner:

An apparent effect ... of crew or team loyalty in the Hot mills,
has been to diminish the force of certain well-known divisive factors
which in many cases split mill society into hostile and noncooperative
groups. Perhaps the most important of such factors are nationality differ
ences, job differences (based on payor prestige), and length of service
(old versus new men). The absence of discrimination or of division
resulting from these differences was pointed out and emphasized by the
workers and supervisors interviewed. On ethnic (or Nationality) dis
crimination considerable antipathy was expressed toward "foreigners"
(even by workers of foreign birth) when speaking of other plants and
other critics. But when speaking of ethnic differences within their own
plant, workers minimized them.G~

Other ways management might improve the informal roles
of the workers are very careful selection of foremen, good com
munication channels throughout the chain of command, careful
assignment of workers, long-term planning to avoid lay-off, the pro
vision of auxiliary facilities (such as adequate rest rooms, cafe
terias, medical aid facilities), and provision for the workers to sug
gest production changes. G3

When management fails to provide a satisfactory relationship
with the workers, they turn to the union. Since the union is the
workers' own organization, it is more sympathetic to their demands
or needs. The union provides protection from and a communication
channel to management. To improve relationship between the
workers, the union also provides social activities on the job and at
the union hall. When worker and management relations are inade
quate, the union gives the workers a feeling of unity as a group.
Yet even as management is not always successful in providing for
the welfare of workers, neither is the union always successful. In a
study of three Swift meat packing plants, each having a different
union affiliation, there was considerable variation in how well the
different unions met the needs of the employees. The union in one
plant was a member of the AFL; the union in the second plant was

GIFriedman and Havighun;t. op. cit., p. 65.
':~CharleR R. \Valker. Steeltou'n (New York: Harper & Brothers. 1950),

p.70.
r"1Theodore V. Purcell. Blue Collar Worker (Cambridge, l\fass.: Hal"

vard University Press), 1960. pp 99-114.
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affiliated with the CIa; and the union in the third plant was an
independent. The union affiliated with the CIa was the most re
ceptive to Negroes; the one affiliated with the AFL was the least
integrated. And while both these unions had at least three strikes
between 1946 and 1959, the independent union had none. In the
plant having the independent union, most grievanes were settled
by the shop steward and the foreman. There was some indication
that the independent union was meeting the needs of its member
ship with less inter-union dissatisfaction and less union-manage
ment difficulties. It had less officers, more simple organization, and
less dues than the other two unions. The independent union's
greatest problem was the continuous effort of the CIa union to
raid its membership. 6 1

Industrial management and unions don't normally create
human relation problems. Management realizes that workers dislike
production changes and that human relations problems arise during
such changes, but production changes are inevitable if the company
is to remain competitive. It is the responsibility of management to
make these changes as painless to the workers as possible. There
are other unavoidable problems in which management and the
unions must use all their available ingenuity to devise solutions so
that serious friction can be avoided. Racial and ethnic group inte
gration are typical examples of such problems, and there is no avail
able method of solving them that is foolproof for every situation.
A solution must be designed which is appropriate for a specific situ
ation. How much effort the workers expend in the dissolution to the
human relations problems will depend on how they view manage
ment and the union. G;;

Concept of Work
The production workers are ... human beings instead of statistical

abstractions that most management men and many sociologists and in
dustrial relations people see in their mind's eye when they say "worker."
Further, workers are human beings who do not ever "like" everything,
nor do they completely "dislike" everything. They discriminate. They
are never "satisfied" but seldom totally "dissatisfied." They judge.

What the) lIke and dislike, what satisfies them and what alienates
them, are exactly the conditions, actions, and experiences that please
or displease other Americans, including executives. By and large the
conditions in the plant about which ... blue collar workers complain are
exactly the things management people themselves know to be wrong;

rAlbid .. pp. 27-28.
f15Garner and Moor , op cit., pp. 400-403.
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the conditions that please them, exactly the things an intelligent man
agement strives for.

Blue collar man knows a great deal about the plant and its people,
the industry, its products and problems, and the community and society
in which he lives. But he values different aspects of the same reality.

That the company has to make money to stay in business, he
knows; and he need not be told that making a profit is not automatic.
But this is to him a restraint, a necessary, imposed limitation; it is not
something desirable or good in itself. He knows that his job depends on
the firm's remaining competitive. But he does not see its success as a
benefit to him, although its failure is a threat. The blue collar man (and
I suspect that to be true for most white collar workers, too) is not,
in other words, economically illiterate. And all the "economic education
programs" which' a few short years ago, were the vogue miss the mark.
... Rather than try the dubious job of "educating" him politically or
economically managers might well be advised to try to educate them
selves: what are the values, what is the Gestalt of the employee's
economy and society?nn

The worker's attitudes towards the company and the people
with whom he works have a distinct effect upon the quality and
rate of his output. If the worker, by choice or by enlightenment,
has come to accept the company goals; he will generally produce a
respectable output.

Factors which develop attitudes towards the job are:

1. Willingness to enter the job: If the worker selects the job
and considers it to be an improvement over his previous jobs, he
considers it an opportunity and has a good attitude towards it. If
the worker considers the job to be distasteful but was unable to
find a better job, he will probably have a poor attitude towards it.

2. Opportunity to use special abilities: If the job presents
opportunities for the worker to apply and extend the skills he has
previously developed, he will look favorably towards it. If the job
requires less skill than the worker has developed, he may consider
it to be monotonous and a demotion.

3. Ease of adjustment to the role: If adjusting- to the job was
made relatively easy by fellow workers and supervisors, the worker
can feel comfortable in his role; but if other workers do not socially
accept him and supervisors have little consideration for him, he will
probably dislike the job.

4. Pay check: The size of the pay check is definitely impor
tant; but the relative size is more important than its actual size. If
the worker is being- paid as much or more than those with whom he

Gnpurcell, op. cit .. pp. x-xi, quoting Peter Drucker.
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compares himself, he tends to be somewhat satisfied; but if he is
paid less than his associates, he is apt to be dissatisfied - no matter
how large his paycheck may be. This is assuming that the pay is
above the bare subsistence level.

5. Opportunities: Some workers' aspirations are satisfied if
they have continuous employment and a respectable income. Others
desire opportunities for advancement in position or income, or both.
How well the job meets their aspirations will affect their attitudes
towards it. ll7

A job means working with people. How a worker gets along
with fellow workers affects his concept of work, perhaps even more
than do the skills he employs and the money he receives. That men
work just to make a living is, therefore, obviously untrue. If it were
true, as soon as food and shelter were assured, work would stop. A
worker therefore expects much more from his job than a pay
check. II 8

Different authors discuss lists of needs or drives which are
involved in work in various ways. Cleeton lists food, bodily well
being, activity, mating, sharing thoughts and feelings, dominance
over both people and elements, self-determination, achievement,
approbation, and ideation. llB

Maslow has a slightly different list. The differences he points
out are more in terminology than in theory. He arranged man's
needs into a hierarchy of prepotency.1an will exert himself to
meet his first level needs. When the first level needs are met he will
exert himself to meet the second level needs, etc. Maslow's list of
basic needs with examples are as follows:

1. Physiological Needs - Food, Drink, Rest.
2. Safety Needs - Shelter, Health, Protection.
3. Need for Belongingness and Love - Affection, Acceptance.
4. Need for Importance - Respect, Self-Esteem, and Inde-

pendence.
5. Need for Information - Inquisitiveness and Curiosity.
6. Need for Understanding - Relationships and Reasons.
7. Need for Self Actualization - Success in Work and Life. 70

r,7~lorris RO~f'nberg. Occupations and Values (Glencoe, Illinois: Free
Pm;s, 1957), pp. 125-128.

';~Anna Roe. The Psychology of Occupations (Nf'w York: John Wiley
and Sons. Inc .. 1956), £1, 23.

G~G. V. Cleeton, Making Worh Human (Yellow Spring~. Ohio: Antioch
Press. 1949).

70Abraham H. Maslow, ftIotil'Gtion and Personality (New York:
Harper & Brothers. 1954). pp. 126-129.
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It should not be inferred that all people have each of these
needs to the same degree. Each person is an individual, different in
some way from all other p'eople. Yet in spite of their differing hered
ities and environmental factors, all people have each of these basic
needs to some degree.

It is apparent, therefore, that the worker's concept of his job
is based on many factors and that his hours of work and the size of
his pay check are only two of such factors. Walker and Guest, when
interviewing mass production workers in an automobile assembly
plant, learned that the six most disliked characteristics of work for
these workers were:

1. Mechanical pacing of work.
2. Repetitiveness.
3. Low skill requirement.
4. Tools and techniques were predetermined (worker had no

choice) .
5. Minute subdivision of product worked on.
6. Surface mental attention (no problems to be solved).71

Their interviews indicate that almost half the men keep these jobs
solely because of the pay. but the others do find other satisfactions, or at
least some compensations. Nevertheless, those who continue in such
jobs as these must somehow be able to tolerate the conditions surround
ing them. A number of thpse conditions could be alleviated to some ex
tent, but little effort is generally made on the part of management to do
so.'~

Bolanovich studied 7,200 female employees on a similar repeti
tive assembly line. He used a 271 item questionnaire, and seven
months later analyzed the replies to see which items would identify
workers who had quit during the seven months. He found that 114
of the 271 items were discriminating. When using the instrument to
select employees the turnover was reduced from fifty-four percent
to thirty-one percent. The questionnaire identified workers who
preferred simple activities with little thought and responsibility,
and who held no strong dislike for repetitive work. 7 a

Interests, work goals, and aspirations not only vary greatly
from individual to individual but they also affect one's attitude
towards his job. These interests and aspirations are affected by
experiences (especially childhood and adolescent experiences),
parental influences (and other adult influences such as those exerted
by teachers), and social status assigned to the different occupa-

7IRo!', op. cit., p. 205.
72Ibid.
73/bid,
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tions. Occupational interests change fairly rapidly throughout the
teenage years and taper off in one's early twenties. After age
twenty-five, there is little change in an individual's vocational in
terest. Generally by age twenty-five, the individual is well on his
way in achieving his chosen vocation or he has by that time resigned
himself to the reality that he will not achieve it and has accepted
the position in which he finds himself.

For many persons, the beginning job or jobs may have little or no
relation to interests, choices, or eventual work history. Many adolescents
hold down a series of unrelated jobs, often concurrently with school
attendance. These are usually related to the availability of the job rather
than to the interests of the worker. For those for whom education or
other circumstances will open up opportunities for more consequential
employment, this period may be a temporary one. For those who do not
know what they want to do, it may be a period of trial and error. In
these cases it may continue for several years, or the person may be
lucky enough to happen upon work that interests him and that can
become more or less permanent. There are some who never seem to get
beyond this floundering period. Jobs available under these circum
stances are usually directly related to fluctuating economic conditions,
and the number of such jobs open may change over night.·~

Only in the lowest level jobs is an adolescent able or pennitted
to do what he will eventually be doing as a mature worker. An
adolescent aspiring to a higher level job, such as a skilled craftsman,
must start at a lower level and work up through the ranks. All
those holding low level jobs cannot advance to upper levels because
there are fewer positions available on each level as one moves up
wards; therefore, advancement is a selection process and some
workers must always be left behind.

The age of the worker affects his concept of a job. The young
worker of today has more education than did his older counterpart;
thus, the young worker generally has higher aspirations. His dreams
of wealth and social status have not had time to fade. Therefore,
the young worker is more aggressive and less satisfied with a line
production job - unless there is opportunity in it for advancement.
In the study of the automobile assembly plant previously referred
to, the average age of the workers was twenty-seven. In this plant
of young workers, worker turnover and absenteeism was high. Ap
proximately eight percent willingly quit their jobs each year. This
percentage is among the highest turnovers in all manufacturing in
dustries. early twice as many workers left jobs with extreme mass
production characteristics as those who left jobs with moderate

Hlbid., p. 274.
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mass production characteristics. The absentee rate was similar; the
higher the mass production characteristic of the job the greater was
the absenteeism. 7;-,

As a contrast, a study of a steel mill was made. In this mill
the workers were older, had organized into teams, were skilled, and
lived close to the mill. The study revealed that only one worker of
the sixty-four interviewed desired to leave the mill. There were
workers who wished to be moved to other jobs within the mill, but
they had no desire to leave the plant. When the workers learned
that the plant had to be closed, sixty-four percent of the workers
under fifty years of ag-e said they would consider moving to another
city so that they might stay with the company. 7G

In a study of five occupational groups which included steel
workers, coal miners, skilled craftsmen, sales people, and physicians,
Friedman and Havighurst concluded the following:

1. The workers of lower skill and socio-economic status are
more likely to see their work as having no other meaning than that
of earning money.

2. The five occupational groups all value "association" about
equally as a meaning of work.

3. Work as a routine which makes the time pass is recognized
about equally by all five groups.

4. All groups discover self-respect and secure respect or recog
nition from others by means of their work. This motivation appears
highest among skilled craftsmen.

5. Work is important as a source of interesting, purposeful
activity and as a source of intrinsic enjoyment for all five groups.
This meaning of work was significantly higher for skilled crafts
men and sales people. 7 7

Conclusions
Production workers have needs just like all other normal

human beings. Industrial management has the responsibility of help
ing workers satisfy those needs. Where management has failed to do
so, unions have attempted to fill the gap. Where management has
been successful in helping to meet the workers' needs (such as
with the white collar workers), the unions have had difficulty
making inroads.

75Walker and Guest, op. cit .. pp. 120-122.
7r.Walker, op. cit., pp. 59-171.
""Fri('dman and Havighurst, op. cit., pp. 173-174.
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::\1anagement, union, and worker relationships have tremen
dously improved, especially since the New Deal legislation of the
1930's; but as mass production practices have increased, the role
of the worker has become more mechanical and less human.

The following are a few ideas management might consider
in increasing worker satisfaction:

1. Organize workers into small groups and rotate each worker
through the jobs performed by the total group. This rotation will
increase each worker's understanding of the total job in which he
is involved, avoid extreme repetition, and increase loyalty.

2. To help avoid monotony, increase the number of tasks
performed by each worker.

3. As a result of the two items just presented, each worker
will develop more skills and will be capable of performing the more
difficult jobs.

4. When making production changes, encourage worker
participation in setting up the jobs. As was pointed out earlier,
workers have ability too.

5. Be sure that each worker understands his role in the end
product. Only after he realizes the importance of his job can he
receive satisfaction from it.

6. Whenever possible use the worker's mind as well as his
body. Surface mental attention is most conducive to bOledom.

7. Have management personnel visit the production workers
on the line - not just for the purpose of supervision, but to meet
the workers and gain a more casual relationship with them.

8. Provide training and promotional opportunities for cap
able employees. If they have ability and ambition, provide an
opportunity for them to move somewhere. If they cannot progress
within an organization, they will frequently move out of the organi
zation. 78
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CHAPTER NINE

Automation and

Cybernetics

Edmund Crosby
University of Maryland

Introduction
The history of industrialization starts at a point in time when

man desired to improve his envirollment. Throughout the known
history of mankind there has been, on his part, an effort to make his
life easier through the developmen t of tools of indus try, in order to
increase and improve his ability to produce material goods. As this
need for greater production increased, it became evident to him
that in order to accomplish thi greater production some power
~ther than his own muscles would be needed. During the early per
iods of the factory system, animal and water power were used to
supply the necessary power to operate the machines which, in turn,
were making his dreams of greater production a reality.

However, with the population of the world increasing. greater
demands for the products of his efforts and imagination were felt.
As these demands increased, man was able to improve his methods
of production and keep abreast of the demands. Just as it appeared
that he would be able to rest on past accomplishments, new situa
tions arose, creating new demands upon his ability as a producer of
goods. World crises, such as wars, required new methods of produc
tion and new sources of materials. .Kewer methods could not be
developed without increased sources of greater power. Sources of
energy, such as electricity and later atomic power, increased pro
duction. \Vith each new development, however, ne\v problems arose:
for as power and machinery became more compatible, their produc
tion capacities - through greater speed - were increased. It be
came apparent. therefore, that man was reaching the limits of his

209
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emotional, mental, and physical capabilities. While man was becom
ing less efficient, the machines were beginning to do more of his
work - working faster and with a great deal more accuracy.

While several wars, scourges of the plagues, and natural
causes depleted world population, each generation following these
crises seemed to want to improve its record. Both the constantly
increasing world population and the affluence of those in the indus
trialized countries have continued to place a strain on the produc
tion machinery, thereby creating a need for better means of pro
duction.

Improved machinery - with functions capable both of doing
more and more of the muscle work and performing more of the
operations requiring the skills and coordination of one's hands
continued to be developed. As the demands for greater accuracy
and improved quality increased, still newer methods of production
had to be developed. As each generation of machinery was de
veloped, less and less of man's energies, skills, and attention were
needed. Today we are in a phase of industrial expansion in which
there is a continuing quest for machinery to supplant man's skills,
energies, and even his thinking ability. Automation is the magic
word today, a word which causes different reactions in different
people.

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss automation and
associated methods as they relate to the production of goods in
industry.

Automation
1. Definition of Automation. To some extent, the meanings

of "automation" are as varied and as numerous as there are people
affected by this comparatively recent development in industrial
production. The unskilled worker looks upon this development as a
threat to his job, if he is not already a victim. For the production
manager, it looms as a method of increasing line production at a
greater speed, with increased accuracy, and with fewer rejections.
For the plant managers and owners, automation promises greater
profits. For the research and development divisions in industry, it
provides greater opportunities and challenges to develop newer and
better methods of production. Groups outside the industrial com
munity also have their interpretations of and concerns for automa
tion and its effects in their realm of operation and influence. While
economists are concerned not only with the possible effects of un
employment but also with potential overproduction, social scientists
are concerned with the problem of worker displacement and the
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prospects of greater leisure time and its possible effects on society.
Education, whose problems ultimately arise from industrial, eco
nomic, and social changes, must find ways of preparing its students
to meet these ever-changing conditions and demands.

Webster's New World Dictionarv defines automation in manu
facturing as "a system or method in 'which many or all of the pro
cesses of production, movement and inspection of parts and mate
rials are automatically performed or controlled by self-operating
machinery, electronic devices, etc."1

In 1947 Delmar S. Harder, then vice-president of the Ford
Motor Company, was credited as the first person to use the term
"automation." Harder used the term in explaining the use of as
sembly line equipment involved in the operations of transfer ma
chines which mechanically unloaded metal stampings from body
presses and positioned them on machine tools which then auto
matically drilled and bored holes for other parts which were to be
assembled in the unit. ~ According to Bittle and others, Harder
claimed to have used the word as early as 1935, but did not use
it again until 1947.:l

From this point on, the term "automation" began to be
accepted and used in the professional literature of manufacturing.
For example, as early as 1948, the American I\lachinist described
the activities of the Ford l\fotor Company Automation Depart
ment. !

In 1952, John Diebold wrote Automation, the Advent of the
Automatic Factory. The purpose of the book was to promote a
better understanding of the automation phenomena, and to sug
gest ways in which business and industry could more effectively
use this new system. In his book he also defined automation as
"a new word denoting both automatic operation and the process
of making things automatic.";; Diebold later defined automation
as "a means of analyzing, organizing, and controlling our produc-

lWebster's New World Dictionary College Edition. (ClevpJand: The
World Publi~hing-Company, 1%8). p. 100.

2Ford Motor Company. The Ec'o/ution of 1I.1ass Production (Dearborn
Michig-an: Thf' Ford Motor Company. 19f'iG). p. 50.

:\Lf'~t('r R. Bitt;". et af.. Practical AutomatlOTI" illetllOds for lncrf'asm{!
Plant Productit'ity (N,'w York McGraw-Hili Book Cumpany. 19m). Jl v

IRupert LeGrand. "Ford Handles By Automation." American 11.1<1
chini,~t. XCII (October 21, 1948). Jlp. 107-122

'John Diebold Automation. The Adeenl of till Automatll Facton
(Ne\\ Yurk: D. Van Nostrand Company, InC'. 1952), p. v
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tion processes to achieve optimum use of all our productive re
sources - mechanical and material as well as human."1)

Einzig-, an economist, offered a broader definition. He called
automation a technological method that tends to reduce current
production costs in terms of man hours per unit output and cited
the following example:

From the technological point of view the adaption of electric screw
drivers. for instance, is not automation, because though power driven
they are used by human hands. But their economic effects of the saving
of man-hours through their adaption is substantially the same as if the
power screw drivers were machine handled.'

Up to this point, mo t of the definitions and descriptions of
automation applied more to industry than to other areas. But
automation is more than an industrial application; it is used in
banks and other business enterprises. 'The computers and data pro
cessing machines used by these concerns, certainly must be con
sidered a form of automation. Jame Carey, a union leader, ex
pressed this point of view when he testified before a Senate Sub
committee in the following manner:

\Vhen I speak of automation. I am referring to the use of me
chanical and electronic devices, rather than human workers, to regu
late and control the operation of the machine'.

Automation i a new technolo~y, arising from electronics and
electrical engineering. It is not a new macmne, or even a new industry.
It is rather, a new and revolutionary technology that is applicable to
almost all. if not all types of industrial and clerical operations. It makes
possible the automatic office, as well as the automatic factory.'

).fuch written material has continued to be published in an
attempt to describe. define. and discuss the nature of automation
- the e diverse publications have, to some extent, added to the
confusion and misinterpretation of the meaning of automation.
Bethel disclosed the fact that some people considered automation
as a factory system operated and manned by robots and gigantic
brains; whereas others merely considered it as a method of auto-

"·John Dif'bold. Automation and Technological Change. Hearings befoTf'
the Subcommittf'(, on Economic Stabilization of thp .Joint Economic Report.
Senate. 84th ('on~n'"s lst sl·;;sil)n. Octobf'T 14-~8, 195.,), p. 8.

7Paul Einzig, The Economic Consequences of Automation (Nf'w YOTk:
W. W. NOTton. 1957). p. 17.

'.Jamps CaTey. Automation and Technological Change. Hea,.in~~ IwfoTf'
the Subcommitt.,p on Economic Stabilization of thp .Joint Economil' Report.
Senate. 8 tth Congn'ss. bt sl'ssion. OctObf'T 14-28, 1g;j;j. p. 220.
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matic handling of materials and assembly systems.!! For others,
the concept of automation was not new; only the word itself was
new. This opinion was expressed by 11. L. Powers, Director of Busi
ness and Industrial Service at the University of Oklahoma, while
delivering a speech at a meeting of the National Gasoline Associa
tion of America. For him automation was nothing more than a con
tinuation of an evolution that had been going on for ages.l°

Don G. Mitchell, while Chairman and President of the Syl
vania Electric Products, Inc., offered the following opinion of
automation while testifying before the Subcommittee on Economic
Stabilization. "Automation is only a more recent term for mechani
zation which has been going on since the industrial revolution
began."11

Thus one could continue to find divergent opinions as to the
meaning of automation. There seemed. however, to be a trend in
the direction of conceiving of automation as something broader
than the mechanization image, as something that could involve
philosophical and technological elements. Delmar S. Harder, the
coiner of the word, wrote in the first edition of Automation that
since automation was originally recognized and used in the Ford
Motor Company, both the meaning of the word as well as the con
cept of automation as a manufacturing process had changed. It is
now becoming necessary to take a new approach to the design and
selection of production machinery. He stated that "our concept of
automation has expanded from a simple definition involving auto
matic handling between operations to a concept which has engulfed
planning for all our manufacturing processes."12

Peter F. Drucker also viewed automation as something more
than mechanization:

Mechanization is not, however, automation itself. It is only the re
sult of automation and it is not essential to it. We have plenty of ex
amples of effective mass production without a single conveyor belt; for
instance the sorting of checks in a clearing house. We see samples of

tlLawrence L. Bethel, Industrial Organization and ,Uana{!ement (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1956). p. 208.

10M. L. Powprs, "Automation- \Vhat It Means," Petroleum Refiner,
XXXV (January, 1956), p. 253.

llDon G. Mitchell, Automation and Technological Change. Hearings
before the Subcommittee on Economic Stabilization of the Joint Economic
Report. Senate, 84th Congress, 1st session, Octobpf 14-28, 1955. p. 176.

12Delmar S. Harder, "Automation: A M:odern Industrial Devp)op
mpnt," Automation r>.fagazine I (August. 1954), pp. 46-52.
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automation without a single "automatic tool," let alone a single push
button. 1:1

Thus automation begins to 100m as a concept embracing more
than just industry's tools and machinery; it is a new way of organi
zing and managing an enterprise.

Walter Buckingham commented on automation as follows:
Automation is the third phase in the development of technology

that began with the industrial revolution of the eighteenth century. First
came mechanization. which created the factory system and separated
lahor and management in production. Then, in the early twentieth,
mass production hrought the assembly line and other machinery so
expensive that the ownership of industry had to be divorced from man
agement and atomized into millions of separated shareholdings. Finally,
since World War II, automation has added the elements of automatic
control and decision making, turning the factory from a haphazard
collection of machines to a single integrated unit and requiring produc
tion on an enormous scale. Mechanization was a technology based on
forms and applications of power. Mass production was a technology
hased on principles of production organization. Automation is a tech
nology based on communication and control. H

Thus the technology which we have today i the result of
years of development. Automation in principle is not a radically
new idea; it i. rather a collection of ideas which have evolved
through the centuries and developed as the need arose for faster
and more efficient production methods. There had to be a need pres
ent in order to have the new method of production readily accepted.
An e "ample of an early process which did not gain immediate
acceptance was the continuous flour process mill of Oliver Evans, as
described by Roger Burlingame. 1 ;;

In his account of the development of Evans' flour mill, Burl
ingame pointed out that the mill was one of the earlier, if not the
first, example of producing a product continuously without benefit
of human energy or attention. For its time, 1783, it was an ingenious
array of horizontal and vertical conveyor belts which carried the
raw materials from one level to another, utilizing the principles of
gravity and energy from water power. Evans' method produced
flour, therefore, from start to finish - without benefit of human
energy or attention.

13Peter F. DntckPT, Thr Practice of JlanaRclIlcnt (Npw York: HarpPT
& Brothprs, Hl.'i4), p. 21

14\\'alt('r Buckingham. Automation (New York: Harper & Brother,
1961 l, p. 4.

I -Roger Burlingame. Alachinc That Built America ( l'W York: The
tW Amprican Library, 0 Date), pp. 23-29.
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Evans procured from the legislatures of Delaware and Penn
sylvania the "monopoly rights" to produce the mill equipment.
Even though he had the backing of these groups, he was, during the
early years of development, unable to get acceptance of his auto
mated mill by the farmers. Too often their remarks inferred that
"what was good enough for their fathers was still good enough for
them."

Years later, in 1816, when Joseph Evans, the brother of
Oliver, was travelling through the mid-western part of this country
as a salesman trying to sell mill equipment, he discovered to his
amazement that there existed flour mills operating continuously
without anyone in attendance. Evans' equipment was, therefore,
being used without payment of monopoly right fees - a common
practice in these early years of the patent system. 1 G

2. Automation Terminology. Since automation is difficult to
define in precise language, perhaps a description of its concepts and
the design of the parts which make up its system would help clarify
one's understanding of this term. Carl Dreher listed the underlying
concepts of computers and other machinery which fall in the cate
gory of automated machinery as "communication, information,
memory, programming, open-loop control, closed-loop control, and
feedback." 1 7

Communication refers to the system or means of making one
self understood through language, whether the language be in the
form of symbols, such as numbers, or words. In the case of inani
mate objects, it would take the form of operating switches to acti
vate the current or energy used to run the device, whether man
controlled or automatic. Currently many machines for automation
are operated by the use of tapes, both punched and magnetic.

Feedback is defined as a situation in which information about
the output, at one stage of the process, is returned or "fed back" to
an earlier stage so as to influence its action and cause the output
either to change or to remain the same.

In order to have feedback in any control system operated by
some physical mechanism, three conditions must be satisfied:

1. The required changes must be controllable by some physical means
or regulating device.
2. The controlled quantity must be measurable and comparable with
some standard.

Iii/bid.
17Carl Dn'hPT, Alitomation: What It Is, 1/011' It Worhs 'H'ho Can Use

It (New York: W W. Norton. 1957), p. 20
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3. Both the measurement and the control or correction must be rapid
enough for the job at hand."

Samuel E. Rusinoff, of the Illinois Institute of Technology, de
scribed feedback as a process for detecting and measuring the out
put of information and for returning this information to the input.
This information would be used for any corrections or adjustments
necessary to restore the proper results or output. In order to make
feedback a continuous process, a series of connections or systems
would he required to relay the sequence of steps between the input
and output of the system. 1 :,

This proce. s introduces the term "closed-loop," a term which
may he used to descrihe the above proces when it becomes continu
ous. Input is transmitting information to output, which in turn re
lays its response to a regulating, or error-correcting device, which
then sends this information back to input. When this "closed-loop"
system is designed as a self-regulating device (without further
attention by an attendant - unless output results need to be
changed), it hecomes an example of simplified automation.::!"

The home furnace is one of the commonest examples of feed
back. Room temperature affects the control of the furnace, causing
the furnace to go in 0 operation to provide heat to maintain the
room temperature at a certain level. A portion of the output
(room temperature) has been fed back (through the thermostat)
to an earlier stage (furnace fuel supply), and this action, in turn,
has influenced the output (room temperature). This example of
simple automation is made possihle by one of the earlier and most
completely automated processes: electricity. Electricity produced in
power plants is an energy which cannot be stored in advance; it is
made and delivered as needed, by the simple operation of flipping
a switch or turning a dial. In the process energy travels from the
switching device back through the wires, meters, transformers,
substations, switchgear, genelators, turbines and then back to the
fuel sources which are used in generating the electricity.:! 1

Servomechanisms is a term used in referring to a device used
in a closed-loop system which is able to perform the dual function

l'Dimitris T Chorafas, Fadory Automation (\Vashington, D. C:
Catholic Gniversity of Amf'rica Pres.. 19.58). p. 8.

1 'Samupl E. Rusinoff Automation in Practice (ChieaJ{o' Amprican
Te,hnical Sod~ty. 19571 p. 'J

:!0lbid.. p. 8.
e Ralph J. C'ordinpr, A.utomation rmd Terhnological Change. Hearings

beforp th(' Suhcommitte~ on Economit tabilization of the Joint Economic
Report, Senate 84th COllgres ,1st s('sswn, October J4-28, 1955, pp. 5-6.
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of controlling input and at the same time reporting the conditions
at the output stage. Its function is to correct any deviations from
a set point or required pattern of performance by making these
changes at the input stage.~~

These servomechanisms may be devices using electric, pneu
matic, hydraulic (or any combination of these forms of) power or
energy. Most of the new servomechanism devices today use elec
tronic or electrical energy because of the speed of response and the
precision required in modern automation equipment. In some of the
more sophisticated devices, the servomechanisms are replacing man
in the manufacturing process.

Another basic type of feedback control is the "open-loop."
John Diebold described a simple e ample of an "open-loop" sys
tem which operates independently of the machine or device to which
it is attached, and which could require the use of a human operator
(in some systems) to make any necessary adjustments. The ex
ample used was that of the street lighting system which turned on
the lights at a predetermined time and also turned them off at
another predetermined time. This system would not be affected by
darkness, as in the event of a mid-afternoon thunder storm. Diebold
also stated that the open-loop system could contain two very im
portant characteristics of automatic control systems: control at low
energy levels and by remote control. These characteristics would,
rather than incorporating more expensive and complicated devices,
permit the use of simpler means of controI. 2.j

Programing is the phase of automation that prepares the di
rection for the operations which are to be performed by the device.
Presently, this phase prepares information to be fed to the machine
and punches this information on cards which are then fed to a
computer in a sequence which will produce the desired output. The
information fed to the machine is in the form of symbols and may
be transferred to either magnetic or punched tape. The concept of
programing is not new; Joseph M. Jacquard, of France, during the
nineteenth century, developed a punched card system which auto
matically set the weaving looms to produce the pattern that was
punched on these cards.:!-4

Examples of programing which take place in the home include
the setting of the thermostat which, in turn, controls room tempera-

2~Rusinoff, op. cit.. p. 66.
~:;John Diebold, The Advent of the Automatir F(lctor\' (New York:

D. Van ostrand Company, Inc.. 1952), pp. 11-]il. .
~4D. S. Halary, Computers - The Machines We Thinh With (Npw

York: D('ll Publishing Company, Inc.. 1962), p. 39.
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ture and the modern day washing machine which can be set to wash
the clothes for a desired length of time and at a specific water tem
perature.

3. Automation Equipment. Today there are many classifi
cations of automation equipment, some of which may be better
classified as automatic rather than automated. Automated ma
chines are de. igned for a single purpose and for specific industries.
These machines do one thing, hour after hour. without requiring
any adjustment or operator attention. Therefore, machines which,
for example. place a cap on a bottle or produce a screw may be con
sidered automated - since they do not require attention once
they are programed and supplied with materials necessary for
the job.

Other machines might be classified as automatic because
although they perform mechanical work, they must at the same
time be handled by an operator. Such tools as the automatic screw
driver and the nut driver can be adjusted for certain job specifi
cation but must be moved manually from one position to another
by the operator. Such tools cannot, therefore, be programed.

In order to ha\'e high level automation it is necessary to have
some means of upplying information to the machine in some form
which makes the information "understandable" to the machine.
Modern automation depends upon computers for this phase of
its operation.

Buckingham classified computer controlled machinery used in
factory automation into three types, namely:

( 1) automatic production machines such as milling machines and
lathes; (2) automatic process control machines such as used in oil re
fineries and chemical plants; and 3) automatic materials handling
equipment that transports finished or semi-finished products from one
machine to another. All of the e are operated by electronic computers,
using magnetic tapes. punched cards or automatic sensing devices such
as photoelectric cells which simulate human senses of seeing. hearing
or feeling.~;)

Cybernetics
1. Definition of Cybernetics. Cybernetics has been defined in

The Basic Dictionary of Science as "the science based on a com
parison of the workings of the control system formed by the brain
and nerves of man and the workings of the present day electric

~;;Buckingham. op. cit .. p. 27.
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and other machines designed to do operations which were at one
time looked on as needing a living brain."~(j

Dr. Wiener, the originator of the term, described cybernetics
as "the theory of communication and control, wherever it may be
found, whether in the machine or in the living being."~ 7

In 1948, however, in his book on Cybernetics, Dr. Wiener had
already pointed out the possibility of languages controlling ma
chines by devices which would closely approximate the processes of
the human brain. ~ ~

In 1954, Dr. Wiener clarified his earlier definition of cyber
netics by explaining that when one person requests information
from another, he actually imparts a message to that person. When
the second person responds to the initial inquiry, he returns a re
lated message which contains information primarily accessible to
him but not to the original communicator. This technique of com
munication used in relaying messages of fact i also used in con
veying messages of control (those given in the imperative mood).
For if messages of control are to be effective, the communicator
in order to know if the command is understood and has been carried
out - must be cognizant of any return message.~fI

Thus in his opinion, society could only be understood through
a study of messages and communication facilities which were an
integral part. Furthermore, the future development of these mes
sages and communication facilities would have an increasing role
for man and his society.::o

As a result of Wiener's publication, James R. Bright, of Har
vard University, maintained that many people assumed the
following:

(a) electronic controls were merely in their infancy; (b) these con
trols were about to make possible computation machinery that could
be adopted to decision-making problems in war, business, and social
areas; (c) as a result of these technological advances, the automatic
factory was not only possible, it was an imminent reality and tomorrow's

~f;E. C. Graham. pd.. The Basic Dictionary of Science (New York: The
Macmillan Companv. 1966). p. 102.

~'Norbert Wiener. Ex-Prodigy (Cambridge, Mass.: !\1. J. T. Press), p.
8+. Simon and Schuster. Copyright 1953 by orbPrt Wiener.

~'NorbNt WipnPr. Cybernetics (Cambridge, Mass.: 11. 1. T. Press).
copyright 1948 and )961 by the Massachusettes Institute of Tpchnology,
p.194.

~"Norbert \Vienf'f. The Human Use of Human Beings (Gardpn City,
New York: Doubleday and Company. 1954), p. 16.

30/bid.
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certainty; (d) it would displace millions of people within 20 years
maybe sooner - and bring on violent depression.31

According to Bright, the fine line of distinction faded between
automatic factory, automation, and cybernetics; they became inter
changeable terms, suggesting a degree of automaticity and the con
trol of some mental processes.:-l:!

2. Historical Development. According to Dr. Wiener the term
"cybernetics" is itself derived from the Greek word "kubernetes,"
meaning "helmsman" or "steersman." From this same Greek word
our word "governor" (a speed control mechanism) has al a been de
rived. In his account of the historical development of cybernetics,
he tells how he actually founded the science of cybernetics. Origi
nally many of the ideas which he used in the development of cyber
netics stemmed from the work of such scientists as Babbage, Gibbs,
Leibnitz, and Maxwell.:):-l He also stated that through his study of
the Brownian motion theory and the theory of probability he was
finally led to the study of forms of harmonic analysis. All of these
concepts, coupled with his knowledge of engineering, eventually led
him to found the discipline of cybernetics - "which is in essence a
statistical approach to the theory of communication."3'!

The history of cybernetics can also be considered as a history
of research in feedback, the control of a machine on the basis of its
actual performance rather than its expected performance, the "How
am I doing?" phase.

3. Purpose. The purpose of cybernetics is to develop not only
a language and technique that will enable one to attack the problem
of communication and control but also a method of storing ideas
and techniques. Hopefully the development of such a language and
method should alleviate some of the problems which confront busi
ness and management when they become so large that the problem
of information and control necessitates the use of newer means of
communication and control. It is here that cybernetics allows man
agement to construct mathematical models that include all of the
variables that may be present in complex problems, store this
knowledge, and have it available for future use to solve similar
problems which will arise in a growing technology.:lt:i

:l1.James R. Bright. Automation and lUana{!cmcnt (Boston: Division of
Research, Graduatp School of Business Administration, Harvard UnivPTsity,
1958), p. 5.

3~Ibid .. p. 26.
3:IWipner, Ex-Prodigy. op. cit .. p. 8.
34Ibid.. pp. 274-275.
3~Buckingham.op. cit.. pp. 53-54.
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Unfortunately the term "cybernetics" shared the fate of so
many other prodigies, for soon after its introduction in 1948, news
men began to use, misuse, and misinterpret it by referring to it not
as a science, but rather as the product of a science. For while it is
true that automation is an application of cybernetics and is affected
by means of computing machines, cybernetics should not be con
sidered as merely the theory of even the most complex of present
day machines. 36

Neither should cybernetics be considered as electronics, math
ematics, neurology, nor as a theory peculiar to any of these dis
ciplines. It has admittedly borrowed from these and other fields,
but only with the expectation that solutions which it might discover
will have some useful applications.

4. Five Major Areas of Cybernetics. In order to understand
cybernetics to a fuller extent, it is well to understand its five compo
nents, namely: mathematics, communication theory, servosystems,
computers, and finite automata. 37

Mathematics is directly associated with cybernetics, for it is
mathematics which gives cybernetics the precision so necessary to
make it functional. Cybernetics has its roots in applied mathema
tics, especially in statistical mechanics, the general development of
statistical thermodynamics, and gas laws. The development of ab
stract algebra and the theory of groups have also contributed to the
theory of cybernetics.

Communication theory (or information theory) may be con
sidered as a branch of modern mathematics dealing with the proba
bility theory. This latter theory introduces the notion of an infor
mation source and a message which is transmitted by any number
of possible means to a receiver who, in turn, picks up the message
- whether it is from closed electronic circuits or from social sys
tems where the flow of information regulates the operation of the
system. ll t!

Servosystems, another phase of cybernetics, is defined as "a
closed loop control of a source of a power. It is usually an error
actuated control mechanism operating on the principle of negative
feedback."ll!l This negative feedback is the difference between a
simple "power drive" and a "control system" - or a "servosystem."

31lAlice Hilton, Logic. Computing Machines and Automation (\Vash
ington, D. C., Spartan Books, 1963), p. 4.

37F. H. George, The Brain As A Computer (Reading. Massachusetts:
Addison-Wesley Publishin~Company, Inc., 1962), p. 44.

38Sir Leon Bagrit. The ARe of Automation (Nf'w York: The New
American Library of World Literature, Inc., 1965), p. xvii.

3\'George, op. cit., p. 41.
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An elevator which requires a human operator to bring it to a de
sired floor by adjusting a speed control is a simple example of a
power drive; the power is provided by the machine, but the ele
ment of guidance has to be furnished by a person. The automatic
push-button elevator, on the other hand, is an example of the servo
system.~()

Servosystems have three important attributes: stability, final
accuracy, and speed of response. And "it is the existence of inter
relationship between these characteristics which makes the design
of servosystems a technology in its own right."~ 1

Computers, during their early stages of development, were
thought of as merely adding and subtracting machines. Later
probably because they had become capable of being driven by elec
tronic rather than purely mechanical means-they were considered
as having greater general application. Even today, however, many
people still consider the computer as a deductive rather than an in
ductive system. It is this inductive use of the computer which makes
it of value to cybernetics.·:.!

The rise to prominence of cybernetics was due, in part, to
World War II. A series of new problems, which had not previously
been encountered, arose during the years of the war. There was, for
example, the new problem of range-finding for anti-aircraft guns for
high-speed aircraft warfare. The systems previously used involved
human computers with manually controlled locators; this combina
tion, however, proved to be wholly unsatisfactory and inadequate
for range-finding for improved, high-speed aircraft warfare. The
former process tracked and predicted the direction, velocity, and
height of the enemy aircraft. Since the reaction of man proved in
adequate for high-speed aircraft, it became necessary to seek other
methods of range-finding. Computers capable of performing these
functions were in existence at the time. They were soon found to be
made capable of arriving at the mathematical solutions of range
finding more rapidly and accurately. 13

The digital type computers are especially important to cyber
netics. While these machines were originally designed to solve math
ematical problems, they are today designed for a variety of pur
poses. The problem of range-finding mentioned above required a

IOReprinted by permission of the publishf'r. from D. A. Bell. IntelliRent
Machines (\Valtham: Blaisdell Publishing Company, A Division of Ginn and
Company. 1962). p. 24.

J1Ibid., p. 25.
J~George, op. cit., p. 17.
43Ibid., p. 18.
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simulation of another characteristically human type of activity, in
the form of feedback. "Feedback is what differentiates the machines
that we are primarily interested in from the popular docile ma
chines, such as the motor car, the airplane, or even the most docile
of them all, such as spoons, forks, and levers." I I

Feedback involves some part of a machine's output which is
initially isolated and is then fed back into the machine as a con
trolling part of its input. Perhaps one of the most common and fa
miliar examples of feedback is the previously cited home furnace
thermostat for controlling temperature. ,1

;;

In so far as man must have knowledge of the results of his
actions in order that he may continue to act rationally in his en
vironment, he obviously operates on a gross feedback system. A man
learning a new skill, for example, will be more likely to improve if
he can see the results of his actions. 4 6

Computers can be programed to learn and to perceive; it
may even be reasonable to state that they can also be programed
to think, since thinking and learning are closely related and are
both necessary in problem solving. It is not beyond the realm of
possibility that someday the processes inside of the human being
and those within machines could be replicated to serve the same
functions and produce similar results. j 7 Wiener also claimed that if
we could build a machine whose mechanical structure duplicated
human physiology, we could then have a machine whose intellectual
capacities would duplicate those of man." 8

Some of these machines are already in the prototype stage and
at this moment may be performing functions closely resembling
those of man. One of these machines is labeled the "Cyberatron,"
an electronic information-processing system which does not have
to be programed. It is not necessary to give the Cyberatron step
by-step input instruction as we normally have to give computers.
The Cyberatron goes through the learning process much as a child
does. After it learns the correct response to a certain stimulus. it will
give this response automatically when confronted with the same
condition again. The Cyberatron has already learned to distinguish
between real and false target echoes in sonar operations for the mili
tary, and its performance compares favorably with those of human

Hlbid.
j5Ibid.. p. 19.
j';George H. Amber and Paul S. AmbPr. Anatomy of Automation (New

.krsf'y: Pn'nticf'-Hall. Inc., I , 1962), p. 203.
17Georgf', op. cit.. p. 373.
'~Wif'nf'r, The Human Use of Human Bpings. op. cit.. p. 57.
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operators. It is also expected to be able to evaluate data from elec
trocardiograms. 19

A less sophi ticated device, the "Perceptron," was designed
by Dr. Frank Rosenblatt, and was used at Cornell University for an
Air Force contract. Experiments were conducted to teach a com
puter to perceive, much as the human does. The human brain per
ceives in everal stages and at such speeds that it appears to be a
continuous process or an instantaneous act. The Perceptron was
designed to function in much the same manner; it is capable of
learning to recognize letters through a system composed of an array
of 400 photoelectric cells, used as its eyes. '"ilt

Announcements of such machines as the Cyberatron and the
Perceptron have not only caused many misconceptions among the
general public but have also been responsible for disputes among
scientists. Some scientists disagree with the idea that machines can
be compared with the performance of the human nervous system.
Even though there is controver y concerning these machines, scien
tists continue to seek ways of duplicating the performance of the
human nervous system.;; 1

It is believed that the whole development of machine which
can "learn" and "think" is a vital product of the general theory of
cybernetics - the first cousin of automation.;;~

Finite automation is the la ·t and most important idea of gen
eral cybernetics. This concept requires careful attention, for it is
an effective means of defining any system which is con. tructed from
a finite number of part .

The subjects treated by cybernetics, and of importance for
automation, involve the theory of me sages and control. For cyber
netics unites information theory with control theory, thereby pro
viding a mathematical ba is for automation. (j ~

If automation had not come when it did, Buckingham wrote
that business firm would have suffered the same fate as did the
Brontosaurus, whose body grew faster than his brain and nervous
system. The Brontosaurus, with his little brain and ineffective
nervous system, could be nibbled to death by small animals before
he know what was happening to him. Fortunately, a whole new

~JThorstf'n Sf'lIin. ed. "Automation." The Annals of thr American
.4cadel1l.\ of Political and Social SCIences. 1962, CCCXL, p. 41.

50Halacy, op. cit.. pp. 127-129,
51Ibid., p. 129.
5~G('orgf', op cit., p. 31.
53Amber, op. cit.. p. 192.
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science of communication and control, cybernetics, has come to the
aid of management. 5 I

One of the lessons to be learned from cybernetics, as it par
ticularly applies to automation, is that there is a general tendency
for work being done by a machine to degrade and to deviate from
the norm - a tendency which must be combatted. This natural
tendency to deviate is called "entropy," a concept which makes up
the main core of cybernetics. "Entropy originally referred to a
mathematical factor which is the measure of unavailable heat in a
thermodynamics system. Cybernetics uses entropy in the sense of
being an index of the state of disorder in any system."55

Cybernetics explains that a natural tendency exists for all
organized systems to continually lose more and more of their state
of organization, to break down, to increase their "entropy." Event
ually, all forms of organizations, such as men, machines, and society
tend to become more random in behavior and less consistent in
their actions until they meet death, breakdown, failure, collapse,
or extinction.;; C

The less that an organized system (such as materials or
information) is allowed to disorganize during a production process,
the greater is the cybernetic efficiency. Presently, few concern
themselves with cybernetic efficiency because the control and de
sign engineers realize that refined design is expensive, and it must
not be wasted. Its use must justify the expenditure involved.1:i7

Applications
In 1954, the first commercial electronic computer (Univac I)

was introduced to the American business and industrial scene.
Since then the many uses and importance of this electronic marvel
have, without doubt, exceeded the greatest expectations of its
originators.;'1:' Since 1954, some 40,000 computers have been put
into use throughout the nation. Their uses range from performing
such diverse functions as preparing "junior's" report card to solving
the complex mathematical problems for space scientists..)fl

Their many uses, as extensions of man's muscles and hands,
have helped man in his furtive efforts to increase and improve the

5!Buckingham, op. cit.. p. 53.
5·;Amber, op. cit.. p. 198.
5l'ilbid.
r..AmhN, op cit.. pp. 201-202.
5s"Automation," Header's Digest ]967 Almanac and Yearbook (Plpas·

antville, New York: ThE' ReadPr's Digest Association, 1967), p. 427.
un"More Computers spd," The Washington Post, Now'mher 18, 1967,

p.16.
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products of his imagination. They have also made possible man's
achieving greater accuracy in the performance of machinery and
other devices used in the industries and laboratories.

The list of uses for computers and computer-controlled equip
ment is continually growing. At present, these automated devices
are commonly used to perform many functions: produce steel faster
and better, control generating plants for power, control ships'
engines from the bridge, forecast weather, route long distance calls,
and check on plane reservations. State and national government
agencies also commonly employ them for such purposes as income
tax and payroll accounting.

New uses for computer-controlled devices are continually
being reported. At a recent meeting of the American College of
Cardiology in Washington, D. C., Dr. William H. Stewart urged
members of this group to take advantage of the new developments
in computer systems designed for their field. He said that "the
main purpose of the computer in medicine is to free the physician
from tedious, burdensome tasks so that more of his time is available
for direct examination and treatment of the patient."GIJ The com
puter-controlled device demonstrated at this meeting graphically
recorded a speaker's heart activity, almost simultaneously before
the eyes of the audience. To accomplish this, the electrical activity
of the heart was relayed to a computer in downtown Washington,
D. C., which returned a print-out of its reaction back to the hotel
assembly room. Such results can provide the doctor with a rather
complete history of the patient's heart condition.

One of the latest computer uses (still in the early stages of
its development) is that of making a voice-controlled computer
"teachable." Litton Industries' Mellonics Division, Sunnyvale,
California, has developed - through voice commands - the first
"teachable" system for the control of computers. The computer
responds only to those voices which it recognizes. At the present
time, the firm has delivered one such computer to a Federal intelli
gency agency. Within the next year and a half, however, the system
will be available for non-classified applicants.

The attributes and operations of the system are described
as follows:

The SIDS (Speech Identification System) is programed so that
"new" voices automatically can he learned by a computer, even over a
telephone link or other communications medium.... Present operating
vocabulary for the computer is about 30 words, and it can identify about

"ONate Hasf'itinp, "Computers Are Hailed As Doctor's Time Saver,"
The Hlashington Post Novpmber 18, 1967, p. 20.
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the same number of speakers, although there essentially is no limit to
capacity.... Future systems should have a vocabulary of hundreds of
words. However ... most basic computers functions should be feasible
with relatively few words.... Sounds spoken into a microphone or
stored on magnetic tape are processed through a band pass filter system
and analyzed by a power-spectral density processing technique that
looks for speech clues a pitch. power, frequency, intonation and
others - at a sampling rate of 200 times per second.

Working in real time, the computer then searches a library of
signal patterns and compares the spoken words - now converted into
digital patterns - with this memory. When the input signals match a
word in a computer's vocabulary, it responds accordingly. Meanwhile
the system has also matched the speaker's unique vocal characteristics
to the computer's memory. If the user wants to limit the access to
authorized users, the system will not work unless the individual's voice
is on file in the computer.G1

Frank Druding, president of the company, claimed that in the
future normal form of communication with computers will be the
human voice. While the human voice does not possess the unique
ness of fingerprints, it can be used for positive identification - when
used in combination with other things, such as symbols, codes, etc.
One of the problems facing the present technology in voice identi
fication is achieving the degree of accuracy which will be required.
For it is difficult to obtain a high d~gree of accuracy (95% or
better) of voice identification because of the day-to-day voice
fluctuations (due to colds, hoar eness, and other factors). In order
to eliminate these voice changes and achieve this high degree of
accuracy, more costly research will be involved. Thus, all of the
problems have not been solved, but company officials hope to have
these under control within the next few months. 0 ~

The forecast of applications for the voice controlled computer
will include not only military uses but civilian as well. One of the
suggested non-military uses is as an identifier of credit card users.
A customer's voice would be recorded on a magnetic tape and filed
with each firm where he has an account. When the firm is called,
the computer will be able to confirm the identity of the customer's
voice. Once this identification is made, the business transaction
may be completed. o3

Predicting a checkless society, as one of the outcomes of com
puterized banking, was one of the prognostications at a recent

';IRobert Lindspy. "Voice Controllpd Computer is Tpachable," Aero
space Tpchnology. XXI (October 9.1967), p. 52.

';~lbid, pp. 52-53.
1i31bid.
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meeting of the Washington, D. C. Chapter of the American Banking
Institute. George W. T. Christman of the Data Division of the
Chesapeake and Telephone Company desctibed the means by which
telephones will be used in the future in individuals' banking trans
actions:

I dial my bank's compute I .... The computer answers and si!{Tlifies by
returning an audible tone. I enter my account number. The computer
responds with my balance. I enter the account number for Pepco fol
lowed by the amount due. 1 he computer responds with my new balance.
r continue with the gas company, telephone company, Central Charge,
etc.

That is all that I am required to do. No check to write, envelope
to address or stamp to lick. ... My statement at the end of the month
will reflect these payments. We are also attempting the Post Office
It also has a problemf·1

Postmaster General Lawrence F. O'Brien urged ideas for the
innovation of more rapid devices which would assist in the pro
cessing of mail by the 1970's. O'Brien implied that ZIP codes,
presorting, and human optical scanning will not be enough to
handle the flow of mail - which in 1967 was eighty billion pieces
and by 1987 is expected to reach one hundred and thirty nine
billion. By 1971 ZIP coding and scanning concepts will be replaced
by key-punch computers. The method which will then be used will
operate as follows:

Letters would pass one at a time in front of the operator ... who
would route them down a certain chute with a push of a button.

This plan calls for a piece of invisible tape to be stuck to each
envelope as it enters a post office. The tape would be coded in computer
language, and the letter could be sorted the rest of its route by com
puter."~)

The computer, since its introduction as a decision-making
device, has helped to make automation what it is today. There is at
the present time, however, one limitation. A computer has not yet
been designed which will substitute for man's thinking ability, nor
for his imagination. This present absence should not imply that
such capacities as thought and imagination will not eventually be
built into a computer - or a possible successor, whatever form this
device might assume. Because we live in a time of innovations,
modern man has ceased to be amazed or surprised in seeing what

li4"Chpckless Society Seen Far Distant," The Washington Post. Novem
hPr 15, 1967, p. 8.

":;Rubert Levpy, "Machinery Sought tu Put Zip in ~rail:' The Wash
ington Post. Nuvember 4, 1967, p. 20.
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he used to think impossible become, not only possible, but in many
cases inevitable.

Effects
The effects of technological changes are seldom simple and

clear cut; their ramifications reach all levels and aspects of our
industrially oriented society, often without too much concern for
the status quo and with little anticipation of future effects. The
products of technology occasionally result in bringing about eco
nomic, political, social, and often moral problems. The societal
leaders must, therefore, visualize these overall effects: their ad
vantages and disadvantages as well as the degree of society's
acceptance or rejection.

1. Industrial Implications. Dr. Elmer W. Engstrom, then
Senior Executive Vice-Pre ident of Radio Corporation of America,
offered the following four concepts of automation:

1. The movement to automation is a natural one under developing
circumstances of our technology and the growing need to increase pro
ductivity. The factors which move industry into automation arc so deep
rooted and profound that this movement will continue even though the
changes involved will create problems. There is a need for a clear un
derstanding so as to minimize the growth problems as they appear.

2. The rate of the movement to automation and its effective use
in industry and commerce will be determined by the economics of the
enterprise as a whole and of its parts under the impact of automation.

3. To be effective and efficient, automation must be considered as
a method of doing business - as a working arrangement of the whole
business, where the enterprise must be treated as an integrated system.

4. Automation may make an industrial unit more flexible as to
product manufactured hut the economics of automation will require
that the facility and the people who man it must be kept continuously
engaged. This will mean a nearly continuous flow of goods requiring
new merchandising procedures so as to absorb this flow of goods.n,;

Engstrom went on to present the following views concerning
the broad meaning of automation, its evolution, as well as its
present and future meaning for our industrial, commercial and
everyday life. He substantiated the premise that the Industrial
Revolution which started a long time ago still continues as an
evolutionary process, bringing ahout changes in methods of pro-

"I)ElnlPr W. Engstrom, "Automation," (Address delivered at the Cen
tpnnial Symposium on Modern Engineering. Philadplphia: Univprsity of
Ppnnsylvania, November 11. 1955), pp. 15-16. (Published by the Department
of Information, Radio Corporation of America, 1955).
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duction through gradual replacement of various sources of energy
- from that of human, to horse power, and then to machine power
- in order to accomplish the complex and varied phases of a pro-
duction task. He listed the aspects of a production process as
follows:

1. The production of articles of manufacture including the re
lated elements of raw materials, facilities and labor.

2. The transport of raw materials, partially manufactured articles,
and completed articles through the marketing channels to the customer.

3. The marketing of the completed articles, reflectin~ the com
petitive situation and customer acceptance.

4. The financing, beginning with raw materials facilities, and
labor, and ending with billing and collecting from the customer.n•

He also inferred that with the introduction of automation
into any production process, two or more steps would be included
in the total process, for it is possible to control and to program
each preceding (or any combination of) steps through the feedback
feature of the system. That is to say, if any part of the system is in
need of more raw material, this deficiency could be relayed to the
control, which in turn would make the necessary correction.
Through the electronic control system the automation process
would continue the "Untouched By Human Hands" feature. 6

2. Safety Implications. Supposedly one of the advantages
of automation was that it would provide improvements in the safety
conditions in industry. According to one source, this advantage has
been evident, but not without some reservations. First, it will cut
down hazards to which machine operators are exposed. Secondly,
it will eliminate some injuries due to materials' handling. Third, it
will bring a sharp increase in maintenance workers, who historically
have a higher incidence of injuries than machine operators or man·
ual workers. Finally, workers replaced by automation will seek
employment in other activities which may be equally as hazardous
as former occupations. 6f1

Thus, in reducing accidents in one industrial activity, the
potential for an increase in accidents in another is created. There is
also the possible increase in accidents in off-the-job activities. For
as the industrial worker has less to do with the actual manual
operation of automated production, this increased production po
tential will eventually enable him to have shorter working hours.

67lbid.• p. 4
ORlbid.
mJ"Automation Will Not Eliminate Accidents," Safety Standards. VIII

(November-December. 1959), p. 5.
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There will be more opportunity for his leisure time activities. And
it is during these off-the-job periods that more and more accidents
are occurring. The sportsman, the hobbiest, and the "do-it-yourself
happy-horne-owner" do not always exercise the best knowledge or
practice those safety precautions emphasized by his employer.

3. Educational Implications. Peter Drucker, a well-known
management expert, offered the following ideas concerning the
impact of automation and its effect on education:

As far as the average citizen is concerned, automation's greatest
impact will not be on production technologies and will not be on em
ployment. The greatest impact will be on our intellectual and cultural
life. Automation, after all, is first and foremost an idea. It is an idea
which organizes other ideas, and its impact on ideas accounts for the
far-reaching implications.70

The results of man's insights ultimately bring about changes,
changes which often eliminate or reduce previous opportunities; but
with the introduction of new changes come new opportunities de
manding new skills and knowledge.

Drucker commented further on the effects of such an impact:
A society in which automation has become a governing concept

of production and distribution is, of necessity, an "educated society." It
is a society in which knowledge rather than man's animal energy is
the central resource.n

The society whose industrial facilities become highly auto
mated needs more knowledge power than physical power. These
conditions require a society to provide educational opportunities
for those with the intellectual capacity to be offered advanced edu
cation. It is only within the last thirty years or so that knowledge,
rather than brawn, has been considered an economic resource.

Drucker cited the example of a young mathematics student
in England whose family was disappointed in his selection of
mathematics as a vocation. During the period of 1930 and before,
mathematics was not considered a desirable and salable skill. The
only opportunities at that time were those of a poorly paid school
master. During this period, opportunities for the educated person
were confined to the standard professions of the time, such as "the
law, the church, the army, medicine and the civil service."7:l

Today, due to the demand for talent by business, government,
and industry, a person may select from a wide variety of employ-

70Peter F. Drucker. "Education in the New Technology," Think,
XXVIII June, 1962), p. 3.

7lIbid.
72Ibid., p. 4.
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ment opportunities. Again, Drucker emphasized that the greatest
employee increase is in the "knowledge employees" group, and
these arc not completely in thE "boss" or "worker" category. Ac
countants, sales managers, operations researchers, and many others
fall into the worker class, and not in management as such.' :l

In reference to this relationship between the changing tech
nology and its educational implications, Drucker suggested that
we may need a change in the very idea of "skil1." For instead of
a skill being thought of as what one has learned, it will have to be
considered as one's capacity to learn, that is, the capacity to apply
ideas regarding work to new tasks. Instead of ar: 1. Q., Drucker
. uggested an S. Q., "a skill quotient that measures the ability of a
man to transfer experience from one kind of material and one set of
tools to new materials and new tools."74

\Villiam G. 'Mather al a emphasized the necessity of flexibility
in learning skills and pointed out some pitfalls in teaching just
manipulative skills. Automation admittedly eliminates jobs. Us
ually the jobs that are the first to go are those which require low
skills or are in th2 "operative" class (where machines are able to
replace the human worker easily). As more and more of these situ
ations occur, industry must prepare for increased in-the-plant
training for new positions and up-grading skills in order to maintain
a resel'\~oir of qualified personnel. 7.J

As automation is beginning to affect people in aU levels of
society, our educational system must, therefore, develop new and
more comprehen. i\'e programs in order to provide adequate edu
cation for all members of society.
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